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Abstract
44,

IM111011M,

This.; study was conducted in order to lissess current modes of instruction

,and levels ofaccomplishment in handwriting:in. Ontario schools. Research

techniques used included non-participant observations of classroom

instruction at all elementary grade levels; interviews with teachers,

principals, consultants, and students; and content analysis of hand-

writing guidelines provided by various°school boards throughout the

province.

With regard to handwriting methodologies currently being used in

Ontario, it was.found that very little.variation existed .among the schools

visited. An analysis of data collected from the public and separate

schools and school boards surveyed indicated that Ontario's teachers do

,not adhere to widely differing or individual thegries of handwriting.
,

instruction, indeed that few adhere tO any unified theory in thie

subject area. Nor did zny sctiool employ an extensive commercially

prepared program based on Aevelopmental theories,of psycho-motor and

visuospaCial refinement. Instead, it was found that teachers typically

created their own programs of instruction, or employed handwriting

guidelines provided by school boards. Few guidelines discussed the

theoretical basis for the2activities suggested, although it appeared

that the activities had been gleaned from the handwriting literature, or

from experimentetion on the part of individual classroom teachers.

With regard to the quality of-handwriting produced by th students

surveyed, a key ingredient appeared to be the emphasis placed on hand-

writing by the principal and teachers in y given echool. When students

are required to produce neat and legible h dwriting, they usually comply;

when they are not required to do so, they te d not to place a high

priority on the skill and the quality.of handwriting is therefore not

iii



high. of particular importance may be the cantinued emphasis plated on

handwriting in the upper elementary grades.

For the most part, it appears that the quality of handwriting in

the many samples collected from both left- and right-handed students.is

of acceptable quality, with few serious problems of illegibility ityterms

of letter form, slant, spacing, alignment, or letter joining. While there

are considerable differenceR in handwriting quality Among students, the

.differences seem to be due more to variation among the students themselves

.than to variation among 'programs of instruction.

Q
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Preface and Acknowledgments

Penmanship....

An archaic word summoning visions of letters carefully written in fine

copperpoint script with delicate loops and flourishes; of an era,now

past, an era of craftmanship..

But, handwriting is still taught: It is a skill neCessary for

school and work. Two forms are taught: block letter printing, and.a

4 cursive script. They Constitute perhaps the.most complex single skill

.taught'in school, one in which perceptual, verbal and motor abilities

come simultaneously into play.

To learn how handwriting is being taught today in Ontario schools,

a stuay was commissioned. This report describes the findings of that "

study, and is divided into two parts, each having a aifferent purpose.

Part I is a description of current practices in Ontario's class-

rooms and should be of interest to teachers, coordinators, superinten-

dents of piograms, and parents. It includes Many ideas and suggestions

which can be put to immediate use, and refers the reader to other

sources such as the collection of handwriting materials, collected for

this study, which is now availahie at the OISE Library.

Part II is quite different. . It is an extensive annotated biblio-

graphy which delves deeply into historical, psychological, and visuo-

spatial literature on handwriting. Others wishing to pursue the stUdy

of handwriting, perhaps initiating their own studies, will find this

bibliography'of value.

'Both parts provide sound evidence that fine penmanship is not an ,

outmoded-ideal, but one to which a significant number of teachers and

researchers continue to be committed.
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DEFINITIONS OF SPECIAL TERMS USED-IN THE STUDY

6

ocopying - drawing an al-Phab4 character or othersgraphic representation
on a blank sheet of piper, chalkboard,.or newwini.

cursive a free and flowing form oilahandwriting in which all letters of
a word are Written' without lifting pen from paper.

dextral-- right-handed.,

fine motor skill - a learned motor ability that utilizes small muscles
of the hands andarms (e.g., conirolled'finger and hand movemente).

gross motor skill - a learned motor ability that utilizes large muscles
'of the body (e.g., arms anallegs). ,.

italic - a style of handwriting based on Renaissance Italian scrips in
which letters are formed with serifs using a snub-nosed fountain
pen and in which all letteis of a word may not be joined together.

joined manuscript - a vertical form of handwriting in which specially
designed forms of manuscript letters are joined with one another
to form a transitional script between 'pure manuscript and,pure
cursive.

lateralization of the brain - double...hemisphere construction.of the brain
and the speeialized functions associated with each hemisphere.

manuscript - block printing, in which the letters of a word are 'formed
individually, typically using simplified letter forms consisting
ofstraight lines,'arcs, and circles.

printscript - see "joined manuscript" above.
0

psychomotor - pertaining to the capability of an individual.to consciously
control his/her gross and fine motor activity.

tinistral'- left-handed.

tracing - drawing a letter or other graphic representation over an
existing symbol. May be done with a pencil, crayon, finger,
marker, etc.

visuospatial - pertaining to visual perceptions of objects located in
three-dimensional space.

.
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PART I: INSTRUCTION IN HANDWRITING IN
ONTARIO SCHOOIS

1 Introduction to the Study'

.14

This study, funded by'the Ontario Ministry of Education, was designed to

evaluate handwriting instruction in Ontario elementary schools. As an

.initial investigation into this curricular area, its scope was far-reaching

and encompassed the following seven points:

Z. to search the literature for studies on the development of

legible handwriting among children, commensurate with their

.psycho-motor,skills;:.,

2. to provide the basis.for a P1.11'support document in the'turricUlum

Ideas for Teachers" series;

3. to provide information or assistance in the professional develco

Ment of teachers;

4. to describe the 'methodologies principally used in Ontario schools

to teach:handwritirtg, including "printing", in the primary and

Junior Diviiiiiits;

5. tp explain the empirical basis of each methodology;

6. to measure the effectiveness of eiteh method in the development

of legible handwriting;

7, toassess the effeFt of each methodology on the attitude of'the

.etudent-towards learning.

In order to fulfill therequirements described in the preceding seven

points, the following stet's were undertaken,:

1. Curriculum guidelineslin'English,and the.Language Arts from a

large sample of Ontario school boards (including both public ana separate

schools) were collected and analyzed as to the theory and practice of

handwriting instruction contained therein. A set of criteria were

de4sloped for assessing these guidelines in terms cf the basic components

I.
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of handwiting instruction, indluding perceptual skills, handedness,

evtivation procedures, and so forth;

2. Research related to the components of instruction -In handwriting

was rcvlewed, resulting in an annotated-bibliography on handwriting

included as Part II of this report.'

3. Handwriting programs An a sample of elementary schools from

public and separate boards were selected and were assessed in terms of:

a) actual classroom practice of instruction ih handwriting;

h) the perceived and actual effectiveness of\different nandwriting

instructional Vroeedures;

c) the needs Oi teachers for curricular materials and other assis-

tance in tee6ing handwriting, especially those related to the

diagnosis of handwriting.problems among students, and

d) the principal's and consultants' roles in developing handwriting

programs.

4. Student attitude toward printing and writing instruction were

10 assessed in the.sample of schools selected'in (3) above.

The study is, for the most part, a cross-seciional survey employing

dontent analysis, interviews, and non-participant observations. Content

analysis was limited to curriculum guidelines and classroom meterials;

interviews were conducted with consultants, principals, teachers and

students; ahd obServations of handwriting instruction were conducted in

classrooms at all elementary grade levels.

The primary product,of the study is a description of the current

approaches used by Ontario teachers ,to'teach handwriting and of the

handwriting that results from thig instruction'. A formal asseisment of

the effectiveness of different methodologies did not prove feasible,

there being few distinctive "methodologies" used in'practice. Neverthe-
,

less, the description of current preoices does include many creative

ideas used by teachers to instrut,,to inspire and to assess Students;

ideas that we hope will be ne.ful to others teaching the art and Skill

of handwriting.

2



Review of the Literature

Before any investigation into handwriting instruction in Ontario schools

could be undertaken, the relevant research literature had to be reviewed

so that we might come to a clear understanding of the current state of

the art. In this chapter, a general review of the literature is.presen-
..,

ted, with an attempt to give the reader .some basic information on all

-facets of handwriting instruction and research. A more extensive

introduction to specific aspects of the subject can be obtained from

Ire annotated bibliography included as Part II of the report.

History oflimaimiting

Han's desireto record information about himself and his environment'

is evident throughout history, from prehistoric to modern times. Indeed,

it could be argued that major advances in science, technology and.the

arts were all dependent upon mankind's ability to preserve current

achievements in graphic form. Only by creating permanent records, was

it poisible for future generations to build on the existing stock of

recorded information, and then in turn record their own contributions to

the growing body of knowledge.

The first type of writing produced by man consisted of crude scrib-

blings on cave walls and stone tabkets, which later developed into more

detailed drawings, referred to as "pictographs" (Diringer, 1968). These

pictographs'initially described an event through &single picture, but 0

over time, showed an evolutionary development from such still life pic-

tures of animals and humans to i series of action pictures telling stories

.about events in the life'of the creator. The next stage of development

occurred when simplified symbols, instead of detailed pictures,



were deed to represent objects. The emergence of such "ideographic"

writing enabled the writer to add much more detail to his story,,since.

less time was required t reate each picture representation (Diringer, .

1968).

BecauseAhinib pictures" could not convey abstract ideas, a series

of "idea pictures" were also developed. For example, by combining the

symbol for 'Emouth" and "water", one created a graphic representation for

the.concept "drink". Further advances in written language resulted from

the use of "sound pictures" (Ogg, 1961), wherein characters were used to

represent syllables in compound words, rather than discrete objects.

For example, by combining the symbols for "hot" and "dog" one could

create a totally new concept of "hotdog", which has nothing to. do with

the constituent words, but which nevertheless sounds like the combina-

tion of both terms. This particular developrept in written commdnication'

ultimately paved the way for the development of the modern Latin alphabet,

which assigns 4 different letter for every discrete vowel and consonant

sound.

According to. Havelock (1976), there are three theoretic requirements

which must.be fulfilled by.any writing system in order .forit to be

classified as a true alphabet: (1) coverage of all the .phonemes (i.e.,

the minimum acoustic constituents) in the language must be exhaustive;

(2) the letter'shapes must be restricted to a total of between 20 and 30-

for easy recall; and (3) individual letter shapes must.not be required

to represent several sounds.; that is, their acoustic identities must be

fixed and unchineng. The Greek alphabet, which was later adopted by the

Romans, satisfied all three conditions, whereas all previous writing

systems failed on one or more of these conditions. The.Phoenicians, for

example, ellocated uniqde symbols forall discrete consonant sounds., but

not foryowels, so that it was left to the reader to decide where a

vowel sound was intended in a. word and which particular vowel was needed.

Ullman.(1969). suggeste that the nature of writing materiallavailable

throughout history has had an enormous influence on the style of writing

that was produced. Chiseling in stone in the earliest days led to the

use of straight lines, whereas the movement.to pen and ink on papyrus or

parchment led to the development Of a more flowing circular form. As

more and more people in the Roman Mmpire learned to write, a rapid personal

4



cursive script with joined letters evolved, in addition to the exacting,

laborious formal script used to record permanent text. In time, this

: informal script had a significant influence on formal script, promoting

greater simplicity in letter formation. With the introduction of

printing techniques in the fourteenth century greater uniformity of

letter forms was made-possible, so that by the sixteenth century the

Latin aly'riabet had spread across most Of Europe to become the standard

printing form in most Western.countries.

Recent Developments in Randbriting Instruction

In recent years, it has been said that the quality of students'

handwriting in North America has deteriorated somewhat, primarily due to

innovations in education which have placed less emphasis on basic writing

skills. Enstrom (1965), for example, claims that in the larger schools

in the United States hindwritini' was taught more skillfully tetWeen 1900

and 1930 than at any other period in educational history, and attempts to

accOunt for this decline since the early decades of the century. Until

the'1920's, cursive script was taught exclusively inilorth American schools

without students ever being exposed to manuscript handwriting lessons. In

that decade, however, Marjorie Wise introduced the British manuscript style

to the United States school system, arguing that the simple forms of manu-

script would be easier for young children to maeter and also aid in the

process of learning to read, because of the similarity of its letter forms

to printed text.

In Canada, writing programs, such.as those developed by.H.B. McLean,

also advocated this dual mantiscript-cursive handwriting system.

As manuscript was being introduced in the 1920's and 30's, many edu-,

cators were rebelling against the narrawness of the teaching of handwriting

in schools, and insisting that an integrated approach (i.e., with'reading

and spelling).be adopted in order to.make'the task more meaningful. This

new philosophy,, in conjunction with the need to drop "fads and frills"

during the 1930's depression, caused the elimination of specialization in

handwriting instruction by teachers, so that by the early 1940's, few colleges

were preparing teachers for handwriting programs An the elementary grades.

By mid-century other innovations received the major attention in educational

circles,'while the "basics" seemed to be crowded inta the background.

Today, Enstrom suggests that skills in teaching handwriting haye been lost



for the molt part, resulting in an illegible hand for many students lea-

ving school. Groff (1975) lends an element of Support to this view, with

his finding that only 50 per cent of U.S. elementary schools had a

separate period of handwriting instruction in 1961.
0

Dovelopnentat Aspects of Handuritit4

Because the ability to write involve's both perceptual and motor

elements, it is essential that the child attains an adequate level of

maturity in both psycho-motor and visuospatial development before

formal handwriting instruction is begun. As early as 1947, Hildreth

suggested that learning to write is not a mechanical lower-level reflex

response, but a thinking process which entails activity of the cortical

,nerve areas, in addition to motor coordination of eye, tend, arm said

finger muscles. Writing from memory was mad to demand the internaliza-

tion of visual and kinesthetic images of form, not present in the senses,

for future recall. Once the discrete letter shapes and complex muscle

movements required to form Letters and words have been internaliied by

the individual, an automatic writing response can arise, whereby one is

no longer required to think about the writinglect itself, but can concen-

trate solely on the message to be conveyed.
4

More'recently, Furner (1969) has vggested that teachers have over-
,

looked the perceptual aspect of handwriting taskerand have concentrated

solely on the motor aspect, through drill and copying 'exercisea. She

claims that handwriting instruction should attempt to build accurate

perceptions of the procedures invol;.red in letter formation and to begin

motor development of the constituent armhand, and finger movements

prior to actual use of the latter forms, ha order to preclude the develop-

ment-of inaccurate perceptions and motor habits. The basin exercises

advocated in her program of instruction ihclude guided examination of the

letter formational processomerbal descriptions of letter construction,

and student self.pevaluation of errors with attempts to describe verbally

areas for tnprovemint. .Results from a study comparing her perteptual

program with a traditional motor-oriented program have shown that the

overall quality of writing in the experimental group was higher, the

.speed. faster, and the rate of error in letter formation lower. Because of

these preliminary findings, it was concluded that the experimental method

6 17



was much more effective in developing accurate perceptions of handwriting

procedures to:serve as a guide to motor development, thereby producing a

better quality of handwriting.

Sivik (1975) has made a significant contribution to the literature

through his exploration of the psycho-motor aspects of children's hand-

writing from the nerspective of cybernetic feedback theory. According to

his model, self7geLorated body trackAng machanimas operate within an

individual_to monitor muscle action and to ensure that the desired action

is.the one which is ultimately carried oUt.by the ippropriate muscle

group. In this latY, feedback information constantly .directs muscular

movement towards the desired target by comAring the actual motion with

the desired motion, and then adjusting errors aCcordingly. In the catie

of an experienced writer, a "feedforward cmtrol mechansm" is believed

to operate,. Here, the individual anticipates the desired letter shapes

from his mental repertoire and uses this information to direct hand
. .

motion in advance of the actual pen movements on the paper. ,This anti-

cipat.ion of future hand-motion increales,the possibility ofcOordinating

expected,hand movementl'and hence promOtes a.rapid leriting tyle, in much

the same manner as was suggested by Hildreth above.

Methods of, Instruction

Because of differing viewpoints as io'how children grow and develop,

educators have suggested many different ways of teaching students in the

school setting. ,In the case of handwriting, a variety of techniques have

been employed, with some grounded'in complex deVelopmental theories and

others based solely on traditional teaching methods and informal class-

room experimentation. Although.many.educators are convinced of the

power of their handwriting programs to produce the highest quality writing

that suffers the least deterioration over time, it is'not apparent that

any single foolproof method exists which consistently-produces top quality

, results. Teachers aie therefore advised to use those approaches which

they find moot successful, and which are compatiblemith the remainder of

the school program.

,Parbe and Lucas (1974) and Bauman and Horton (1973) both claim that

if handwriting instfuction is to be successful, then it must be made

."
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relevant to the student's own experience. They suggest that practice

does not necessarily make perfect, especially when patterns requiring

endless repetition of.a single letter, out of context, are required and

result in acute boredom with the handwriting task. Only when the child

is enjoying him/herself will he/she excel, in any curricular activity.

Croutch (1969) claims that basic difficulties in handwriting often

arise from tnproper body posture and papei positioning. 4ftr, right-handed

children, he suggests that the bottom left, corner of the paper should

point to the navel,- while -for left-handed childen,_the lower right

corner should point to the navea. The non-dominant hang should rest on'

the bottom half of the paper to ensure an ,unobstructed visual field,

and good body' balance which prOmotes muscle relaxation for a flowing

hand. The elbow and forearm should rest on the writing surface, and the

feet should be kept flat on the floor. The body should be slightly

turned to the non-dominant, hand side and'the.eye kept approximately 16

inches from the paper. Ideally; the wriiing surfaceeihould be inclined.

towards the Writer at an angle of 20 degtees from the horizontal._

According to'.0tudies conduCted by Foerster (1972), activities

requiring children to trece alphabet letters do more to establish bad

writing.hebits than to improve writing skills. Apparently, when a

child is required to trace,overA dotted outline.(as in fadedpracing),

his/her attention becomes centered on co;iiilng the line, rather than

considering correct starting and stopping points- and the proper sequence

of strokes. Since it is'impossible for teachers ro supervise all students

completing tile tracing exercisei, Foerster recommends that this practice

be completely abandoned. In a complementary study, Hirsch and Niedermeyer

..(1973) examines1 the effect of faded tracing and copying exercises on the ,

handvriting.performance of Kindergarten children, and found that diffe-

rences between the copying andfaded tracing groups ware imieed signifi-

cant, favoring the:students who engaged in copyingexercises.

'Current handwriting practices usually result in the child's learning

"manuscript or print script in Grades 1 and 2,,,and then switching to a

flovdng or Cursive script In3Crade 3. Although we tend to take this

It

trantition from writing to printini for granted, there are many educators

who question the wisdom of this practice and advocate the exclusive use

,
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444,

of either a manuscript, cursive, or italic script. Early (1973), for

example, recommends that cursive writing be taught in the early elementary

grades, maintaining that a switch from manUscript to cursive may be

especially harmful to children with learning disabilities. He also

believes that cursive script entails a natural rhythm which promotes an

automatitlwriting response. When the writing act becomes automatic, as

suggested by the works of Hildreth and Sivik above, the child is not

burdened with the necessity of attending cognitively to the production of

appropriate hand and arm movements. Instead, the cognitive energy can be

'totally directed to the message that the child wishes to cOfivey.

Minuscript.writing is not seen to entail such rhythmic movements, and

supposedly will 'not promote the desired automatic writing response as

easily as does cursive.

Plattor and.Woestehoff (1971), on the other hand, question the need

for stlidents-to ever learn cursive, aild advocaterthe use.of manuscript'

as the sole writing style throughout the student's educational career.-
,

Their,suggest that if_the goals of handwriting are speed.and-legibility,

then both of.these goals can be achieved as eikily with manuscript as.with

cursive,lihile not requiring the child to learn two different methods of
?

hands*iting.

=Hildreth (1963) also objects to eh,, changeover from manuscript to

cursive writing in the ilementary grades and refers to it as a wasteful

and unnecessary use of the child's and,teacher's time. She further claims

that there is no natural transition from manuscript to cursive script

because the.letter strokes ire distinctly different in each case.

''''Hkiwever by modifying the manuscript style through slant and the joining

of letters, it is possible to eteate a closely related italic script

that builds on the basic manuscript form and leads to a legible flowing

- adult writing style.

Enstrom (19(,9b) takes a sOmewhat different position on this issue-,by

suggesting that the'existing duil.system of handwriting is necessary for

. children.because both manuscript and cursive writing styles serve different

, purposes for the developing child and mature adult. The simple lines of

reanuscript are said to be more easily manipulated by the younger student,

but nevertheless constitufi an inferior writing modt because they are

slower to form than those of cursive, are more tiring for°finger muscles, and

9



cause words to look disjointed. Because of this, Enstrom adv..cates that

manuscript be viewed only as.a precursor to a more complex and rapid adult

cursive script.

Wilaon.(1969) disagrees that there is,no natural transition frola

nanuseript to cursive, and suggests that both writing styles can be

designed so that they have a comparable kinesthetic movemedt for lower

case letters and similarly-formed upper case tatters. The author suggests

that hand and arm movements for the foriation of both manuscript and

cursive letters can be essentially the same, with the only major difference

being that id nonuser*, part of the movement takes place above the paper,

while in cursive, the total movement is made on the paper. .

A.Canadian.study by Crawford.and Brenner (1972) attempted to resolve

the manuscript-cursive debate by comparing.the effectslf manuScript and

cursive writing styles in terms of reading and writing speed, detectioh

of spelling errors, and reading comprehension. One hundred and twenty-
,

four.Grade 5 students in two NOrth york, Ontario schools were randomly

assigned to either e.cursive or-manuscript group, where exercises in the

appropriate handwriting style were given. Analysis of the means and

standard deviations of tests measuring spelling errors, reading and

writing slimed, and the level.of reading comprehension. showed no Signi-

ficent,differentes between the two gro4ps in,any of these areas. .

Severafresearchers have attempted to determine what factors are

associated with the most legible writing style. Anderson (1969),-for

example, found that..in Grades 4, 5.end 6,4irls were generally'better

writers than boys; girls had a less slanted style than boys; and more

'Nlegible writing was correlated-with larger writing size and with a more

uniform slant. Horton (1969), in an analysis of 1000.sixth-grade

stildents, found that right-handed girls produced the most legible cursive

wriiniNetyle, while /eft-handed boys produced the most illegible'samples.

However, the quality of all. students' handwriting was judged-to be

unacceptable inSgfar as the right-handed girls produced 25% of their.

letters illegibly While the left'handed boys.produced almost 50% of

their letters in an illegible manner.

Other educators have attempted to determine what effect handwriting

quality has'on student essay grades, but,have generated some contradictory

10



results. Both Briggs (1970) and Markham (1976) found thategood handwriting

. quality had a significant positive influence on the teachers' markings,

while Marshall (1972) found no significant differences in the essays his

sample of teachers graded.

Laterali.sationk of the Brain and Its Relation to Handedness

Recent research in the area of brain lateralization suggests that

lateral dominance exists for such functions as language ability, handed-
,

.ness, musical taIentTneurospatial abill11,-Attention Apan-and-emotional

.outlook. A summary of research findings in this area, completed.by

Galabura et al. (1978) .indicatet that: (1) brains without a particular

asymmetry are more.cOmmon in left-handed than in right-handed individuals;

(2) left-handed persons are-more likely than right-handed persons to show

reverse asymmetry, although the extent of the:asymmetry is less marked;

(3) asymmetry in some left-banded individuals is.in the smze direction

'as thit of right-handed individuals, but it is also less striking;

(4) the region which is larger on one side of the brain varies from
k .

being,only slightly larger to several times larger; (5) asymmetries

appear to be inborn, aince they are present in the foetus; and (6) there"

appear to be sex-differences in the distribution and:extent of the asym-

metries. Such asymmetries are said to determine lateral dominanCe, with

the larger hemispheres associated with greater specialization of all

functions controlled.by that hemisphere.

Levy and Levy (1978) reporton seveial recent studies which show

that right hmzisphere functiois of the brain develop earlier in boys,

while left hemisphere functions develop earlieF in girls. Such sex

differences were.found not..only -handed children wit:. language

functions specialized to 'the left hemisphere and vieuoapatial functions

to the right, but also in a group of.left-Unded children where the

pattern of lateralization wasusually reversed. It. was concluded that

hemispheric develoOpent aa.a function of Ilfix is independent of the

specialization of the two hemispheres, and that male and female differences'

could not be attributed .tts socio -cultural factors ,enceuraging different

abilitiea in boys And girls. supporting evidence for these findings has

also been provided by research conducted by Oaleman (1978) and Witelson

(1976), although many dnanswered questions still remain in this'particu-

lar area.
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Several tests of cerebral lataralisation were employed by Levy &

Reld (1976) on 73 subjects classified according to sex, handedness and

hand.orientition during writing. They discovered that the direction of

cerebral lateralization could be indexed fromst subject's handedness and

hand posture during writing. Laft-handed individuals writing in a "hooked"

hand pOsition had the linguistically specialized hemisphere on the side

opposite to the dominant hand and the visuospatially speFialized hemisphere

on the sone Ole. In those individuals withJA normal writing position

below the line, the reverse Was true. Thie suggeste that sinistral.

. students who write with a hook hand may do sc, not-because Of habit, but

because of brain otganization, although much more research is needed in

this aroa before any conclusive statement can be made.

Nandueiting Instruction for Left-Handed Students

According to an extensive study conducted_in the United States by

Enstrom (1962); 11.1% of all students were left-banded, mdth an average

rate of 12.5% for boys and 9.7% for girls. Because there are such large

numbers of sinistral students in our schools and because the mechanics

of handwriting .are somewhat different for,sinistral than for dextral

writers, it is not surprising to find that appropriate adjustments in

handwriting programs have been suggested for sinistral students. Cole

(1939), forMexample, has suggested that difficulties arise for the

left-handed writer becaUse the direction of the script across the page

from left to right is the natural outward direction for the dextral,

writer, but contrary to that of the einistral writer. In order for the

,left-handsd individual to enjoy-the advantages of the'right -handed

individual, the position of the paper, the slant of the writing, and its

direction should all be reversed. Because he/she cannot wtite,au comfort-

ably from left to right Zs he/she'could from right to left, Cole suggested

that the sinistral student must adopt an awkward hand posture in order to

see what he/she is.writing and to prevent the sMearing of the pencil or ink.

Enstrom (1962) eiamined,the Writing mode of 1103 left-handed

students in Grades 5 through'8; and.uncovered.15.different handwriting

techniques, which he classified intd two main groups: (1) those who

wrote below the lini and (2) those whO wrote in a hook hand position

above the line, By rating these 15 different teChniques on,the baMis of

12
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quality, speed, the ability to,produce maear-free papers, and hea'thful

body posture considerations, Enstrom concluded that the six techniques

classified under group 1 (below the line) were sUperior to the nink

techniques classified under group 2 (WA hand position), and suggisted

that the former technique be taught to left-handed students in the

beginning stages of writing. Howver, as was indicated above, the study

by Levy and Reid suggests that "above" and "below" the line writing in

left-handed individuals is related to hemispheric specialization in the,

-brain, thereby calling into question Enstrom's recommendations.

.Foerster (1975) is critical of the lack.of_attention that has bean

given to handwriting instruction for the left-handed child and-suggests

that left-handed teachers construct such programs for sinistral children.

If the classroom:teacher is dextral, then it is suggested that she/he

team-teach with sinistral teacher or aide, in order that proper

posture, arm and hand movement and'paper -positioning techniques be

employed. Neufeld (1976) for example, suggests that left-handed Writers

make circles clockwise instead of counter-clockwise, that they slant

their writing to ihe left4and thatthe paper position be opposite to that of a

right-handed child.

.Handwriting P;Nograms ProChiLdren with Learnimg Disabilities

Children with learning disabilities related to visual, motor, and tac-

tile functioning, frequently experience problems in letter form discrimina-

tion, and conSequently have difficulty writing in a legible and flowing

manner. According to Harrison (1968), a child must have five interrelated

perceptual, abilities in order to write. They arees follows: (1) visual.

perception, or the capacity to perceive objects, pictures, parts of a Whole,

and to discriminate; (2) visuospatial refationships, or the.'ability to

perieive positions in space; (3) visuomotor ability, or the capacity to

manipulate spatial relationsh.:28 in order to construct what hap been, per-

ceived; (4) eye-hand coordination, .or the ability to mechanically.repro-

duce what has been perceived; and (5) recall, or the ability to remember

complex details necessary for the.production of what has been perceived.

Where'one or more of these skills are lacking, handwriting probleMs are

expected to arise. 'J

el

Several researchers have found that a form of-joined manuscript or cursive

script is more easily manipulated by perceptually disabled children, because



words are perceived as units and are created in basically one continuous

motion. Joseph and Mullins (1970), for example, suggest that cursive

script may be easier for such chilareh because of its connective lines

which clearly indicate the order, position and grouping of letters, and

because of the slant which indicates the left-right direction of words..

However, it is also suggested that because cursive is dissimilar to

printed text, it can cause confusionwhen reading print. As, a result the

authors advocate the use of an italic type script which has the flowing

and directional advantages of cursive, while retaining the basin letter

shapes of print script.

Several individuals have attempted to use behavior modification

reinforcement strategies on specific aspects of the handwriting act for

children with learning disabilities.and have reported a'great deal of

success. Glynn,. Wothirspoon,and Harbridge (1976) found that at the end

of a 120-day programi wherein token points and social reinforcement were

issued by the teacher for improvements'in copying, transcribing, and

generating words and sentences, all nine children, who'at the beginning

of ehe study were performing only copying and transcribing tasks, were

producing complex sentences. Samples of the students' work further

showed that written sentences had progressed from simple repetitive

statements to more complex statements elaborating on a continuous\theme.

A .stnilar technique'was used on children with severe perceptual-motor

.disbrders in a study conducted by Lahey, Busemeyer, O'Hara and Betts

(1977). They found that.after the introduction of reinforcement and

cerrective 'feedback, the number of correct copying responses.increased,

suggesting that even handwriting problems resulting fromrsevere disorders

of this sort can be effectively remediated using direct instructional

methods and positive reinforcement strategies.

Carter and Synolds (1974) suggest that,many of the difficulties

brain7damaged children have with handwriting arise from trying too hard

and,using too much energy in the process.. Through the use of an audio-

taped relaxation program, they found that thiprogram was effective in

enhancing the quality of handwriting.in the experimental.group, which

also transferred to non-experimental situations, and which remained .

stable over time." As a-result,, ;hey recommend that children with any

sort of learning disability be in a relaxed state.when anr handwriting

instruction is undertaken.

14
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.Campbell (1973) hypothesized that typewriting, a relatively simple

mqtor task requiring little eye-hand coordination, facilitates early

reading instruction in learning-disabled children more than does hand-

writing, a complex motor task requiring a great deal of eye-hand

coordination. Fifty students were evenly divided (on the basis of

chronological age and /Q) Y.nto two groups: one that completed all

written work with a typewriter and another Which used handwriting.

tmprovements intreading yocabulary and reading comprehension befóre and

Lfter the experiment were meaeured through the use of the Gates -MicGintie

instrument, with the gains in raw score analyzed by i -tests. It was

found that the typewriter group obtained a mean gain in reading vocabulary

of 8..36 raw score points and the handwriting group a gain of 4.06 points.

Because the differences were statisticelly significant, .it was concludedp

that the use of typewriters facilitated the acquiiition of reading

vocabulary skills more.than dAid handwriting.

Conc*usion

The research articles reviewed in-this.chapter present some very

useful information far teacthers, consultants and.other individuals.

engaged inhandwriting instruction and research. They indicate that in

or er to successfully'teach handwriting skills, attention must he paid'.

to the child's level of perceptual, motor, and, visuospatial development,

his/her hand preference, paper popitioning and body posture.considera-

.tions,'the type of script which is utiliZed (e.g., manuscript versus

.cursiVe), and the method by which handwriting models are presented by

the teacher and then practised by the students. Although :Zany of the

research findings contained in.this chapter have produced contradictory

results, they nevertheless point to areas that deserve pur attention wtmn

we wish to create worthwhile handwriting program!.

°
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.3 Analysis of Curriculum Guidelines

01.

,

Raving comple e a review of the current:handwriting literaturein the

last chaptex, we sre.now prepared to examine Ontario school board curri-
,

culum guidelines.for'handwriting instruction, considering many of the

'research findings that 11aie been described above. We-will begin with':

.
.some..background information on the guidelines thokselves, and then'

'proceed to discuts tha nature of the handwriting programs advocated-by

the school boards, the methods of instrUction considersd,tha evaluation

procedures utilised, and finally-any special provisioni for sinistral

students, and thoie having learning disabilities.

s.

Baakground Inforination

request for handwriting guidelines was originally eent to 124

' Ontarp school boaids, rosulting in a total of 63 submissions, or a

response rate of 51 par cent. It.was our preference towork with those ,

boards that showed an inteeest in the.project, and we feel confident'that.

the response received,is more than adequate for the purposes of this

, study.

Not all bdards had recent guidelines to sold to us. Many sent none
4

*at ill, while others forwarded those developed by predecessor boards,

se.hotils within their boarde, or ihdicated that they*followed practice%

outlined in various published books or commercial curriculum series. Of

..the 47 public boards offeducation that responded, 28 (or 6J per cent)0

sent guidelines; of the.16.separate school boards responding, six (or 38

per.cent) sent guidelines. Overall, 34 (54 per cent) of the 63 boards

provided some type of handwriting guidelines for use'in this study. /t

was clear trom the content of the'letters received that t e' other boards

.1?
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did not have official guidelines which 'ware in current use. Several

responses indicated that the board's staff were knowledgeable in this

area and did not need sUpplementary maeerials.
. Most, however, indicated

that they would be interested in the findings of the'project.

The handwriting- gUidelines,that were.received were remarkably

similar in terms of objectives, methods of ineitruction, evaluation
. .

.procedures and so forth. There were two, however,-which could be called

truly unique: one advocating the exclusive use of cursive script from

Kindergarten onwards, and another using a perceptual-deVelopment theory,

based on the work of Beatrice Furner (see Chapter 'Two).

For the most part, the guidelines suggested that the aims of hand-

writing instruction are to teach students to.write in a legible manners,

to write with a flowing style that promotes a reasonable amount'of speed,

to writevith ease, and to understand that handwriting is an important

communication tool, to be used in the expression'of oners thoughts and

ideas. , Several of the guidelines, however, stressed the artistic-as.

well as the functional nature of the task, suggesting that handwriting

should be viewed as.a,type of artistic endeavour, requiring attention

to proper letter forms, and a flowing and artistic StYle.

Bature of the Handwriting Programs Contained -

in School Board Guidelines

.Because most eduCators have adopted a developmental view of chil-

dren's learning, a visuomotor activity Such'as handwriting is taUght in

a sequence of learning tasks inVolving more and more Complex skills on

the part of the student. Kindergarten is seen to be a time to develop

Children's basic motor skills, by involving the students in a series of

activities which develop gross and fine muscle control as well as eye-

hand coordination. in the guidelines, teachers are encouraged to observe

individual children at play early in the Kindergarten program in order

to determine their degrees of motor control and visual ability. This

assessment will'supposedly enable the teacher to determine which children

are ready, to learn,to write, and to select the most appmopriate learning

materials for the group.

Readiness activities for the Kindergarten student usually begin with

haphazard scribbling and evolve 'into the drawing of simple objects,

drawing more complex objects, and then imitating, tracing, or,reproducing
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what the teacher prints on ths chalkboard or on paper.

can form circles and horizontal, vertical andliagonal

ready to_begin printing, using the "ball and stick" or

stroke" methods outlined below. . An example of, typical,

-'are given in Figure 1.

Once the child-

lines, she/he is

"continuous

readiness designs

II'poles

A tent

yard

[4] window

(:) cookie

and%

1

roads

'cane '

door

mat

doughnut

MEND."

Figure 1: Suggested Readiness Designs

Almost all school board guidelines suggested that manuscript or

print script be taught initially'in Kindergarten and maintained through-

out the first and second grades. Oniy in the case of one guideline

received was the exclusive use,of cursive in all grades advocated. In

this particular instance, cursive scriOt was seen to be mastered easily

by Children with learning disabilities, and hence was recommended for

widespread usage by all students in the elementary grades. For the most

.part, howevec, print script or manuscript is said to be more easily
A

manipulated by young children because of its simple letter forms and

their similariey to'those found in textbooks and other commercially

produced reading material.

Typically, "ball and stick" letters are utilized in Ontario hand-

writing programs. Using the ball and stick approach, ail upper and lower.case'

manuscript letters can be formed from horizontal, vertical and diagonal

strokes, and counter-clockwise circlea.. In all Cases, the strokes are

to be'made in a top-to-bottom and left-to-right progression to promote

uniformity of letter fortation and also to instill a sense of left-ta'

right progression across the page, a kinesthetic, visual and muscular

ability necessary for flowing and rapid movement'in bcith remding and

writing exercises. In some instances, left-handed students ere permitted

to make clockwise circles, but most often no special.provisions are made'

for the sinistral child. ExamOles of ball and stick letters are given
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did not have official guidelines which were in current use. Several

responses indlcated that the board's staff were knowledgeable in this

area and did not need supplementary materials. Most, however, indicated

that they would be interested in the findings of the project.

The handwriting guidelines that ware received were remarkably'
.

similar in terms of objectives,inethods of instruction, evaluation

procedures and so forth. There ware two, however, which could be called

truly unique: one advocating the.exclusive use of cursive script from

Kindergarten onwards, and another using a perceptual-development theory,
\ ,

based on the work of Beatrice Furner (see Chapter TWo).

For the most part, the'luidelines suggested that the aims Of hand-

writing instruction are to teach students to write in a legible manner,

to write with a flowing style that promotes a reasonable amount of speed,

'to write with ease, and to understand that handwriting is an important

communication tool, to be used in the expression of One's thoughts and

ideas. Several of the guidelines, however, stressed the artistic as'

well as the functional nature of the task, suggesting that handwriting

should be viewed as a type of artistic endeavour, requiring attention

to proper letter forms, and a flowing and artistic style.

Natur of the handwriting Programs Contained

in Se ol Board Guidelines

B ause most eduCators have adopted a. developmental view of chil---.1--

dren's learningt.a visuomotor activitY such,as handwritinvis taught in

'a sequ nce
,

of learning tasks involving more and more complex skills on

the pa t oUthe student. Kindergarten is seen to be a time to develop

childr s basic,motor skills, by involving the students in a. series of

activities which develop gross and fine muscle coittrol as well as eye-;

hand.,corgination. In the guidelines, teachers'are encouraged to.observe

individ al children at play-early in the Kindergarten program in.order

'to dete hne their degrees of motor control and visual ability. this

assess+t will supposedly enable the teacher to determine which children

, are ready to learn to write, and to select the most appropriate learning

material's for the group.

Readiness activities for the Kindergarten student usually begin with

. haphazard scribbling, and evolve into the.drawing of simple objects,

drawing,aore coriplex objects,.and then hnitating, tracing, or reproduCing
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what the teacher prints on the chalkboard or on paper. Once the child

can form circles and horizontal, vertical and,iiagonal lines,..she/he is

ready to begin printing, ueing the "ball and stick". or "continuous

stroke" methods outlined below. An example of,typical readiness designs

are given in Figure 1.

poles

tent

E3 yard

EBwindow

0 cookie

and %. roads

cane

door

mat

doughnut

Figure 1: Suggested Readiness Dedigns

Almost all sEhool board guidelines suggested that manuscript or,
.;

print script be taught initially in Kindergarten and maintained through-
,

out the first and second stades. Nly in the case of one guideline -

received was the exclusive use of cursive in all grades advocated. In

this,particular instance, cursive script was seen to be mastered easily

by children with learning disabilities, and hence was recommendld for

widespread usage by all students in the elementdry grades. For the most

part, however, printlscript'or manuscript is said to be more easily

manipulated by young:children because of its simple letter forms and

their similariey to those found in textbooks and other commercially ,

produced reading material.

°Typically, "ball anti stick" letters are utilized in Ontario hand-

writing programs. Using ,:he ball and stick approach, all upper and lower case

manumcript letters can be formed from horizontal, vertical anddiagona1

strokes, and counter-clockwise circles. .1n all cases, the strokes are

to be made in a top-to-bottom and left-to-right progression to,promote

uniformity of letter formation and also to instill a sense of left-to-
, .

right progreision across the page, a kinesthetic, visual and muscular

ability necessary for flowing and ispid movement in both rending and

writing exercises. In some instances, left-handed students'ere permitted

to ake clockwise circles, but Most often no special provisions are made

for the iinistral child. examples of ball and stick letters are given
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In,Figure 2 below.

tab cd
Figure 2: Sample "Ball and Stick" Letters.

Arrows indicate direction of
basic strokes..

A, much smaller number, of guidelines advocate the use of "continuous

Wki

stroke" letters, which, as the nem, suggests, enables the child to form

most discretelower.case litters without lifting the pencil:from the

page. Letter forms using this' technique are more-similar to flowdng

cursive script, and are in fatt used by those teachers who believe that

the transition;to:cursive in Grade 2 or 3 will be made more easily by

:students using continuOus,stroke manuscript. Examples of these letters

are given in'Figure 3 below.

c,

Figure 3: -Sample."Continuous Stroke" Letters.
'Arrows indicatelarection of basic
strokes.

Initial letters in Kindergarten artrusually made with a paintbrush,
,

marker, crayon or chalk on nivsprint or other unlined surface, using

gross arm movements, rather than fine Nand and fl.nger movements requirid

when pencils or other small -point writing instruments are used. Once the.

basic letters have been mastered,on newsprint or chalkboard, the teacher

may then,proceed to have studentsmanipulate large printing pencils on

regular.sised unlined paper. Quite often newsprint ie folded into

smaller and smaller sections so that one completed letter or designs fills

each section of the page.

In Grade 1, students are expeceed to form letters on large lined

paper, with letter size being reduced during Grade 2. In the /atter part

of.Grade 2, or the beginning months of Grade 3, students are then. required\

to make, the transition from manuscript to cureive'script. Typically,

cursiye letters are taught without using a joined manuscript in the
\

ei
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transition phase, although in same schools such a practice is encouraged.

Mbst often letters aro learned in "familieesof similarly-formed Symbols,

such as those upper and lower castiones listed in Figure 4 below.

Lower Case:

6Round" Group ,,C401i4,41)

"Retraced".Group 44.).2\44,

"Rill" Letters 710 77Ci 1P1 0.

"Loop" Letters
A 2 / ot#,*

Other Letters

Upper Case:.

rn

040- /Rs/

Figure 4: Cursive Letter Groupihgs

Once all lower case cursive letters have.been /earned, students can begih

writing, typically using upper case manuscript symbols until the upper

Case cursive counterparts have been learned. /n most boards, cursive

remains a secondary writing mode until Grade 4 when all classwork is

expected to be completed in Witten form..

Durihg Grade 4 and later grades, it appears that emphasis is placed

on increasing.speed and fluency. Some guidelines actually provide "Speed

Glii,ides" which indicate to the'tescher .and student the optimal number of

words or letters that should be produced per minute in various grade

levels. Ah'example of such a Speed Guide is provided in Filiure 5

following:

v



Gr. 3 40 letters per minute, or.1.1 aec. per letter

4 .50
11 11 11 11 1.2

5 60 11 u f /1 u
1.0 11 -11. .11

'6 411 a
u u 11 u 9 U. 4" u

1 /4, 11 u 11 . 11
.8

11 11 It

8 80 .11 11 11 11

.17

Figure 1: Speed Guide for Grades 3 to 8

In the early grades it ie iecommended that formal handw:iting

t-

instruction be given in 10 to 13 minute sessions, five days per week.

Then, by Grades 3 and 6, the number of sessions per week is usually'

reduced to 2 or 3. Without continued drill and.practice, it ie felt .

that the kiliselearned in tha first four gradei would quickly'decay

into a state of illegibility.

hiethateInetruotion Adiwated.

The actual process of teaching children to print and write

involves a consideration of posture,'penoil and paper positioning, dri/l

and practice exercises, evaluation techniques, and so forth,4' As was the

case in the overall program of instruction for handwriting,,very few

differences among board guidelines exist for the actual methods of

. instruction suggested.

Not all guidelines devote attention to posturil considerations, but

those that do suggest that the writer sit erect,-with feet restimi on

4the floor. /t is imporiant that the desk fit the child so that thighs

are placed in a horisonta/rposition. The writer should face the desk

squarely with forearms resting on.the desk for approximately three -

quarters of their length, and the elbbwm positioned about 7.5 to 10

centimeters away from the body. The dominant foiearm shouldthen form a

right angle with the base line of the writing, with the hard resting on

the third'and fourih fingers, rather than on the side. The-hand'should

remain level, with the'palm facing doirawards, until the wrist is'also

level.

r

It is recommended that the pencil or pen be held between the thumb

.and second finger:with the index finger.gently curved and resting on the

writing instrument.. Holding the writing instrument loosely is also



emcouraged, insofar ai it prevents undue pressure on tha writing point,

thereby preventing increased tension and fatigue for the linger muscles.

Mbst guidelines intlude illustrations showing the proper hand position

an the page and _finger position on the writing instrument (see,Appendix

1). It is,assumed tfiat by having( the body in.the proper position, the

actual act of writing will be inuA easier to complete.

Teachers are usUally told to begin writing lessons by demonstrating

the,letter forms on the chalkboard, and then having scudants reproduce

these formsAn the air or on the surface of the desk using gross arm

mlveients. Once several "invisible" letters have been made in this

manner', it is suggested that the students copy the letters on the chalk-

board or intheir notebooks. In some cases tracing exercises are

suggested, using.ditto masters',\.but copying is a much more popular method

of practise in.the majority of Ontario's handwriting programs.

In some of the guidelines, general formational rules are also '-

Presented, so that as the letter is being learned,'the teacher points to

the basic rules that,govern the formation.af all individual letters or

families-of letters. For example, in printing, those guidelines,using.

tha ball and stick Approach require.that all strokes be made,from top ,P0

bottom,-or leit to right; that the letters ba constructed in a left to

right progression; and that circles-be made in a counterclockwise motion-(see
4

Appendix A). In cursive script, seT40-guidelines have-suggested that:

all downstrokes should' be straight and.parallel while all upstrokes

arii curved; all small letters and words end with an upstroke; students

should complete.the writing of the entire word before dotting,i's and

j'a, crossing t's and x's, and inserting apostrophes; and so forth.

(Appendix B gives a sample of one set.of rules for forming some lower

case letters.) As well as having general instruction for the entire

class, the teacher is also-expected to suiervise individual students

ai they complete copying and tracing exercises at their'seats. .Because

it is possible to make letters incorrectly, yet end-up with letters'which

look correct, it is importint,for the teacher to spot errors in formetion

as they occur.

In addition to mastering letter formation or prOper.letter shape,

the student is also expected to master uniformity of slant, spacing and

21241, and to develop a'reasonable amount of speed. Lined paper is. used
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to enable the child to attain, consistent sise (see Appendix G for paper

samples); slant guides, or diagonally lined sheets to be placed,under

tho writing sheet, are used to promote uniformity of slant-(see Appendix.

.1)); and one finger space between wordi-le used to promote consistency 'of

spading. It is believed.thatelpeed will increase as the child internal-

izes the various letter forms and makes them readily available for

future recall.

Elm lua Von 'Pro(' dare

In orderfor the student to realize that she/he has made errors in

letter form, glint, spacing or alignment', there must be an evaluation

process which points out needed areas for improvement. In Ontario'S.

school board guidelines on handwriting, both teacher evaluation.and '

student self-evaluation are usually considered. In.most cases it.is

suggested that they be used concurrently to'ensure that both the teacher

and etudent obtain a.clear picture of the student's handwriting ability,
-

and also to invdlve the student in a self-evaluation process, whereby ,

, he/she muat consider his/her own penmanship in a critical manner. /h .

many eases, teicher evaluation andAltudent -evaluation checklists are

provided in the gUidelines, pointing to specific aspects of the hand-
,

writing sample to be scrutinized. Such checklists are presented in

Appendix E.
I I

Most often it is suggested that students' writing be, graded on the

basis of improvement over previously written assignments, rather than,on

comparison of the:writing with some absolute scale. This approach recognizes

,the fact that not.every child has the motor coordination and spite

.preception needed to produce excellent handwriting results. However, it is

assumed that stars or higher Marks given for improvements in their work,

encourage students to try harder 'to produce high quality handwriting. . /

In the upper elementary grades, consOerable individuality in

terms of style is expected, and many guideline's suggest that since

handwriting 10 an important meant of seltexpression, non-standard letter

.forms should be accepted, so long as they-remain legible andldo not prevent .

the development of alluid handwriting motion.

A small number of the guideljnes encourage teechers to consider the

/ quality of their ovn daily writing owthe chalkboardl suggesting that if

teachers do not present top quality models in their work, then they cannot

expect studentsto consider handwriting as an important curriculum task.



Ihstruotion for Left-Handed Students
1

For the most part,lichool board guidelines do have a short section

on handwriting.instruction-for sinistral students; however, the informao

tion provided often suggests that left-handed children can write as

easily as their right-handed'fellows if the paper is slanted tO'the right,

instead of to the left.and if the' student'keeps his/her hand.below*the

writing line, so as not lo impair vision or smear the ink. Quite aten,

teachers are told not to allow students to write in a "hook" position

underiany'Ciroumstancea, althOugh,, based on the work of Levy and Reid

outlined in the previous chapter; it does seem possible that for some

left-handed Atudenta; this is the most natural way to write.

Other guidelines'suggest that left-handed students should tot be

allowmd to write with a "backhand" slant, with some maintaining that

only a forward' slant is desirable, and others claiming that ^a vertical

style would be acceptable. These guidelines suggest that backhand slant

is.associated with higher illegibility and slower writing speed, although

these nnotions are neVer supported by research.evidence.

Several guidelines suggest that absolutely no handwriting instriictir

be given until a hand pretereNe is shown by the child. Several tasks.,

which are supposed.to he10 the teecher determine hand dominance are

inclUde4 for this purpose, being geared towards the aCtivities of the

KindergartUi child. When the ChiLi begins printing is Kindergarten and

Grade 1, those guidelines advocating the ball Ad stick approach most

often suggest.that left-handed'students be allowed to form circles in a

clockwise motion, since this, is the natural circular movement for sinis-

trals. However, a few claim that SlI circles should be made in the

, counter-clockwise motion, sinte this is the fundamental circular movement

of ctIrsIve script.

Because windows are placed on the left side of tfieclassroom in

order to provide proper lighting for dextral students, this arrangement

can cause the sinistral student to shadow hip/her own work with the
,

writing hand. Hence, it is. suggested in several guidelines that sinistral

Students be placed ap far away from the window as possible, in order to

iiinimiserthisprob . Most guidelines considering the needs of the left-
_,,,

handed writer also Nu gest the use of reft7hr,nded desks, acissora, and

..any otherAquipment that makes motor tasks for sinistral students easier.
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Several of the school board guideliLea do show a real understanding

of sinistral writers and why they adopt their band mavements and pencil

holding in the manner in which they do; but in a substantial number of

boardjuidelines,.there appears to be an undue emphasis on having the

-ssinistral student behave in.basicallY the same manner as his/her dextral

, fellows.

Remedial Handwriting Instruction

Only. two-af thi guidelines reviewed had any mention of remedial

handwriting programs or specialized instruction for children with learning

problems. Those that consitiered these topics did so in a very general

way, suggesting that only one.aspect of the handwriting teak be dealt with

at any point, in time, so that the Student can put maximum effort ineo

correcting that.particulaverrar. In addition, much praise and encourage-

ment are suggested so tharthe student b Mes confident.about his/her

ability to achieve:*

One of the, guidelines does go into a bit more detail than the others

by suggesting the use of materials from which good visual feedback can be

obtained: colored red and green dote as directional cues, oval rather than

round shapes for ease of letter fctmation, increased latter size end

.spacing4or better, letter and word discrimination, association of letterer.

With objects of interest to the child, introduction Of'sonly one letter par
#

lesson, and instruCtion.in small groupi of only 4 to ..1.children Per group.

None of the guidelines considered the teaching of handWriting to children
...-

with very serious learning disabilities;.but geared all comments tO stu-
.

dents witfl minor learning problems.

Conclusion

In those school boards having curriculum guidelines for handwriting

instruction., teichers are provided with a basic resource document which

typically.outlines the basic objdetives for each grade level, and also

provides some recommended activities for meeting these objectives. ,

However, as was suggested earlier, these guidelines vary greatly from

board to board, with-some giving a great deal of assistance,to teachers

in terms of literature reviews, theoretical eonsidir.4tions resource

materials, and so forth, while others provide only a breakdown of oblec-

tives,and desired handwriting skills on a grade-by-grade basis. In some

boards it appears that terachers are required to follow these guidelines
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octensively in their handwritiag lessons, while in other boards they
serve merely as a resource doCument for those teachers requiring assis-
tance. In the following chapter, we will examine the actual, teaching
methodologies utilised by teachers in the classroom, and consfder the
consents mad by those individuals -t(Oficerning the utility cf existIng
hanchWiting materials made available by their school boards (including
guidelines) as well as the need for additional. curricular materials in.
this area.
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Survey of Methodologies Employed

O

..

t

'10.M

Although school board guidelines gen provtle.us with a relatively clear

indication ;of how administrators and specialists feel that handwritin4

should be taughein any given boird, there is no guarantee that the

methodologies being employed in the 'Classroom actually do conform:to

those presented in the guidelines. In,this chaOter, wn examine some of

the methods of instructiOn thit teachers are in fact using.ilvthe class-
,

room. Through non-participant observation and discussion with the

teachers involsied, it was possible to get a much clearer picture of the

mechanics of handwriting instruction'and the problems that,arile In

'successfully reaching the objectives outlined in the curriculumluide-

linesN

Nature of the Schools Partic,ipating in the Study

:.Of the 63 Ontario school boards that responded to our request tor
,

handwriting guidelines, 23 indicated that they were interested in parti7

cipating further in the study. Senty-two were unwilling or unable to

participete further, and the reisining 18 were undecided.. Table I indi-'

cates how these school boards were divided accoiding tothe existence of

guidelines and whether the boards weri,publit or separite.
#

Table I

School Board Type, Prose& of Guidelines, and
Willingness to Participate

iublic
Participation Participation

Yes Maybe N Yet .Maybe. No Total

-Guideline' 10 8 1. 0 5 34

No guideline 6 1 6 3 1 29

.

.1
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Prow the 23 boards that were willing to participate in the study, six .

were finally chosen: one separate schobl board wlih guidelines, one

separate board without guidelines, three,public'boards with 'guidelines,

and one public board without guidelines. Within each of the six boards,

.two elementary schools were chosen by school board personnel, in consul-

tation with the various school principals. In additionithree other- .-

schools were selected because of the unique nature of the handwriting

instruction employed: two that taught cursive script in Kindergarten

and conttnued its use throughout the elementary grades, and another that

used a joined manuscript Style for students making the transition from

manuscript to cursive in the latter part of Grade 2. Those schools

agreeing to participate in the handwriting survey were subsequently

informed about the nature of the study, and'the sort of data collection

that we wished to carry out.
. .

.Clissroom observations of handwriting:instruction in all elementary

grade levels, and interviews with teachers, principals and students were-

planned for each school'. The observations were deemed to be of major

importance in the study because they would allow us to see ho 'teachers

:actually conduct.handwriting lessons, how resource materials re

utilized, how-much'time is spent on initruction, and so forth, The

teacher and principal interviews were included so that we might discuss

how handwriting instruction fit into the entireCurriculay program, what

methods of instruction were being utilized And why, what/sorts of problems
.

,

were being encountered,and so forth. Although handwri ing samples were

to-be collected from classes within each grade at the arious levels, it

was also decided to interview students in-order to sisi how they felt

about the 1importer:6e of handwriting, and to unCover Any problems Which

they encountered in the writing.process.
t

A

/

In older to facilitate data collection, interkriew schedules for prin-
t

cipals, teachers and students, and classroom observation checklists were
,

created and 'Utilized throughout the study (see irendicea G-J). The data

collected through this process forms the basis for the analysis presented

in the following pages. We will begin this analysis with a general,descrip-

tion of the handwriting programs that were emiloyed in the schOols visited,

and then report on 'the basic handwriting objeCtives formulated by various

teachers in the sample schools, the numerous pethodologies and training

materials used to achieve these objectives, 'the evaluation processes
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required for student feedback, adaptations for children with special

learning requirementa, and finally resource materials suggested by

teachers that would aid -in handwriting instruction.

Nature of Handwriti

Although ha rjtii instruction forms a part of the curriculum in

all Ontario schools, the attitudes of teachers and principals.towards

this subjeCt erea, and the nature of the.prOgrams utilised within the

schools vary considerably. For example, in two lower socio-econoftic

status schools, one an inner city and the other a rural farm school,

teachers seemed tO,teel that handwriting instruction was of minor impor-,

tance in comparison with other social and cognitive skills lacking in

the etudents. In the inner City neighbourhood, the principal of the

School reported that a farge'proportion of the,population consisted of

newly immigrated families, whose parents were unconcerned.with their

children's eduCation and who therefore provided little encouragement.for

those children to.excel in academic pursuits. The resulting negative or

uncommitted attitude towards schooling on the part of these students .

left teachers with major.problems teaching basic reading and mathematics

'skills, so that handwriting remained a very Ion priority. Very similar

attitudes on the part of teachers existed iu one of the poorer rural

schools.visited, although in another poor rural sChool, just the opposite

'attitude was'evidenped. Here,. it was pointed out that students who do

not achieve well.in most acadeMic subjects can often excel in handwriting,

thereby improving self-concept and increasing motivation. When a child

. begins to feel competent in at least one subject area, then she/he may

feelS greater desire to achieve in other areas as well. For this

reason, handwriting instruction was considered to be very important

within the school, but especially in the lower,grades.

In the two schools where cursive was taught from Kindergarten

onward, the program was developed initially by. a special efucation
A

-"'"

teacher who SAW how cursive script helped give a sense of word unity,

and a sensn of left-to-right directionality, which the manuscript style

Could not. Shereasoned that if cursive script could be learned as the

initial writing mode bi students with learning difficulties, then it

could he more easily mastered by average and above-average students.

Uping cursive script exclusively eliminates the need for transition



to a new writing form in Grade 2 or 3, thereby preventing a die-

ruption in the learning process (which may.occur when cursive is 4t..

introduced at this timb).. In addition, the sense Of directionality and

unity of the words los seen tO facilitate reading, since the skills

required in both the decodintr(reading) and encoding (writing) processes

are essentially the same. In order to facilitate this left-to-right

sense of direction, tracking programs, such as those created by Ann Arbor

Publishers, were utilized in these schools.

,-0***********************************************************************1,*

* **
** **
** In order to help students achieve a
** A ** seilse of left-to-right progression **
**. , across a page; one.teacher folds a
!*

* piece of newsprint vertically'down' ;* .,* the cen an ass er students to*
tre d k h

** make a manuscript character at the
*

:* inninbegg;(left), middle and end (right) **
** of the page. onsan exercse'o this **

C tt i f
** type bas proved useful tor students **
** roblhaving pems with proper letter **
** positioning on the page.

*
.:*

. **
*

The one school that employed a printscript (or joined manuscript)

style in Grade 2, as a meant of introducing the transition to floWing

cursive script in Grade 3, did so at.the instigation of the principil,

who believed that students would encounter fewer probXems when attempting

to produce cursive letters. The teachers in his school agreed with the

notion and began to use the appropriate script books in the "Basic Writing

Course" series created by Stothers and Trusley and published by Gage.
a

The programs of handwriting tnstruction found in most otIler schools."

conformed.remarkably to those advocated in tbe handwriting 'guidelines

reviewed in the last chapter. When guidelines were provided by the board,

most teachers followed the general philosophy advocated and attempted to:

achieve the objectives outlined for their particular grade. In several

boards visited, it was the teachers who initially expressed the need for

some sort of curricular guidelines in this area, and who finally undertook

the research to produce handwriting support documents for their language

arts program.
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/n many of the schools visited, an integrated approach to handwriting

instruction was advocated, so that writing lessons could be taught in rola-

.tion-to spelling, reading, and creative writing. /n many cases, commercial

resource materials with such.an integrated approach were utilised. These

included the 142c, M4ggs" series by Ginn and the "Creative Growth with

Haldwriting" series by Zaner-Bloser.

Bandwriting Objectives

Typically', i was suggested that the basic aims of handwriting

instrUction are to have the students write as legibly as possihle,'while

at the same time milintaining a certain'degree of fluidity and speed. As

one moves from grade to grade within the schools, %waver, the underlying

objectives gradually change, as%the students develop greater motor'skills

.0*******************************************************************

.PLAYTIME*

I found some puddles

When I Went out.to play,

'The sun came bhining

Apd my puddles went away.
% I At I / % /

i ,

'CS.
1 %

I got out my skipping rope,

As happy as could be,

%

,*

I skippe and I skipped

And then hurried home for tea.

1
*

: Printing readiness activities can be made more interesting by *
* *
* having the teacher recite and illustrate a poem on the chalk-

*

*
* *
* board, while the students listen and copy. Once they.under- *

*
* 'stand the procedure involved, student& can create their own . *
* *
* designs as the teacher recites. This encourages students to *
* *
A listen carefully and also to use their own imaginations for *
* *
*. creating interesting designs. *
* *
* .

*

* "Playtime" appears in the Ottawa Board of Education's Kindergarten

Resource' Booklet, p. 829.
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and 4r:7-hand coordination. In Kindergarten, for example, much emphasis

is placed on readiness activities,'so that the child might attain the

necessary level of motortleVelopment to easily reproduce alphabet charac-

ters. Before these are learned, however, much emphasis is placed.on

directionality in terms of left-to-right progression, top -to..bottom

motion, and clockwise circularity. Where ball and stick letters are

employed, these basic shapes are said to be the basic building blocKs of

all manuscript writing. In almost all Ontario schools, manuscript is

taught in Kindergarten, although as was pointed out earlier, two schools

visited did.teach cursive from Kindergarten onward.

The objectives of handwriting instruction for five-year-olds are,

usually concerned with recognition of the basic letter shapes and their

reproduction on .blaCkboard, newsprint or other unlined surface. Initial'

letters are expected to be made with large arm muscles, but as muscular

control develops, letter size will be reduced as the finer hand and

finger muscles assume the major role in letter formation. In seVeral

schools, Kindergarten students ate expected to print between the lines

of wide-ruled notepaper before the school year ends; however, the Kinder-

garten teachers involved expressed some concern about the readiness of

their students to do so. As well-as letter recognition and formation Of

alphabet charactsrs, pencil holding., paper, positioning and postural

considerations are also stressed, with the aim of instilling prope; 'work

habits for later grades;

In only one school visited did the principal insist that handwriting

notbe taught inKindergarten. She felt that the stuttnes level'of

development was.just not great enough to engage inlormal handwriting -

lessons at this time. In this onevschool, therefore, no child was -

expected to print until early in Grade 1. In all other schools,,Grade 1

objeCtives were'concerned with improvingithe basic.printing skills by

having the child write on lined paper, remaining between the lines,

spacing letters and.words properly, and'gradually decreasing letter size

as the fine muscles leveloped in the course of the'yeai. Many.teachers

also were coverned about having the child sit in a proper position io

promote ease of writing and also to hold thepencil properly. Without

constant supervision in'these areas, it was felt that had habits would

quickly develop.
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Sammy Says:

Cramping your fingers

and slumping 'in your seat

will make you a printer

whose work is far from-neat

-Peter Pencil Says:

Circles are round

and lines are straight.

Boih can be found

In printing'that's firit rate

41
41
41
41

41
41
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By-using poeMs, sUch as tho0 presented above, teachers,can present
easy-to-memorise.rules'for proper body posture, pencil holding, and
paper positioning. Children could ba'asked to go,through the motions 1 .

suggested-in the poem &Lit is recited aloud by the class.
.11

Se***************************************************************************

Several teachers insisted that students at tha Grade 1 level

should not be'ellowed to print with a slant, in spite of'the fact that

slanted.cUrsiva would be introduced in later grades. It las felt that
'4

one of the major advantages of teaching manuscript in the early grades

was its similarity to printed text, which was an aid in the reading

process. If alterations in the basic letter forms were permitted, then

students might see the textbook forint and their own manuscript print as

two different sets of symbols. It should be pointed out'here,that those-

teachers using cursive script in Kindergarten and Grade I expressed no

concern in this area. They felt that students easily made the asiocia-

tion between slanted cursive letters and their printed counterpart in

textbooks.
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is 4111.

*

4 A Grade 1 teacher, finding that her students were forming lower4
4 case manuscript letters poorly, created this box-like printing style, *
: which caused her students to form rounded boxes instead of circles, N :
: usually employed in the "ball and stick" Method of printing. By *
: having students move their pencils along the upper 4ine and baseline, **
: uniform letter Size and shape could be achieved; whereas, with the **
: 'use of circles the students would barely touch these lines, thereby* **
: creating letters with non-uniform circular shapes. *, *
4 *
ft**************************************************************************0

(s

4

Handwmiting instruction in Grade 2 is ueually aimed at refining

manuscript skills and developing A neatly organized writing style. In

all schools, increased legibility was seen to be the primary objective,

with speed seldom emphasized. It was argued that only by having the

child form the letters slowly but correctly would a neat and legible

style emerge. The refinement process alsosentails a reduction in basic

letter size, with a movement to more narrow lined paper. This reduction

process requires the student not only to make smaller letters, but,also

to reduce spacing between individual letters and words.. '

in several schools, cursive script is introduced in the second half

of the Grade 2 school year, with lower case cursive and upper ckse manu-

script typically used at this time.. HoWever, as was,indicated earlier,

one school visited employed a joined manuscript style, in the belief that

this would make the transition to cursive more smooth. For the most part,

cursive is not introduced-until 4e beginning of Grade 3, with Grade 2

writing activities devoted to improving the basic manuscript skills

learned in Kindergarten and Grade 1.

With the introduction of cursive, the obvious objective is to have

students,recognize the.basic upper and lower case letter shapes and then

have these shapes internalized for future recall.' Once'the mechanics of
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individual cursive letter formation have been mastered, there are alio the

problems of joining the discrete letters into complete.words. Although

most letters join fairly easily, there are some problem combinations such.

as br, oi, and oe, which require additional drill and practice. Quite

often, initial cursive writing uses a vertical style, with.alant being

introduced at a later point in. time. When forward slant is introduced,

there is the additional consideration of uniformity of the writing angle,

which may take some tile to master.

In.Grades 4 and 5, such less time is deVoted to handwriting.instruc-

tion in all schools. Teachers,'though, are still Concerned with

legibility in written work and emphasise increasing fluidity and speed.

Grades 4 and 5 are seen to.be a time for refinement of the cursive séript,

with attention placed'on consistency in slant, spacing, size, and so

forth. Several teachers also commented on the importance of the tqtal

organization of written wo,:k at this time, with students encouraged to

produce a visually appealing finished product. One thing that yas quite

noticeable in almost every pchool visited was the absence of continued

'practice of manuscript printing in the(upper elementary grades. ,Quite

' oftenAtudents were expected to.use printed alphabet characters on

posters, graphs, map work, and displays, but there was Beldam evidence

of printing practice in handwriting exercise books beyond the Grade

level.

In the upper grades teachers feel that much individuality is

expressed'in handwriting, with students incorporating various artistie"

flourishes to their style. Most teachers believe thatsuch individuality

is quite acceptable as long.ai the writiilg remains legible. Indeed, this -

new interest in style is often seen to res;ult in a greater pride in the

work completed by the student:

In many cases, students from European and Asian countries come to

Canada,with a much different writing style. For example, Portugese
A

students'in one school visited ,had a distinctive."squared" letter forma-

tion style in their cursive script,,which the teachers recognized.as an

'acceptable writing mode. They felt that to attempt to have.these

stUdents learn another writing style would be a wasteful process, since

P the existing script was quite legible, incorporating a certain artistic

quality.
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Techniques and Materials Used

Because Kindergarten is seen as a time of readiness for handwriting,

many ot the activities provided for Kindergarten students concentrate on'
v

gross and fine motor development, eye-hand coordination, kinesthetic

feedback, and so forth. Before any letter shapesliire introduced, a

great deal of time is spenfon developmental tasks such as peg boards,

bead work and other games requiring motor skills; and design copying.

using finger and brush painting on newsprint and Chalkboard. Many

teachers fold newsprint into small squares and require.the students to:

copy simple designs (see Figure 1, ChaPter 3) with one in each,square.

Once the teacher feels that the Class iê ready to undertake the

lechaniCs of handwriting,, letters are presented on chalkboarctor easel,

and students are required to topy the shapes'with paintbrush, marker or

crayon on newsprint, with chalk on the chalkboard, with a finger

in a sand box, or with rolls of modelling clay.. As the motor skills of

the class develop, the size of the letters are gradually reduced. In

order to provide kinesthetic feedback for students learning to print,

letters cutout 'of felt or sandpaper are frequently' used, so that the

student can trace oveethe letter Clape and get a "feeling" for hoW the

letter.is formed un a two dimensional surface. "The textured surface of

these cut-out.letters has produced excellent results with children having

problems mastering proper letter shapes.
.

Quite often, the initial letters learned by a child are those which

comprise his/her first name. This is not only highly motivating for the

Wit also aids the teacher in identifying a ,stndent's work when

the child'can print his/her name on the assignment. 'When letters are

first presented to a child, the teacher usually describes the letter as

she'is forming it. In some cases rhymes are used, which relate the

letter to its sound and also to an object that looks like the letter.

Because a letter which looks perfect could have been formed improperly,

teachers watch how the.child creates each character. To ensure effec-

tive supervision, small groups of students are often taught at one time,

while the remainder of the class is engaged in other activities.
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* In order to have students internaliSe shapes orindividual :
: alphabet characters, a visual alphabet, like the partial , **

one illuitrated above, can be created; By having studentaft :
1 assoCiate the letter Shape "A" with the.corresponding.pic-11 :
:, tura of the "aPple," in which that letter is contiined, L *, . *
: additional cues for-proper letter formation are provided **
: for the child. Students can also be asked to create their :

own.picture alphabet, drawing figures which have special *
* :* meaning for thempelves. ** , A

.

** *
"****************************************************************..,
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.
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fish
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:

,

.

ink
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Some teachers use work sheets for tracing ahd copying alphabet

characters. In one particular case, the first letter on the page was

formed with a solid line, the next with i dotted line, and the third with

only a few dots, markingthe stariing point of the letter. The remainder

of the page was then left blank. A child'using this,sheet would trace

`Over the solid letter with his/her finger several times, before tracing

over the dotted letter with a pencil. The third letter would be completed
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\- the beginning students typically know how to reproduce the entire alpha-

\ bet. -Those students who do know alphabetic characters most often form

them in a haphazard manner, which causes real ptoblems'when the teacher

Attempts to have them formed according to his/her numtil. One.school'has

attempted to ameliorate thie problem by contacting parents)of'pre-schoolers

one 'year prior to Kindergarten entry, so that alphabet cards, with proper
,

letted\formation indicated, can be used by those parents desiring to.teach

the.alptiebet at home. Although the letters maibe formed properly when

pareftte ude theee elphabet cards, there still remains'the problem of

pencil holding, pape6Ositioning aad poetural coheiderations. It was

suggested several times that if a student holds a pencil improperly at

the beginning then she/he will always do so. Given the large number of

labiate in Kindergarten classes, it is virtually impossible to re-teach

skills already learned at home.

A greai deal of art *irk is-usually incorporated into printing

lessons. 'As a. beginnlg to the reading and writing process', the creation

'of a picture book, in which the student drawA pictures of objects and

then prints the name-of each object below the appropriate picture, is seen

to be highly motivating to most students. Similar results were olbtained by

other teachers through the use\of wall posters which concentrated on a. e

particular theme. 11

where the beginning dots indicated, and.then the remainder of the page

would be used for copying more of the letters. It was felt that through

this gradual reduction of cues students would find it easier to

internalize the letter shape* while forming them properly.

In at least one school visited, teachers used small-cards with all

of ttie letters of the alphabet printed on them, so that students could

have easy access to proper manuscript or cursive letter forms. The

teachers involved were concerned about the ability of some students to

,accurately copy letters from models at the front of the room to note-

books on 'their desks.

Severailandergarten teachers pointed to the difficulties that

arise when students Come to sChool with a complete knowledge of letter
.

formation. In one school, a teacher estimated that over one-quarter of '

As was suggested in the previous section of this chapter, the objec-

tives of handwriting programs for Grade,1 students sem to deal with
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proper letter formatiOn, keeping within the lines, and reducing letter

sise. As'is the case in most school subjects, teachers use a variety of

methOds to meet thesis goals. In order to facilitate proPer letter

formation, teachers may carefully draw letters o the chalkboard or in

studente notebooks,and then watch students to see that lines are made

in the proier direction and sequence. Students usuallY begin by using

their fingers to write in the air;1 on. the desk4,or on the carpet, before

repeating the letter in their copybooks. In aome instances, teachers

supply sheets.of.alphabet letters, with arrows to show the direction

of the basic strokes. A student who is uncertain can easily refer

to the reference sheet for assistance.

*
*
*** ,
*
**
**
*

, *
. *

4t . 1

\,*.. * upstairs (bedroom)
1

.*
* downstairs (kitchen)* .

ILIII
*

*., basement (cellar)
.*

*

*
*
* .

, Some_teachers find that a poster containing an 'Outline drawing of
*

*
:

a house helps students remember-in which space they should draw.
* the various parts of a printed letter, For these.students
*
* the words "upstairs," "downstairs," and "basement";have meanings
* which can often be transferred to thejined spaces'on their paper.
*

* If ihe teacher uses such terminology'in teaching letter formation
*

: initially,,then students will alsO begin to use it in creating
g the letter forms themselves.

In order to get a sense of left-to-right progression acrbas the

writing page, one teacher folded the paper verticilly down the middle

awl then required'each student to make one -lettst at the beginning,

middle and end of the page. Other teachers use "tracking" eKercises,

wherein the student moves through a list of letters in a left-to-right

motion, finding consecutive alphabet letters. These'exercisas not only

help the student to write fluidly, but also to read with greater ease.,



tiny schools use 7 x 9 inch "red, blue, blue, red" lined paper in

order to aid the child in forMing letters properly between the lines.

The body'of the letter remains between the blue lines, while the tails

go below to the bbttom red line, andthe high letters go above to the

upper red line. Some teacheri actually line the chalkboard in a similar

f-

--
7.

manner, so that copying from board to notebook is easier
i

or the student:

In order to promote uniformitye,in spacing, several teacpers use graph
,

paper,,on which stuaentscan put one letter per block, leaving one block

'empty Vetween words. Bedaufla graph paper comes in various grid sizes,

the size of the letters can be reduced as the childla motor skills

develop.

krbk*****************************************************************************4
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I :In order for-studenti to create a fluid cursive script, a certain * ,

. amouneof drill .and practice 'in.controlled hand motion is necessary-.
*Instead of having students copy line after line of.meaningless drill *

exercises, however, some teachers'use a picture Outline, such as the * .

f

*one illusteated above, whereby students use colored pens to create *
* /interesting picttires, While at the same time performing cursive

. *
. *readiness exerciaes.

*
,

. . . *
******it*************************************************ti*********************#
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As was mentioned 'earlier, Grade 2 is seen as a tine for refinement

of the basic writing skills learned tm Kiriergarten and Grade 1, so that

all upper and sower case letters are re-taught by-the teacher and prac -

tised by the students. In most cases, techniques similar to those used'

. in Grade 1 are also employedin Grade 2. In a few schools, cursive is

introduced in the second half of the year, while in one school visited,

printscript (or joiLed manuscript) was introduced.at this time. Inmost

schools, however, cursive is forially introduced in the first weeks of'

gra0.e 3,fafter the manuscript alphabet has been again reviewed.

/ndividual'letters are taught on ihe chalkboard in much the same manner as

manuscript %us taught, but additional time is also spent on difficult
,

.letter joinings. ,

Some teschers,actually break individual cursive letters'down into .

component stroke's, and have students makevilach letter in a step-by-step
4

process before the continuous fluid style is-fchieved. The retionale is

obvious: only after the proper letter shape 6s been internalized shoult

tha studiht be encouraged to produce it Auickly. Before any cursive %kirk

I- is-undertaken, some teachers require etudents to perform drill eiercis
I

.

.1 4 1.
J

*
* ,

*
. ** ** ** ** *.

41' ** *
*

,*
*., * *

*

*
*
* a
*

* \ :
*

*. ** ** 1. 4
.It 41

1 41 41*
thig*I..11

* * ** ** *
4 4 ** . *

;41 Because the basic motions of cursive script entail *
* 'K *

* continuous circular mirvements, several teachers *
* have developed prActice exercises in these move- :* *
4 ments, which 'result in'simple drawings of animals, *. *

,; *
* such as those illustrated above. This aVproach ii 4i
41

: much more..interesting and meaningful to a child, *
*

41 than is the constaq repetition a traditional* ,

*
*

: drill exercises. *
. *

* *
****************************************************#*****
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consisting oi concinuous looping (itagid) and the formation of joined

up and down strokes (4/14400'). Relaxatio exercises are also employed

in some classes so Chat muscles are relaxed, allowing them to
,

move

-. 'smoothly with the cursive letters being formed.

Some Grade 3 teacheri teach a vertical cursive script, with a move-

ment to slanted cursive tn later grades. Other teachers, however, move

directly from vertical manuscript to slanted cursive, without,any inter-

mediate stage. Those who use the vertical writing tend to believe that

concentrating on uniformity of slant at the same time that cursive letters
,

ate being learned is expecting too much from the students, while those who

teach slanted cursive seem to feel-that the slant is not something exter-

nal to the basic letter shapes, but very much a part of proper letter

formation. In Order to help students keep a uniform ,slant, "slant sheets"

or sheets with diagonal linee are placed under the lined writing paper

and removed when students are more comfortable with the forward slant.

After Grade 41.ess and less time is devoted to formal handwriting

lessons, with writing exercises typically incorporated into the remainder
,

of the language arts program. Studenteare frequenty asked to copy

poetry from the chalkboard, while the teacher watahes to see how letters

are, being formed and how legibility can be imprPved. .Quite often instruc-

tion in handwriting occurs on aA ihdividual etudent basis, although where

' a Large number of students are having Oroblems, specific letters or,letter

,jPinings are reviewed and practised on a class-wide basis.

t*****************************************ft**********************************:
* \ It: \ *** * _* *4 In order to make handwriting instruction

-**
* mare interesting for her Grade 4 class, *

**
** one teacher decided to have students ** ** research the origins and development ** ** of the alphabet, expine braills **
** documents for the blind, leardbasic **

..t sign language for the deaf, and so *
*4
** forth. In this way, her students ** 4* began to realize that cursive and **
** manuscript writing were only two **

* means of communicating effect ely :
*
* with others. Both the teache and .*

**
* the,siudents involved enjoyed *

**
** this apptoach to the handwriting *

instruction, with the teacher feeling :

that student motivation in handwriting :

exercises had tmproved significantly.

1*****************************************************************************
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Several teachers remarked that continued handwriting ihsiruction

ought to oCcur in the upper elementary grades, but that time constraints

priveht such instruction from being given. In many cases, teachers

believe that handwriting 4uality deteriorates because formal leesons

are t Tmlnated, though in a few cases.such lessons are maintained on a

once-A-week basis until Grade 7 or B.

One Grade 7 teacher forbade his students to use regular ballpoint

pens in schOol, requirinfOhem to use cartridge or fountain.pens, Which,

he argued slowed-the writing speed down because of increased resistance,

and in so doing promote4 better letter forms and high legibility. In

most schools, students are encouraged to swttch from pencils to ballpoint

pens in Grade 5.

.Ebaluation and Correctional Procedures

_Yhen.letter formi3 are taught initially, teachers watch the students'

arm and hand movements carefullyi in order to correct any iMproper
;

motions and to offer:assistance when'required. In some cases, the teacher

begins by guiding the child's hand over the letter in order to, provide-

proper kinesthetic feedback. Where copying- and tracing exercisea are

used in theearly grades, teachers sometimes use red ink'to make cOrrec-

tions over the letter form:produced by the child, so that she/he may see

where 'her/his letter differs from the accepted model produced by the

teacher. In\several 'Classrooms Visited, students are required to complete

some of their.letter forms on the chalkboard. After several children have

dohe so, the t cher may ask the class to "vote" on the.best writing

sample. SeVer l !children are asked to indicate why that particular model
1 ,

was chosen, witthe pirpose.ofhaving children become more.aware\of

.proper letter fo*tatiOn. N.
.

. Several taaOhera use stare, happy faces or special stamps to motivate,

students to prodCeltheir best handwriting. In most cases, at least one

star is'given for every piece of work, with additional ones given when the

quality of work improves. Other teachers choose a,"writer of thOmek",

a specAal honor given to that student showing, the greatest improvement in

handwriting quality.- Report.cards sent home to parents typically have a

category for teachers to inditate the student's ability in handwriting.
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Many teachers feel,that for this mark ali ats work should

be evaluated - both daily work and also sick-1 writing Lissign-

ments.. In the'past, students' writing samples were compared wit'a some

absolute r ting scale, with higher grades given to those students whose'

wr:;.ting co1 formed most to the model on.the rating scale. Today, there

is a tendency,to evaluate a student's writing on the basis of his/her past

work, giving higher grades to those.students showing the greatest improve-

ment over time.
to

In mary classrooms visited, there were noticeable inconsistencies

between what a teacher said he/she did in terms of providing evaluative

feedback to I...t,4dents and what was actually done in practice. In one

class, for example, the teacher stressed to.us the importance ofproper

pencil-holding for the formation.of proper alphabet characters, yet'

failed-to'notice that a large.proportion of her. Kindergarten class

printed with very cramped haiiis. In another case, a teacher suggested

that shp had "retrained"all of the left-handed students havipg a hook hand

to noW w,rite below the line. In,fact, however, at least two of the

sinistral students in the class wrote in a hook'hand position, without

her being aware of their writing style. These eases suggest that ongoing

assessment by teachers is essential, else Pbad" habits recur.

In the upper elementary gradei, more student self-evaluation is

expected. ,A large 'number of school board gUidelines provide student

self-evaluation checklists for this pUrpose, sb4t very few teachers,seem

to use them extensively. Instead, the.teachers\usually point out indi-

vidual errors in'letter formation, slant, spacing,\atc., to the student

concerned or draw it to the attention of tbo'entire ekess when similar

problems are encountered with other students. Many teallers of the

upper grades suggeit that students quickly develop their oWn individual

style, which should not be altered so long as the writing remains

legible. Where problems in legibility occur, however, teachers mOst,.

often suggest alternative letter forms.

Special Adaptations

By-fa-r, the greatest concerns among teachers for specfnl materials

arise from teaching handwriting to left-handed.students. In some cases,

teachers report that theysre uncertain what special techniques can be

utilized for sinistral students and are unaware of any special materials

made available for this purpose. Other teachers feel that sinistral
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students adapt well on their own, so 'that no special instruction or

materials arerneeled for thege students. In fact some teachers suggest

that left-handed students can be made to feel "different" if undue

attention is directed to their sinistral behavior.

Most of the teachers interviewed discourage a hook hand position

among their left-handed students, attempting.to have them write with

their hands below the line. Tht same argumentt as those given in the

school board guidelines were cited by the teachers: namely, to prevent

ink smearing, and to enable the student to see what is being produced.

A. few teachers were less adamant'on this pointy suggesting that they try

to change the hand position, but allow the child to maintain the hook

hand if complications arise. In one school, teachers used the Zaner-

Bloser writing frame, a device which moves the hand in a "below-the-line"

position for either left- or right-handed students. According to these

individuals, a great"deal of success has resulted from the use of this

mechanical device.

One-of the most common recommendations for left-handed writers is

to angle the paper so that the lower right.hand corner .points to the

navel. This paper position is the direct opposite.to that recommended

_. for dextral students, whereby.the lower left corner points to the navel.

For sinistral.students who write below.-the line, the left-handed paper

positioning is useful,.but for sinistral students who write with a

hooked hand the writing act becomes even more uncomfortable, since the

hand must hook further in order to produce script on the line.

Reversing the angle of the paper to that recommended for dextral writers,'

however, makes tne act of,writing much easier for these students, and

also allows them .to see the script that they, are producing, and to avoid

smearing the ink. In essence, reversing the angle of the paper changes

the "hook" position into a "semi-hook" position.

The attitudes towards a backhand slant among left-handed writers.

were more lenient on the part of teachers than that suggested in the

guidelines, although a few indicated that they request a forward slant by .

all students, regardless of their hand preference. Most felt that a

vertical style or a slightly backhand slant was permissible, since it did

not detract from general legibility.

Most schools provide left-handed scissors and left-handed desks, but

it was in4catrd by some teachers that it is often difficult to get a

4 5
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left-i,anded desk thai is the right.size for the student. There.is some

question as.to whether it is more important to provide support for the

left arm with a left-handed desk or to facilitate proper sitting position

with a desk,of proper size.

bkterials and Assistance Requested by,Teachers

Many teachers who worked in school:boards hwrinthandwriting guide-

lines seemed satisfied with the overall guidance that they provide.

Indeed, some suggested that no further asdistance was required in this

area, either hecause current methods of.instruction were achieving the

desired results., or because handwrfting instruction was felt to be

of minor importance in the school curriculum. Where guidelines did exist,,

it seeied to us that teachers, for the most part, were following the

recommended study.plan outlined. However, the style of teaching in this

area of the curriculum did not appear,to differ in the jurisdictions of

school boards having guidelines and in thoseyithout.

In same cases, it was suggested that accees to commercially prepared

materials would make teaching easier, simply because of the time they saved;.

teachers often remarked-that they did not have enough time to pware

work sheets and other resOurce materials for their handwriting classes,

tnd felt that pre4ackaged programs would make classes mdch.more stimula-

ting for the children. Other teachers felt that workshops on handwriting

could he providedby the'board so that teachers could share their idete

in this area. Many indicated that they had some valuable teaching aids

that would.he of use to other teachers, and hoped that they too could

tlean,some ideas from a workshop with their fellow instructors.
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5 Attitudes to Handwriting Instruction

. In order for any program of instruction to be successful within'a school, .

teachers, principals,.consultents, and students must All be committed to

that particUlar.activity area and see,iits value in the overall school

program. In-this section, we will examine some of the comments made by

suCh individualsat the schools-visited, concerning the role of handwriting/

in the school curriculum, the need for:Additional materials and resourcesq,

and possiblealternative teaching methods for successful instruction in /

/the Area of handwtiting.

/
Principals' Views

, Most principals that we talked to in the course of the study felt

that theirteachers were providilig adequate instruction in handwriting,

especially in tho early grades. However, because of,time constraints in.

thoupper elementary grades, with a large number of curriculum activities

competing for teachers' time, it was often.felt that handwriting skills,- -

deteriorated samewhat, Simply because these manual skills were not prat-
,

tised adequately. In the majority of schools, teachers'were given A

great deal .of autonomy in-designing handwriting programs and integrating

them.with the remainder of the language arts program. 'When a guideline

was provided by the school board, principals typically relied on this

document to coordinate handwriting activities from one grade level to the

nextv,since most of these guidelines do in fact provide objectives on a

grade-by-grade basis.

' Several principals were xerned about the differing alphabetic

letter forms being utilized by different teachers in different grades,

cauiing some confusion on the part of the students when instruction is

given by a new teacher. In such cases, principals seemed to approach
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the problenvby encouraging teachers either to agree upon a uniform

alphabet to be used throughout the school, or to allow students to uie

those alphabet.charactera with which they feel most comfortable, providing;

of courie, that they are accepted forms of the letters Concerned.

When asked about the use of commercially prepare& materials oa hand-

writing, such as those.produced by Zaner-Bloser and Gage,'principali

typically replied that the expense involved prevented the widespread

use of such materials. When budgets are limited, some CorneFs must be

cut, and quite often materials on-handwriting are not really given serious

consideration. Some.principals felt that handwriting instruction meritea

a'greater share of the budget, while others .felt that this was not an area

where a great deal of resources were required. The latter attittide was

'especially prevalent among principals of inner-city and remote rural

schools, where social and psychological problems often make the learnihg

of basic reading and mathematical skills difficult. The general feeling

among principals and teachers in most of these schools was that handwriting

quality should be a low priority, in comparison with basie cognitive skills.

Although most elementary school principals did not appear.to place a

great deal of emphasis on handwriting programs, there was one in particular

who expressed very positive feAlings on the value of ap extensive handwriting

program in the elementary grades. She felt that neatly organized and,

highly legible handwriting was a valuable skill, insofar as it made students

aware of the need to produce high qual y work that is aesthetically plea-

sing and easy to comprehend. It was her belief that if_such values are

instilled in young children, then they will carry over into other activi-

ties throughout the child's life. fhe also felt that instruction in printing

should not begin until Grade 1, because students do not have the necessary

motor abilities and eye-hand coordination before this time. When these skills

are underdeveloped, handwriting tasks cannot be completed properly, and

bad habits may be formed.

The same principal also expressed a concern about the quality

of the teachers' own handwriting, as well as ihe emphasis that they place

on handwriting quality in class. It was her belief that the quality of

some teachers' writing is deplorable, giving students inaccurate and

undesirable models to emulate. Powever, unless the teachers themselves
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-are prepared to improve their own skills in this rega.d, she feels

powerlesi to significantly improve the quality of handwriting instruc-

tion.

Teachers' Visws

Most teachers seemed to feel that current practices in handwriting

instruction are'adequate for teaching basic legible forms of writing;

however, no one, seemed confident that these methodsof instruction are

creating as high a quality, of wtiting as might be attained if

additional tiie and reeources -were made available for handwriting

classes. ,Most teachers seemed to use a.trial-end-error approach to

handwriting, employing materials acqulred in'teachers college, from

commercial publications, from fellow teachers, from curriculum guide-
;

lines, or from their own iMagination, Although such an approach-satis-
,,

fied many instructors, others felt that same more unified handwriting

program could produce better results, /n.the several board jurisdictions-

where handwriting guidelines:did exist, teachers used these guidelines

as indicators of what skills 'should be taught in each grade level, but

were often left on theit own to decide exactly how to teech those skills.

Many teachers suggested that the use of Commerciallyprepared

materials Would be a definite asset in handwriting instruction, since

they would provide a developmentil program for students, incorporatinu

meaningful activities created by specialists in the handwriting field.

Quite often teachers are uncertain as to what activities arot the most

appropriate in the development of a-rapid and flowdng handwiiting style,

and simply do not have enough time to devote to a study.of handwriting

theories. Obviously, the use of pre-packaged programs'for handwriting

instruction could help overcome such problems, but, as was indicated earlier,

their widespread use is prevented by the expense involved. When teacher

guides and student workbooks must be provided for large numbes of

individuals, the costs mount quickly. In some cases, teacher* feel that

more money should be allocated for handwriting instruction; hoirever,

the general feeling appears to be that handwriting lnstruction\is not

important enough to take valuable funds away from other subject\areas.

\

Many teachers in the upper elementary grades realize that the quality

of their students' handwriting fails to improve over time because
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the basic.writing skills are not practised enough. Although.students
."

complete assignments and homework,in cursive script, they are not asked

to be conscious of the mechanics of writing, in the same way that they

would in formal writing classes. The problem, of course, is net there

is not enough time for handwriting instruction in the upper elementary

classes. New programs in French, music, art, and so forth, take time

away from the teaching of basic skills. Some teachers feel that these

new programs are of greater importance to'the student than the ability

to wrfte in'a highly legible manner; others continue to feel that the

school should be responsible for teaching and maintaining basic skills,

such as communicating (in writing) a fluent and efficient manner.

When asked if they could see any deterioration of handwriting

quality among students over time, teachers typically responded that the.

quality of writing remains at about the same level from year to year,

although a great deal Of variation.is seen among'the students in any

given class. One teacher did feel that in recent years students have

come to take.less pride in most of their work, Aeveloping sloppy work

habits, including.a messy writing style. Another teacher of Grade I

suggested that educators tend to make too many,demands on students by

haVing them print too early, to.alwaYs be neat, and so forth. She felt

that students quite often get "turned off" by the constant demands placed

on them in the school setting.

Very few teachers have had parents ,complain'about the quality of
1

their children's writing, although this has happened in isolated cases.

When. additional' Assistance is required to' improve the legibility of student
. ,

handwriting, parents are usually found.to be cooperatiVe, insofar as they

supervise practice exercises given as homework, after discussing the

problem with the teacher and .principal.. Teachers believe that at least

some parents feel that the quality of writing produced by their children

is somehow indicative of their general_academic ability or the quality

Of the school program. However, when it is explained that handwriting

legibility is unrelated to intelligence quotient scores, they tend to

be satisfied that a highly legible writing style is not necessary for

academic or occupational success.
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Attitudes of Consultants and Other Eduoatione Speoialists

A. was indicated previously, two schools that participited in the

handwriting"study taught cursive script exclusively throughout the ele-

mentary grades. The special education teacher who worked at both of

these schools saw the value of using a joined script for children with

learning disabilities; since the continuous motion of cursive gives a

sense of lett-to-right directionality, an easily flowing movement, and a

sense of unity tc(words. Because children..with learning disabilities

were seen to manipulate cursive more easily than they could manuscrlipt,

the special education.teacher reasoned that "normal" students could also .

benefit from .the use of cursive, and also be freed from the need to learn

a new and different writing style in Grade 3. In her opinion, and in the

opinion of her fellow teachers, this move toward an exclusively cursive

writing program has worked well iwthe two'schoolsi and. should be

encouraged in more School systees throughout the province.

We also talked to a program consultant from Ann Arbor Publishers .

J
about their "Tracking Programs" and. "Visual &ural Discrimination Series.'

She suggested that cursive script is useful for stddents 'with problems in

spatial perception since ehe linking of letters in words indicates to the

student where one word ends and the next begins. In addition, manuscript

was said to require a tremendous amount of muscular control, which the

free flowing style of cursive does not require, while producing less

kinesthetic feedback than that resulting frbri the motions of cursive

script. Several of the publications from Ann Arbor were used in the

handwriting programs,of the two schools referred to above.

One prOgram consultant that we talked to was in,the process of

designing.a handOriting program based on the work:of Beatrice Pdrner,

reviewed in Chapter Two.- It was his -belief taat teachers spend too much

time having children trace'aad copy letter shapes through meaningless

drill exercises. Students become bored with the task, fail to concen-

trate on the activity.ai hand, and then produce a quality of handwriting

that is less than optimal. He further stated that he felt that most

teachers are unaware of the theoretical basis for prescribed handwriting

activities, and often assign tasks which do nothing to improve the quality

of their students' penmanship. The handwriting program he has created

would attempt to engage students irrmeaningful taske which would produce
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a great deal of visual, auditory, and kinesthetic feedback during the

writing'procesa, thereby facilitating the internalization of proper.

,letter shapes. In fact, he would attempt to have every student attain

a proper"mental image" of each letter form, before writing the

letter. Such a mental image would consist of a clear idea of how the

letter appears on paper, the way each constitutent letter stroke is

formed, and the ordering of those strokes. The program that he has

cObated is based on Furner`s be/ief that handwriting follows a sequential

development, beginning with controlled scribbling and evolving into

complex printing and writing skills.

One of the .most important aspects of the Same hane'riting program is\

, the'notion'of working at the child's own skill.level and slowly.directing

her/him.towards the 4esired skill level. In other words, one should not

expect a child to be able to see what she/he must do in order

her/his letter forms into conformity with those models produced by the

teacher: only by working in small steps, beginning with the child's

current skill level and slowly moulding her/his letter forms to the

tdesired skill level, can one iuccessfully improve that child's handwriting

ability. .

Postural considerations'are.also deemed to be of major importance

in successful handwriting aiblity, insofar as improper body balance puts

undue strain on certain muscle groups, causing i general state off body

imbalance or dysfunction. The specialist referred to above estimates that

80 per cent of all students hold the writihg instrument incorrectly, while.

about 70 per cent fail to sit in a proper body position. At this point in

time, the program he has created has not been employnd in any of the

schools he deals with, although several yorkshops' have been given, with

keen interest shown by many teachers.

Another program consultant, commented on the problems that beginning

teachers have in teaching handwriting, primarily because of a lack of

extensive teacher guides and student workbooks in the schools.- It,seemed

to her that student teachers do not get any specialized instruction in

this area and sometimes flounder when they are expected to teach printing,

or Vritinvto novices. To aid teachers in the schools she works with,

she has collaborated with felloW cohsultants to produce a resource docu-

ment outlining curricular objectives, handwriting activities, evaluation

techniques, and .so forth.
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Students' Views
,

Most students seemed satisfied with the type of handwriting instruc-

tion that they receivipa in the'elementary grades; although a.few felt '

that the tasks associated with handwriting were .boring and dull, In the

earlier grades, tudents typically felt that high:quality in printing or

writing was 1mportan6n order to get,stars, check Marks, or praise rom

the teacher. By Grade 3, however, students were aware of the fact ;hat,tI

a flowing and-legiblestyle wit an asset to themselves, insofar as At

allowed them to communicate quickly and easily with other people. Older

Students even saw the\value of having-the ability to alter one's writing

style for different pmrpoees. They suggested that when one is'engaged
/

in writing.for personal purposes only, then a rapid style; in which

lettere are not formed'. with attentionto'cletailf, is sufficient. However,

\ when the objective is to comMunicate information clearly to others,"then

a more exacting style is.preferable.;

Students in Grade 1 Who had learned manuscript were asked,how they

felt about learning-cursive. script in Grade'3. In almost every case,

these students showed a teen deeiie to learn an""adult" way to write '

instead of printing, which re sOmetimes felt.to.be "babyish". A very

few.students suggested that theyjdid fibt want to have to learn another

writing style when they had just/mastered printing. In many cases thesa

individuals seemed to have had'eame difficulty learning manuscript-

letter formeAn_Kindergarten and-Grade 1. Students'in Grade 3 were asked
\,

about any difficulties!which thelThad during the'transition from menu-

script ie cursive. ,Most ofthesT individuals-reported no"great diffIcallty

in this process, although.there ints a widespread feeling that\manuscript

was much eaeier and faster to,produce, but was less'"fun" to cicothan the

adult cursive script.

'Students in the upper elementary grades often attempt to be creative

in their handwriting style, incorporating various kinds of flourishes and

non -conventiOnal letter forms. When asked about their own style of

writing, these students suggestedthat they realized that theirwriting

did not always conform to those standards presentedAn earlier grades,

but they felt they had developed their own

and which'ihould.not, therefore, be overly

discOssions with teachers, it appeare"that
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students to retain the creative elements in their handwriting, as ?.,,ng as

they do not detract.from overall speed and legibility.

/-

As a part of the suidentiinterview, studen!s ware asked, to prdnt or

write their naies and then to evaluate theirown writing style. /n most

cases students did-realise when their letter forms, slarit,.apacing or

,letter joining deviated frotemodels presented in class, yeti.did not seem

to feel that these deviations were of such magnitude as to warrant con-
,

cern.on.theircpart or the part of .the teacher. Quite often when these
.

students were 'asked to reproduce these deviant litters in- theaccepta le

manner, they cauld do so without any.problem, although inisome cases.
)

the.improper litter forms appeared to be the.only ones thitt the students

With regard to the nature of the handwriting prograis within the

schools., students were often'doncerned about differing litter lofts used

. by different teachers in different grades,:and found itldisturbing wten

'a letter farm taught as a.model the previous year was c nsidered to be
.

Incorrect 1:44 their current teaeher. Several students f lt that eiachets

moved too quickly through the various letter groupings' requiring them

to. learn new alphabet characters before they had reall* mastered those

.taught previously. Others resented teachers making coltrections and

comments on their writing books, not reallY finding these cerrections

. helpful in disOosing of existing prOblems with letterlformation.

One student reported that his Grade'5r-teacher d not allow

studentsito use a ballpoint pen.until a certain.qua ity of handwriting

was evident on the part of individual students. 'Th s boy'felt

motivated to improve his writing style in.order to se a pen in everyday

'\ work, and believed that his fellow classmates were similarly motivated.

IS:rther student reported that her teacher periodic lly displayed hand-

writing samples on the bulletin- board for the who e elate to see. She

personally tried to.do her beat handwriting at al times in order to

improve her writing skill, since she would feel "embarrassed" if othe(r

students thought that she Was a poor writer.

lv
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ColPiaiOn

Comments by teachers, principals, and.consultants seem.to suggest

that current methddi of handwriting instruction are adequate,to produce,'

a legible and rapid writing style among most students. However,. many

also seam to feel thit handwriting lessons could be made more interesting

and beneficial for the students if appropriate learning,materials, geared.'

to the developmental level of the children concerned4 could be made

available.. 1:11th limited'budgets for'curriculum materials', however,:hand-

writii4 workbooks and'teacher guides are often low on a schoolls list of
.

priorities. Many student comments tended to.corrobbrate the views held

by .teachers, with,an Indication that stUdents often found writing

. activities'repeti,tiousi,with very litXie veriation in the approaches

4ken by their teachers.

.

cl
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Analysis of Students' Handwriting Samples

Since the major objective in providing handwriting instruction for school

....

children is to produce a reasonably legible and flowing writing

)
tyle, it

follows that the success of any handwriting proiram can be seen n the

quality of script produced by the students. In thts chapter we report con-

clusions about about an analysis of handwriting samples from the various .

schools participation in the study.. The findings suggest how well Ontario

students are performing in terms of handwiting skill. We begin with'a

discussion of the evaluation process involved in this'phase of the project,

and then report on the results of the analysis

Methodology'

Specimens of all students' handwriting were provided by teacher's at each

grade level in.lost-schools participating in.the data colleCtion phase of

the study, and were analyzed by means.Of evaluation checklists shown in

Figure 6 (manuscript) and Figure 7 (cursive). Both checklists contain

items that are key'determinants of handwriting legibility: when any one

of these elements is underdeveloped, handwriting quality is significantly

reduced. Aa can be keen from Figure 6, those factors considered in the

evaluation of manuscript writing are: (1) proper letter form - having the

letter made according to the teacher's model; (2) uniform vertical slant -

having'the letters all slanting 90 degrees to the horizontal; (3) closed

circles - having all circular letters formed with complete circles;

(4) lines.joinin& ensuring that letter strokes join where the model

indicates; (5) consistent_pencil pressure - maintaining uniform pressure

on the writing instrument; (6) proper alignment with the other letters

in the word and sentence; and (7) con3istent spacing - between letters and

a1so between words. The cursive (IN:A:list employs five of these manuscript
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/
MANOCRIPT CHECKLIST

LOW HIGH

10 20 30 40
PROPERLETTER FORM

UNIFORM (VERTICAL) SLANT

CLOSED,CIRCLES

DODD0000DODO
LINES 40INING 0 0 /
CONSISTENT PENCIL PRESSURE 0 0 0

Eil CI El .0 /PROPER ALIGNMENT

CONSISTENT SPACING C] 0 0 0)
Figure 6: Manuscript Evaloatton Checklist

CUR itVE CHECKLIST

I,
LOW

PROPER LETTER FORM

CONNETED STROKES

UNIFORM SLANT

CONS4TENT PENCIL PRESS

PROPER ALIGNMENT

CONSIiTENT SPACING

PR0PER1 LETTER JOININGS

HTGH

DID
D

D I
D

/

D

Figure 71 Cursive Evaluati n Checklist

categories, but two are altered beta se of the continuous motion of written

dcript. In the cursive checklist, co nected strokes replaces the "closed

\

\rircles" and "joining lines" of the ma uscript evaluation scale, and

1 measures the extent to which letters ar formed in acontinuoUs fluid

\motion. In addition, proper letter join ngs Is inclUded as the seventh

category, drawing \attention to how lettets are joined together to form

a complete word.. \

Each of these\checklist categories wad scored from 10 to 40, on

the basis of the Oality of writing. A sco e of 25 represented an

,I, average" writing qUality in each category, while gigher scores Andicated
1

gtxteption skills an lower scores indicated reas for imporvement.

1Two scorers were gi an the task of rating han writing specimens
I

from Grades 1, 3 and 5 all ten schools vie ted. Because of the time-
\ t
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consu ing nature of the task and the large number of samples collectrld,

it was teemed impossible to evaluate samples from every elementary school

grade. Oil the basis of twenty-nine spec4mens scored by both evaluatiors,

an inter-rater reliability of 0.80 was calculated. This was felt to be

of sufficient magnitude to allow reliable comparisons among all the

specimens.

Results of the ktaGysis

Before examining the mean handwriting scores.presented in Table 2,

it should be pointed out that the overall legibility of printing and

writing in the samples produced by students in the various grade levels

was moderately high, with very feW students displaying real difficulty in

reproducing basic letter forms in an acceptable manner. The variation in

refinement of these writing skills among students, however, was quite

noticeable, and, as,we shall see later, was more pronounced among students

within any given school than avadng the schools themselves. It should also

be noted that this study was exploratory in nature, and as such, involved

the collection of a relatively small sample of data, which allowed us to

discOver only major differences among the schools involved. For this

reason; one should not generalize the results of the study much beyond

the actual sample of schools chosen, but should use these results as an

indication of areas to be pursued in a more comprehensive study entailing

a larger random sample.

Table 2 lists the mean scores for tht handwriting samples collected

,from the schools participating in the study. Seven of the schools were

publicly administered, with three of these seven having handwritten

guidelines. The reamining three schools were administered by Roman

Catholic separate school boards, and ofte of these iihree had handwriting

guidelines provided by the board. Through discussions with the principal

and teaching staff at these schools, we attempted to classify each school

as giving a low, moderate, or high priority to handwriting instruction,

and alsor_as having a low, medium, or high socio-economic-class composition

of Its student body. The results of these groupings are presented in Table 3.

An examination of the mean scores in the lower part of Table 2 seems

to indicate that initially handwriting,quality is generally better in

,separate schools than in public schools, with a difference of 1.8 points

at the Grade 1 level and-a difference of 1.1 points at the Grade 3 level
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Table 2: Means and Standard Deviations of
Handwriting Evaluation Scores

Schools

Grade 1 Grade 3 Grade 5

Mean S.D. n Mean S.D. n Mear S.D. n

Public

A 20.6 3.4 23 26.7 2.7 12 26.1 2.4. 35

B 24.0 3.6 16 24.6 5.6 _17 27.9 3.2

C 25.9 2.0 10 25.6 12.5 16 26.9 3.5

n12

25

El* D 24.6 3.2 27 26.4 2.7. 26 27.7 2.3 31

* E. 21.0 3.9 16 25.7 2.4 21 27.1 2.4 23

22.1 4.4 26 25.9 1.7 11 27.9 5.4 A.

* G - 26.7 2.4 11 26.4 1.8 28
Separate

* H 26.7 3.6 20 26.7 2.1 18 28.3 2.6 6

26.4. 2.0 29 26.9 2.3 29 26.6 2.9 26

24.1 4.9 24 27.7 7.1 20 26.7 2.3 '27

All Public Schools 22.9 - 25.9 - 27.0 -

All Separate Schools 24.7 - 27.0 26.9 -

All Schools With
Guidelines 23.6 - 26.3 - 27.1 -

,All Schools Without
Guidelines 23.6 - 26.3 - 26.9 -

Schools teaching only cursive script from Kinderiarten onward.

* Schools with handwriting guidelines.

0 Use of squared manuscript letter forms in Grade 1.

in favor of the separate schools but. a diffcrence of 0.1 points in favor

of the public schools at the Grade 5 level. In the Roman Catholic

schools visited in the course of this study, there did seem to be con-

siderably more emphasis placed on handwriting skills than in most public

schools visited, although this was not true in all cases. For example,

the two public schools employing cursive script from Kindergarten onward

(i.e., schools B & C in Table 2) put a great deal of emphasis.on hand-

writing skills in the early grades. It can be seen from the upper part

of Table 2.that these two schools had fairly high scores in Grade 1,

relative to the other public and separate schools, but had the lowest

scares in Grade 3, and then intermediate scores in Grade 5. It is not
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Table,3: Social Class Background and Priority
of Handwriting Instruction in the Ten
Schools Listed in Table 2

Social Class Background

Low Medium High

A

. G

Priority of Handwriting_Instruction

Low . Medium. High

A E B'

immediately apparent why this drop in ability occurred'in these schoolpt,

in Grade 3, especially when the students in all other schools had learned

cursive for the first time during that.particular schoOl year. Somehow

the head start that the students received at these Shools was not main7

tained throughout the early grades. Several teachers at the schools

remarked that one of the benefits of teaching cursive initially is to

prevent the re-learning of writing skills in Grade 3, when the transition

to cursive is usually made. It may be that Grade 3 teachers feel that

their students have acquired the necessary handwriting-skills before

entering the class, and therefore do not place great emphasis on hand-
\

writing instruction. Thip may be what has happened, at least to a certain

degree, in,the case of schools B and C.

Looking at the differences between those schools having guidelines

and those without, it becomes apparent from the lower portion of Table.2

that, very few differences exist in this regard. The schools with hand-

writing guidelines 'scored no higher in Grades 1 and 3, but were higher

by 0.2 point in Grade,5. This leada us to believe that the.emphasis

placed on handwriting skills within individual schools is the most

important factor in determining the quality of haLdwriting programs. Where

consultants, principals and teachers are in agreement about the importance
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of comprehensive handwriting programs, the degree of ability on.the part

of students in this regard appears to be greatest. In Chapter 5, it was

noted that in two of the schoOls visited little emphasis was placed on

handwriting skills because of the "backward" nature of the student popu-

lation. Teachers simply felt that time would be better spent on mathe-

. matics'and reading skills. In Table 2, School A constitutes one of

these schools (unfortunately, specimens were not provided by the other,

school where writing skills were given low priority); there it can be

seen that Grade 1 studenti received the lowest scores of all public and

separate schools. Although this difference disappears in Grade 3, it

reappears in Grade 5, .thus lending some support to the view that teacher

and administration attitude toward handwriting programs is a significant

factor.

' Although these class averages allow us to make some very general

statements about handwriting quality among the various schools, they do

not allow us to see the great deal of variation that occurs within

individual classes. The handwriting samples shown'in Figures 8 and 9

(and also in Appendix F) illustrate just how great thii variation can be.

In Chapter Two, the review of the literature suggested that handwriting

skills are basically visuomotor skills requiring fine muscular develop-

ment and eye-hand coordination. Eecause children differ in their rate

of development, and also in their overall level of ability in these

areas, it follows that their relative skills in handwriting will also

vary considerably.

The standard deviations of.the handwriting scores presented in

Table 2,and the corresponding.graphic representations in Figure 10 give

us more insight in this area. Here, we see that schools vary consider-

ably with regard to the dispersion'of handwriting scores, around the

class mean, indicating that in some classes students tend to have.widely

differing handwriting abilities, while in other classes, the handwriting

quality is more uniform among the students. There do not appear io be

anyconsistent trends among separate or.public boards in this regard,

nor among those boards having guidelines and those without. However, it

is interesting to note that in some schools (i.e., A, D and E), the

,litandard deviations are reduced as one moves from Grade 1 to Grade 5,

-indicating that the quality of the students' writing is becoming more
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Mix a pancake,
SA-ir panccAe, Score30

Ix a pancake,
r a poncoke.

M elY pall 115i tfe7

pcinc4ey
,wo

Score..24

Score19

Figure 8: Manuscript Samples From a'Grade 1 Class

homogeneous. In other schools (i.e., C and I) the staildard deviations

increase as one moves from Grade 1 to Grade 5, indicating that writing

quality among students is becoming increasingly diversified. These

trends, we feel, are due to the nature of the handwriting programs

utilized in each of the schools and the amount of emphasis placed on

handwr4ting Tirality in the uppeg grades.
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Ili tut frt,
Fisure 9: Cursive Samples from a Grade 1 Class
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Figure 10: Graph of Means and Standard Deviations of Handwriting Evaluation
Scores

Conclusion

The findings presented in this chapter lend some support to the view

that students who attend schools where handwriting instruction is stressed

as an important skill will have a better chance of becoming more legible

writers, all other things being equal. Of course there are many develop-

mental factors that must also be considered in this regardt.so that some

students will be "poor" writers regardless of the type of program, while

others will excel in this area with very little emphasis being placed on

Writing skills by the teacher. However, in those schools visited where

more emphasis was placed on handwriting ability, the overall quality of

writing in terms of legibility and aosthetics was generally higher. When
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emphasis on writing skill is dropped in the upper elementary grades, some

students may fail to show.continued improvement due to a lack of Continued

drill and practice of this complex 'motor skill, and a lack of attention to

proper arm, hand and finger movements,'and proper letter forms. This

would suggest that if better quality writing is.desired among students,

then more time.should be devoted to handwriting instruction in the upper

elementary geades;
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Summary and Conclusion

I/

As was indicated in the introductory chapter, the purpose.of this study

is to describe the.methodologies principally used in Ontario schools to

teach handwriting in the Primary and junior Divisions;'to explain the.

empirical.basis of each methodology; ro measure the effedtiveneskof each

method in the development of.legible handwriting; and to "assess the

effect of each methodology on the attitude of the studenr toward learning. .

"In addition, a literature review was to be undertaken in order to provide

the basis for a support-document in. the "Curriculum Ideas for Teachers"

series; and to provide information.that would be of assistance-in the

professional preparation and development of teachers.

With regard to the first four objectives, concerning,an analysis of

handwriting methodologies currently being used in the Ontario school

ystem, it was found that very little, variation exisoAdlin the schools

visited, with the exception.of those two schools teaching cursive script

exclusively in the elementary grades, the school lilting a joined.Manuscript

or print script in.the latter part of Grade 2, as a means of easing the

transition from manuscript to cursive in .Grade 3 and the Grade 1 teacher

who used squared circles to ensure that letters were formed between the

lines. Even in these three schools, however, the methods of instruction

employed were remarkably iimilar to those found in the other schools

visited. Our analysis of the curriculum guidelines for Ontario',t; Public

and separete school boards, clastroom'Observations of handwriting lessons,

and discussions with teachers and principals all Indicated that the

various,schools and school boards do not'adhere to widely differing or

unique theories of handwriting instruction. Indeed, it could be argued

that few, if any, actually adhere to any unified theory at all in this
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particular subject. Nor did any school,. employ an extensive commercially

prepared handwriting program that wai 1'4ased on deVelopmental theories of

psycho-motor and visuospatial refinement. Insvaad, it was found that

teachers typically created theirsown p4grams of

handwriting guidelines prbvided by schoOl boards,
!,

discussed the empirical basis for the aCtivities
1

...appeareddiat all such curriculum activities had been.gleaned from

varioussegMents of the handwriting literature, or from,experimentation

on the part of individual clasaroom teachers.
.

As was indicated earlier, one educational specialist had developed

an eitensive handwriting program, basedion the work of Beatrice Furner

(See Chapter Two). A discussion with this individual revealed that an
!

enormous Amount of time and energy had,been expended on the project, but

that no school in'the board had ActuE4ly used the handwriting program,

lthough a number of workshops were b4ng given. The teaching specialist

ho initiated the all-cursive handwriting program mentioned above had-

a so produced a rather comprehensive;apd well-coordinated handwriting

pr gram for the early elemefitary grades, and aiso for students having

1 ming disabilities affecting their;handwriting' skills. In
/
the several

,

sch ols we visited and the many.guidelines we examined, only/those pro-

grais employing cursive script exclusively in the elementary grades, the

school using a joined manuscript trafisitionphase in Grade 2, the teacher

t!sing squared circles, and the hand,riting project based on the work of .

/

BeatAce Furner, stand out as beinglexceptional.
,

Because of the enormous simile ity;of.handwriting programs across

:

. 6

instruction or'employed

which seldom, if,ever,

suggested, although it

the prOVince, it was not possible t doextenSive comparisOn among dif-
1

ferinemethodologievon handwriting quality,.student,and tacher attitude

and so forth,, as.we initially propOsed. 'However, we were able. to uncover

isome very important concerns voice
c

by individuals in the numerous school

visited. Many teachers, for example, were uncertain of what handwriting

activities were most appropriate f

1

r students having problems with specific,
.

/

letters or with the entire handwrl ing pfocess. Typically,.additional

drill and practice wereiadministered to Sull students without an'y

attempt on the part of teichers toldiscover the origins of the problems.
:

By providing teachers with some resource materials in this area, boards

S ,

could eliminate a great deal of f9istration and confusion for

-both teacher and student. We feel that teacher guides and student work-
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books produced by specialists would be of assistance to teachers in

dealing with special problems in handwTit,ng.

Instruction for sinistral (left-handed) students is a-special

area of concern among teachers in handwriting programs. It seems

that most teachprs do nothing to assist these students'except to change

the angle of tte writing paper; to provide left-handed desks, and to

attempt to prevent the development of. a."hooked" hand'position when'

writing. Becau'e of the research findings outline4 in the study by L vy

and Reid (see Chapter Two), suggesting that for some sinistral students

such a hooked hand poiition is theAiost natural one for writing purposes,

we feel that teachers should be made aware of the difficulties that

pight arise through attempts to have these students write below the.line.

.Several students and teachers have complained about.theyide, variety

of letter formsiused within a school, often causing cOnfusion when a

child moves from one grade level to the next. In. order.to avoid such

unnecessary frustration.for st dents, we feel that uniforis mrnuscript and

cursive alphabets should be\li pted for instructional purposies within a

school or possibly within a entire,school board.
I

,

The ongoing debate abou the merits of manuscript and ofursive script

and the ni!eusity:Of goinit rough.a transition phase fr_94 !he former to

the latter in Grade.3,-remal unresolved. It appears that the "average".

student-ii quite,capable of learnIng both writing modes 44 he early

elementary grades without.havingoany great difficulty, wh4e students with
. !"

perCeptual problems seem-to masterursive more easily tna manuscript,

and students %nth "One rOotor problema learn manuscript mor easily. In the

two schools that we'visited which employed cursive script'exclusively

for all elementary students, it was indicated to us that Ursive script
A

can be mastered by Kindergarten and Grade 1 students as easily as

manuscript, and without detriment to the.stnt's ability.to read

printed text.
Al

It appears to:us that the key'ingredient for a high quality of

writing.among students is'the amount'of emphasis placed on handwriting

by the principal and.teathers in any given school. When students are

jequired to produce neat and legible handwriting,.they usually rise to

the opcasion; when they are not required to.do so, they tend not to place

a high prior ty on that skill, and the quality of writing is
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not high. It is particularly important that the emphadis placed on

handwriting be continued in the upper elementary grades. When continues

emphasis on legibility is not forthcoming, teachers pan expecCoverall

hapdwyiting quality, on the part of most students,-to ceaae,to'improve.

Although "Handwriting Evaluatton Checklists" art. included in Many of

the school board curriculum guidelines, only one teacher in,all the schools
1

visited actually used checklists with the class. Many others, however,

uSed oral evaluation exercises-wherein.both teacher and studentscritiqued
a

. a given student's work. If we want'studenti to become critically aware of-

their.own writing quality andlieliliations that exist between their letter

forms and the accepted teacher mOdels, then it seems to us that students

should be involved in some self-evaluation process, like that entailed in

the self-evaivation checklist ekercises.

. For the most part, itvappeace that.the quality of handwriting in the

many samples"that we .collected is\-of good quality with.few problems of

. illegibility in terMs of letter frm, slant, spacingt a ignment, or letter

joining. There.are, of course, signifi?ant difference among the students

in their handwriting quality, which seeM to be due more to differences in

t/he students themselves thin in tilenature of ihe handwriting program to

which they are exposed. However, Oyes indicated earlier, students who '

are required to produce high.quality writing are, for the most part, more

likely to produce a style of wriLing in which alphabet.characters are well

formed anecorrespoed.closely to the accepted models produced by the teacher.

Curriculum mAerials for handwriting instruction have low priority for

most teachers and principals, because of the cost of materials. When a limited

budget must cover a wide range of curriculum materials, teachers must decide

which ones are most important. Invariably,. materials for hindwriting rank
, .

low on the list of priorities. Although most teachers are currently succes-

ful in teaching their students how to write in an acceptable manner, we feel

that the taFk would be made easier for them, and in many 'cases more stimu-
,,

lating for the,studente,' if interesting and well-thought-out materials

were made available. When student interest is high, then'the likelihood

of improved performance seems also to be greater. For this reason, we feel

that workihops in handwriting instruction would be beneficial for all ele-

mentary 4hool teachers, in order to reassure them that handwriting skills

are indeed an important part of the school currictilum, and to allow for

a free exchange of ideas on methods of instruction, evaluation, and

theoretical conaideratiOns.
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..Appendices

Illustratiots in the following appendices (A. to E) are samples of materials

adapted from the many guidelines submitted by school boards to the

researchers. Credit for them is due all boards who responded to our

request for materials. Even so, they illustrate only a few of the many

styles and approaches to.haadriting instruction. A collection of some

of the more extensive guidelines has been placed in the Curriculum

Guideline Collection of the OISE library.
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Appendix A: Sample of Recommended Letter Formations for Manuscript
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Appendix II: Sample of Recommended Letter Formations for Cursive Script

(From a program of the Niagara South Board of Education)

Small Letter Formation

0

The first up-stroke should be taught as
'part of the letter.

The slant on.this first stroke will cause
some difficulty. Make sure the,loop.is
closed. Provide ample practice.in joining
letters with the elevated cross stroke to
all other letters.

'
Start at the line.
sure that the final
the line. Make the
light.

Close the loop. Make
stroke comes down to
final stroke full and

, This letter starts the same as the first
pare of the "a".

__A=0°

Mafe the downstroke straight. Get the
loop effect on the upstroke.

_49

Keep the final stroke straight. Make the
downstroke come right to the line.

.
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T4,

Make the final downitroke come right to
. the'line.

Keep the open parts the same size and
height.

Make a comfortable "seat". Retrace on the
.iirst stroke. Go straight out and stral.ght
down.

The first stroke curves upward. Have a
sharp point on the letter (avoid a rounded
top). The downstroka is straight.

It is difficult to make both parts the same
size and height. Get a good finishing up-
stroke on all letters.

Make all three humps the same height and
shape.

7? '712

The first top is curved like a "n". Prac-
tise, joining the elevated cross stroke to
all othersletters.

The'first part of the letter is made like
the first part of the "n". Cross at the
middle point of the down stroke.

11111er.r.,.....,4 .Lrii....ge2C
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The letter is about 2/3 the height of the

looped letters. The cross stroke is about
;distance from the top. Keep the down

stroke straight.

,111/1111Z11111dlem.±._

This letter is the same height as the "t".

Make* certain that the pupils develop the

habit of closing the loop.

.AcZ

Leave enough space for a small letter under
the low part of the "p". Allow a loop on

the bottom portion of-the-letter.

Stress the space between the first and last

slantedstrokes. The loop should cross at
the line. DeVelop the habit of dotting the
letter.

The first part of the letter is like the.

"a". Close the first portion of the letter.
Always cross the loop at the line.

,de

The letter should start as a "v".

.,1
There is no small roop at the base line.
The rourlder the first portion of the letter,,,

the easier it is to make the bottom loop.
Pause at the base line before making the
downward loop.
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011111114
This letter is a full space high. The last
downstroke should be'straight. Develop the
loop on the upstroke, Teach the letter by
stopping at the bottom line.

A full space high. Leave a space as shown
on the written letter. Keep the downstrokes
straight.

Add the last.part of uv" to "1". A difficulty
lies in making the "v" portion of the letter
narrow enough without closing it. .In all
letters with the loop, cross the first strokes
well above the line;

Develop .the loop on the upstroke. Keep the
crossed strokes well above the line, Close
the curved portion of the letter.

The letter begins the same as the "a". Leave
room for a small letter under all down loops.
Join the up-curve to the line.

Cross the first strokes well above the line.
Keep the downstroke straight. Join at the
line. (Space as ehown.),

Capital Letters - Recommended Formation

6),
. Make a complete oval. Keep the small oval inside the

large one. The small oval comes.one-third of the way
down.

Start at the line and form a small loop and then a
normal "c".



Do not leave an opening at the top of the letter.

Finish below the line.

Start at the line and form a small loop. Make round,

full "c's". This letter should be joined to lower

,ase letter following .it.

Start at the tine and form a small loop and then a
normal "n". The hump does not go right up to the line.
Finish with a light downstroke going.below the line.

Similar.to the "n" with a,shorter final hump. 'The tail
cuts below the base line.

Start at the line and form a small loop.. Continue with
a wide arc, coming down'to the bottom line as far to.
the left as the beginning of the letter.. Retrace with
the same slant to the top line. Add a straight down-

stroke. Retrace with a light movement, ending about a
third of a space .from the top.

First stroke similar to N". The second stroke paral-

lel to.first. The connectipg loop meets the first part

of the letter half-way up. Join this letter to the one

following it.

First stroke similar to "w". Unite the tido parts with

a small loop at half the height of the.letter. Keep

the letter narrow. The final stroke cuts the base line.

Start at the line and form a Gmall loop then form a
number "2".

First stroke similar to "w". The second
letter should touch the first part. The

is an inversion of the first part.

First stroke similar to "w". Make a flat
line. Continue 2/3 below the line.

part of the
second part

loop at the

First stroke similar to "w". The upstroke curves up

and to the right. The upstroke ends at the 1.11)A.

First stroke similar to "w". The upstroke goes right

up to the top line. The last stroke is a light down-

stroke ending below the base line.

First stroke similar to "w". Make sure the loop

crosses at the line on the way up.

Start at the line; make slanted straight struke. Make

a flat loop at the bottos. Continue up with a full,

round curve: End with a small loop inside the large

one.
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Make a straight, slanted stroke up to the line. Form
a small loop. Cross the initial line about 1/3 th'e
distance from the top. The cross stroke slants up
slightly. The 4th stroke comes straight down to the
line and continues to the left past the initial up-
stroke. A point on this part adds to the appearance
of the letter. Have the last stroke end inside the
letter.

The "i" starts at the line and curves up to the'left
to the line. The downstroke should be kept straight.
The downstroke curves to the left at the bottom.and a
point is placed at the tip, making sure that the last
stroke is kept away from the initial line.

The top half of the letter is larger than Lhe bottom
half. Make sure the letter starts and nrosses at the
line.

Start 14 below the line and slant a curve up to the
line. Continue straight down and retrace straight up.
Add a full, round curve, and put a point on the letter
where it touches the initial upstroke.'

StartDas a "P". Make a flit loop at the centre and
make a straight line down and slightly to the right.
End below the line. The letter is not joined to.the
rest of the word.

Start as the "P". Make a loop in the middle as in the
"R". Place a point on the letter-as in the "P".

Start at the line; continue straight down, curvIng to
the left at the bottom of the letter. Put a point on
the letter as in the "I". For the top "cap", start at
the line and form a small loop. Curve back down away
from..the line. Do not have any up-curve on the top
part of the letter.

Make the "F" the same as the "T", adding an "across--
and-down" stroke to the centre.

Start as a "G", developing the loop or the upstroke.
The second stroke comes s4aight doWn to the line;
curving at the bottom. Place a point on the.letLer,
ending inside the letter.

Start the "L" halfway between the lines. Develop the
loop on the upstroke. Continue straight down, curving
to the left of the bottom. The bottom loop should be
flat, with the lest stroke of the letter ending below
the line. The letter is not joined to the rest of the
word.
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Appendix C: Samples of Writing and Printing Paper Used in Handwriting Lessons

Stage 1: Newsprint, unlined

Stage 2: -Newsprint, foldea

2-1/4 inchea

Stige*3: Newsprint, 1" lines in two colours. Print between blue;

ascenders up to red and descenderi down to blue.

80 92

red

blue

blue

r ed

red

blue
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red



Stage 4: Two colour lines 7/16" apart/

Print between blue; up and down to red.

Stage 5: Two colour lines 5/10" apart.

Print between blue; up and down to red.

Stage 6: Two colour lines 1/4" apart.

Print or write between blue lines, use ascenders up to

red and descenders down to red:

Stage 7: Single colour lines 5/16" apart.

0
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Slant Guide liner for !Cursive Script
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APPendix E: Sample Handwriting Evaluation Scales

NAME-

Grades 5-6
HANbWRITING SCORING SHEET

Quality

GRADIc

Scores

. Good Size/
/

i

,

.).,

.

.

2. !Correct :lant
,

. .

1

3. Even -Spo7ing . .

,

,
,.

.

,

.-
L

4.- Even Line

- _ - N.

5.. Good Lottrips
-

. _

.
1

i

I

.

6. 'Good Stilms
1

-

.

.

,

0

1

7. .Roundnels
,

. .

, ,

.

.

.

.

.

-

8. Neat C/osings

. .

.

.

9. ,,Troper Endings
. .

.

.
,

_

,

_

10.. Ilroper Iietter Form

,

1

,,..,

. ,

,

.

:TOTAL. 1 .

,

,

-

\

, . .

1
.

DATE OF TEST
t

MARKS: Exce lsnt 5; Very Good 4; Good 3; Fair 2;1Foor 1.
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MY HANDWRI,TING CHART.

Print" either
.

yes or net in the space
,

Sept. Yov. Jan. Mar. May' '

1.. Capital.letters are t
.as small letteri.

ice,as large
,

.
, I.

,

2. The differences among 's, c's,

a's are clear, .

,

I

3, e round parts of m's, n's and.
i u's are clear.

. .

4. /A I.00ps on f's,' j's, g's, y's ere

/ 'Tclearly drawn below,the line

.

5. Loops da not intercept writing on
the lines above and below.

/

. ,

6. ,/ T's are crossed.
/

,

/ , 1

7.1 I da.not use a cirdle to dot .m
.

; i's.. ,

/
,

1

.

,

.

A. Letters ere not crowaed.
/

.,

.

4. Letters all slant in the same,
directioffi. .

,

,

,

. I

10. 'Words are separated by clearly;
defined)spaces.

.

i r

11. There are goodmirgins.
,
,

.

\ 0
'IL .'

,
.

.

i.

.

13. ,

I

. .

i

,

.

. .

14.
,

I

I.
/

1

, 1

._ .

15. ,
. ,

I

r

, ,r ,

e

Q

9, '
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Grade 5

2' ArmAz

Score32
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Appendix G: Interiew Schedule for Teachers

TEACHER INTERVIEW SCHEDULE

gbikkground Information

1. What ii your current position in the sdhool?

2. For how many years have you occupied this position?

3. What do you fed'is the role of handwriting instruction in the
school curriculum?

4. How important do you feel this role is?

5. How much emphasis do you place on handwriting in your class?
Why?

Handwriting Program

6. What .types of commercial, teacher-prepared or other handwriting
programs do you use in your class?

comnerciat Materials

a) What ilv.the name of the commercially prepared program?

5) Why. was this particular prdgram chosen?

Teacher-prepared Mat,erials

a) Who was involved in its preparation?

b) What sort of process was rolved?

c) Why was it felt necessary'forjteachers to produce their own
materials? ,

7. What specific inst!uctional techniques are being utilized in
your class?

8. What is the theoretical/empirical basis for these program
activities?

9. Is an individual instruction; group-instruction, or other
taken? Why?.

10. Are formal handwriting lessions given, or is instEpction
with other parts of the program? Why?

87
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11. How much time is devoted to handwtiting instruction? (Per day/
per week)

12. What sort of evaluation procedures are used?

13. Are special provisions made for ,left-handed students?

14. Are there special handwriting programs for children with learning
disabilities?

15. Are there programs of remedial handwriting in the school?

16. What disadvantages (if any)'to you sde in the existing handwriting
program?

17. What do teachers need in order to provide better handwriting
instruction? (training, materials, etc.)

C.

88
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Appendix H: Interview Schedule for Students

STUDENT .INTERV IEW SCHEDULE

STUDENT'S NAME

GRADE

TEACHER

SCHOOL

Have the student copy hls/her name in the space below.:

Cl Right handed

0 Left handed

Comments:

DO YOU ENJOY ?Ft INT ING/WR IT ING LESSONS?

What do you like most about them?
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43

, What do you like least about them?

2. DO YOU THINK THAT BEING ABLE TO WRITE NEATLY IS IMPORTANT? WHY?

3. HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT THE QUALITY OF YOU N

How, -do you think it could be improved?

4. wHAT DO YOU FINDJIOST DIFFICULT ABOUT PRINTING/WRITING? (Letter forms, etc.)

90
193



5. WOULD YOU RATHER PR INT OR WRITE? WHY?

6. OTHER .COMMENTS

4

\t,



Appendix I: Interview Schedule for Kindergarten Students

STUDENTANTERVIEW SCHEDULE ** KINDERGARTEN

STUDENT'S NAME

GRADE

TEACHER

SCHOOL

4

4

is DO YOU KNOW.ANY LETTERS OF THE ALPHABET?-

\ If yes, which ones?

If yeS, where did you learn them?

2t DO YOU KNOW HOW TO WRITE MR NAME? Yes EINo
If yes, have the student print his/her naie in the space below.

Nome :

EIRight handed

0 Left handed

COMMENTS:

92
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3. DO YOU TH INK *THAT IT 'S IMPORTANT TO BE ABLE- TO. PR INT? WHY?

a

4. OTHER COMMENTS :

a.
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II TEACHER-PREPARED MATFRIALS

CI used, exclusiyely

1:3 used in conjunction with comnercial programs

O not used at all

Nature of ihe materials used:

0 student workboolth

0 student worksheets

0 teacher handbooks

El alphabet models

Er'iother

Coments

7.4..

III pkiJECTNES OF THh LESSoN

O writing readiness

El internalization of letter shapes (manuscript)

O internalization ot letter shapes (cursive)

letter -formation exercises (manuscript)

O letter formation exercites (cursive)

arm and hand 'movement

O
A

postural considerations

O pen/pencil holding

anuscrint -*--> 'cursive transition

O improvement of .skill

O creative story writing

Di other

Contents

eve.11
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4.

TV INsrRucriCIAL TASKS:

o games (gross motor)

O games (fine motor)

0 drawing

O finlier painting

0 brush painting

copying .7. blackboard to paper

0 copying -- paper to paper

fl finger tracing

O tracing in the air

tx:acing with pen/pencil

O faded tracing .

c] drill

O blackboatd work

O creative writing

.0 homework

O 'other

Comments-

4.

6

V MAMMALS USED:

O games0 toys

O modelling clay

b paint

O crayops

. markers

pens.'

,Caments

CI

1:3 pencils

fountain pens

o newsprint

o notebooks ,

o special, wiiting paper

o other

tr

4.
I 4

J
96
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VI TFACHFR AIDS

0 "blackboard

overhead projector

o teacher handbook

O magnetic board

other

Coments

1,

VII WIRE OF ITIE LESSON

O tonna] lesson'

O integrated with other parts of language arts program

U. individual instrUction

.class instruction

other

Conments
. ,

V.

VIII TIME

Time devoted to handwriting lesson min.

Coments

97 I/



IX HAIMITING WAWATION

O teacher evaluation

O student self-evaluati

-in-class evaluation

O out-of-class evaluation

o no evaluation

.D. other

Corneas

X STUDENT RESPONSE

O very interested

12 interested

o sanewhat interested

El not interested

o apathetic

Comments

XI SPICIAL INSMUCTION FCR LEFT-HUZED STUDENTS

postural considerations

O pen/pencil holding-

O arm/finger movement

1:3 paper position

O alternative models presented

.0 separate lessons given

O special materials

O left-handed desks

CI special seating plan

O other

111
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PART II: HANDWRITING:
AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY

F.

0 .0

In school, the ability of a child to perform curricular tasks is

directly related to his capacity to manipulate written language through

reading, spelling, and Writing: It is not surprising, therefore, that

the learning of alphabetic and numerical characters precedes all other

major,learming activities in the school curriculum. Because.the child

is not only required to read and interpret what others have written,

but also to create a written statement himself, it is iMperative,that

he be able to write in a legibl3 manner, 110 that others can readili

comprehend.what he wishes totconvey. For this realion, students have

been required to master handwriting skiils early in the educational

program, although there is still much ambiguity as to whet instruc-

tional techniques and writing styles produce the best results.,,Educa-

tors, for example are still undecided as io whether manuscript, italic

or cursive script should be taught exclusively in school, or whether
t

the current practice of switching from manuscript to cursive styles

should be maintained.-

This bibliography gives a listing of selected miterials-in-the-arelL

of handwriting instruction and research, and provides an absiract for ,

each book and article included. In,no my does it exhaust all currently

relevant publications In the fieldr however, it dois.attempt to include

works froM all facets of the ha0Writing literature. All bibliographic

entries are numbered consecutively throughout the text. An author index

is Provided.



EMORY OF HILNDWRITING,

AlthOugblowe band to take for granted the ability to communicate through

alphabetic characters, the development of the existing Latin alphabet

took Many hundreds .of years, beginning, with crude picture symbols

scratched on cave wells, and slowly evolving into twentrsix symkols

representing diecrete sounds. 'The following entries deal with a.history

of handwritirg. and outline tho many stages'that syibol writing ias

undergone. Several entries deal,with the-development of handwriting

styles as well as the evolution of alphabetic characters.

-
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1. Diringer, David. The Alphabet: A Key to the History of Mankind

Volume I and Volume II. U.S.A.: Funk & Wagnalls, New York City,

3rd Edition, 1968.

This two-volume set explores the origins of Symbolic visual'commu-,4

Jnication in prehistoric times, and traces its development td the

creation-Of-our modern world alphabet's. The first type of writing

consisted of scribbling on atonel_but later developed into more

detailed drawings, known as 'P,ictoi-raphy.' AS symbols became more

simple and abstract, 'ideogriphic.' writing began to emerge, whereby

a sequence of events could be easily portrayed through a sequence

of compact characters. In time, Symbols began to be used for sounds

or syllables, instead of for objeca or conCepts, and paved the way

to the.development of the modern alphabet which assigns a.different

letter for every discrete vowel and consonant sound. Several theo-

ries of alPhabetic origin are explored, including a discussion of the

influence.of the.South Semitid, Greek, EutruScan, Italic..and Latin

Alphabets. In addition, the nature and importance of major world
c

writing systems.are dedcribed in detail, ranging historically

from the time.of.Sumerian puneiform. and Egyptian hieroglyphics to

.the Latin alphabet currently,in use. Each section of this work is
.

followed by a bib1iograp4y of related texts. Volume two.consists

solely of illustratiuns depicting writing styles throughout history.

2. Fairtank, Alfred. The Story of Handwriting:. London: Faber &

Faber, 1970..
of

/.

:Traces the developMent of handwriting .from its beginning (Sumerian

cuneiform, Egyptian hiefOglyphic, heretic and demotic scripts)

.through.the development of the Latin alphabet (Phoenician, Minoan,

Greek,and Eutruscan influences) to.later scripts based on the Latin

alphabet (jnajusculen, miniscules, uncials :And half-uncials). During

tne Renaissance.in the fourteenth century many older Writing styles

were revived, such as the Caroline style4irst introduced in the era

of the roll! Rnman Empire, vhiin variouel 1Tit:Img mcIfies nresented new

styles, which eventually became the basis for most modem type faces.

Later, cursive script became more popular, and eventually replaced all

others, as.the dominant writing mode. ,Loops became fashionable, as

did the ability to write without lifting the pen from the paper,

thereby producing a beautiful flowing hand, :Copy books, such aS

George Beckman's The Universal Penman, (1733-1741), were introduced
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in order to, enhance writing ability. Jackson's The Theory

and Practice of Handwriting (1892) uss c itical of the diversity of

slant, and advocated a vertical style d Johnston .(1913)

introduced simplified letterfoms for te ng beginning writers

and to help children learn to read. By 19 exprriments in this

print or manuscript style began in Londonf :adually spread to

other countries. /n 1921 Marjorie Wiseointroduced manustript to

the United States, where it has been used ever since. Thu author

comments on'current writing practices in the'mid-twentieth century --

and suggests that an'italic hand be.used more extensively since it

uld overcome,the speed obstacle of the manuscript style, while

producing allighly legible and rapid hand.,

3 Gray,- William S; The Teaching of Reading .0nd Writing. France:

UNESCO', ?aria, 1966.

Three chapters deal specifically with handwriting instruction and'

cover,such topics as the historical development of current writing

'practices& methods of cursive and manuscript writing instruction for

'children and adults, and theldiagnosi's and remediation of illegible

writing styles. Early.handwriting techniques.cmphasized both form

and quality, with much school time devoted to the.development of an

artistic.style. Reforms around 1850, however, began to emOhasita

muscular movement in,order to create a more flowing or fluent

script. Since 1000, a print or manuscript form has gained in

popularity because of its simplicity and similarity to the

printed text. Current practices involve the teaching of print

script in grades one and two, and then snatching to the more

rapid cursive form in grade three. The text considersmany

aspects of current handwriting instruOtion, such as writing

style, instruments and 'materials, body posture, hand positio-

ninq; handedness and evalUation of legibility.

4. Havelock, Eric A. Origins of Western Literacy. Monograph

Series/14. Toronto: The Ontario Institute for Studies in

Education, 1976. ,

Traces the development of the alphabet and literacy from its ori-

gins to present day. It is suggested that the societies of Greece

and Rome are the first in history .that oould Dray be called literate
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/ because the ability to read and write was,found in a-large segment

' 7 of the populttion rather than being restricted to a small group. s>

Societies existing prior,to this era should-not be thought Of as

illiterate as the teri is used today, but pre.-literate, inaofar as

10,1 complex oral tradition was used to pass on cultural information

instead of the written ward. .Today, to be-illiterate is to have

access to neither a writtin nor.an oral tradition. One should not

equate written language with spoken language, since the human caper

city for both is.not the.same. /t is claimed that the ability to

speak is a biological characteristic of man which has been acquired

, through. a process of' natural selection. .Although many can now read

and write, this,faculty is.new in terms of man's biological develop-

ment. It should not he wurpriaing, therefore, to'see many indivi-

duals:who have difficulty learning reading and writing skills; the

biological ability.is simply not, present.in.anyone's.genes. .

Although symbols depiCting.the e+nta-in man's life have.been in

existence since cave dwellers 'wrote' on stone walls, a true alpha-

bet to convey complex infbrmation is a recent accomplishment.

Three.theoretie requirements for a true alphabet have been outlined

the teXt and are as follows; *tly °overage of all the'phonames

(i.e., the minimum acouttic constituents) in.the language mutt be
.

exhaustive; (2) the fetter shapes mUat be restricted tc between

twenty and thirty fOr lsy recall; and (3) individual letter shapes

must notbe required to.represent several soundst itheir acoustic

L'identities must be fixed and unchanging: :The Greek alphabet, later

adopted,by the_Romans,Aatiefy all three conditions. All previous ,

writing'systems failed on one or more of these conditions. The

Semitic alphabet, for examplepleft Wide interpretation for many

symbols, thus failing to satisfy, the third requirement. Because early

alphabets were often ambiguous, a Poeti:'style was typically used,.

thus limitimgthe interpretation that a reader could place on the

'symkols. It is claimed that the Greeks not only invented the alpha-

-bit, but also literacy and the literate.basis of modern thought.

'Only:when..an unambiguous lifting system was.ayailable to large

.numbers of people, could the age of true literacy begin. After the

invention of the alphabet, the next most important determinant of



mass.,literacy was the ii?Venti9n of Paper snd the printing 'pions,

which gave a standardised and legible Writing style-to supersede

the unique scribal style created more or less by the whim Of the .

1writer/copier.

. Xuipers, Joan, and.Ricco, Mary Lou. "From.Graphomania to Grapho-

phobia and Halfway Back." Elementary English, FebruarY, 1075:

216-226..
. , .

A fictional history of handwriting, from the era of .the cave dweller

Oto modern-day mass communication, showing the importance of hand-

, writingas a means of conveying cultural and personal inforMation.

6. agg, OsOar: :Ifte 26 Letters. U.S.A.:. Thomas Y. Crowell Co.,

New York City, 1961.

I. 0

A-description of alphabetic development from.prehistoric to modern

times. The'first symbolic'representations ire said to have been

drawings on cave walls, made in Northann Europe over 600,000 years

ago...These 'thing pictures"showed,an evolutionary development

, from still life pictures Of animals and humans to a series of action

.pictares telling stories about events in the life of the artist.

The next.stage of development occurred when simplified symbolsv

instead'of detailed pictures, were used to represent objects." This

enabled the wfiter to add.more detail, since less time was required

to create each picture'representation: Because 'thing pictures'

nitit convey feelings,.a series of 'idea.pictures' were,aleo

develop#d. For example, by combinin# the-symbas for mouth and

water, one created a representation for"drinkr.. Another advance-
I

'

n

went wa phe use,of 'sound pictures', where objects repredented
; .

- 'syl;ables *stead of,theeobjects themselved. (Far exarple,,the 3
,

combined symbols for.'hot' and oould- yield a totally new
. ,

conceOt of 'hOtdogc:which hasmoihi4.4 to do with the constituent

wordso but which mevertheldss sound; like the combination of both

terms.) The Egyptian hieroglYphics'used all three types of picture

yritiAg.- It we the Phoeniciansewho are credited'with the 'tree-
0

ti:on of the first trUe al4habet, through their Allocation of unique

symbols for discrete sounds... Greek scholars made further improve-

ments-on the Phoenician alphabet by including symbols for voWels.

Prior to this time, iewas Up to.the reader to decide where a

Vowel sound was-intended in a word 'and which one was needed. 'The

112
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sort of text created by the Phoenicians was therefore d type of

abbreviated writing. 'The Romans refined the Greek alphabet by

.improving letter shapes, and hencerlegibility, and Were ultimately

responsible for its utilization in much of the civilized world.

In the Dark/Ages the art of handwriting would have been lost if

scholars and.monks'in isolated monasteries had not copied

religious and secillar docUments. When the Holy Roman Empire

emerged under Charlemagne, handwriting was again revitalized

through the influence of Alcuin, the develdPer of the 'small' or

Caroline letters, which are atill in use today. The introductiOn

of the printing'press made it possible,for greater numbers of

people.to become literate, and hence,the ability to write also'

increased. With the printed text came more standard letter forms

which were eventually adopted throughout most of the EuroPean
1

nations.

7. Ullman, Berthold Louis. Ancient Wi.iting and Its Influence.

U.S.A.: . M.I.T. Press, Cambridge, Mass., 1969.

.Traces the development of handwriting from,pictOgraphic representa-

tions in antiquity tomodern alphabetic forms used in current

printing'and writing practices. The first type of alphabet, employ-

ing symbols representiqg,sounds instead of concepts (as in picto-

gram0), is said to have been Semitic. However, some argue that

this type of script could not be called truly alphabetic because

its characters were syllabic or semi-syllabic in nature, rather

than representing discrete sounds. It was the Greeks, therefore,

who are said to have created the first true alphabet of this latter

type, with modifications and improvements made by the Romans.

The nature of the writing materials available throughout history

has hod an enoromous influence on the style of writing produced.

Chiseling in stone in the earliest days led to the use of straight

lines, while the movement to pen and ink on papyrus or parchment

led to the development of a more flowing circular form. As more

and more people learneetto write, a rapid cursive script with

joined letters evolved, in addition.to the exacting, laborious

formal script used to record permanent text. In time, this informal

saript greatly influenced the formal script, promoting greater

'simplicity in letter formation. With the introduction of printing

11
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,techniques.in, the fourteenth century, greater uniformity in

writing style yetis mide possible ao that by the'sixteenth centurii,

the7Latinj.alphabet had. spread across moit of Europe and became

the standard printing form in met countries. (Today, we continue

to use a simplified form of the Latin script.which displays the

evolutionary influences of both the Greek and Raman milphabets of

the past.

a

LIEVELOPMENTAL ASPECTS OF HANbWRITING'

Since the handwriting.taik involves both perceptual and motor elements

*it is essential that the child *attain an appropriate level of psycho-

motor'and visuo-spatial diVelopment before certain handwriting processes

are begun. The folloWing bibliographic entries deal with several

aspects of child development, such as visual-motor coordination, cyber-

netic feedback processes, and kinesthetic imagery, which relate

directly to successful handwriting performance.



4-

8. Funer, Beatrice A. "The Perceptual-Motor Nature of Learning in Hand-

writ3ng" (Part 1). Kenen64ry EVlish, November 1)69:, 886-894.

The auther'points out that writtep expression arid handwriting skill

are not innate abilities but sensory-motor skilla which thc child

must develop through experience and practice. It is further indica-

ted thai mo&t current handwr.Lting axerciSes stress the motor aspects

oZ the task while neglecting tha perceptual acpects. For this

reason, an examination,of perceptual learning concepts was under-

taken by the author in order tc provide an instructional baiais for

handwriting tasko. Ten perceptual,aspects,of writing were uncovered

as a result of this°examination *And are summarized as follows:

(1) perceptual agility is learned; (2) perceptual ability is develop- .

mental; (3: mz.ntal uet or motivation influences development ceper-
,

ception; (4) perception is built onoiveral expocure:.-to the

*stimulus; (5) movement, or the inferred movement of the object is an
!

important aspect of perceptual development; (6) the use of terms tó,

differentiate minor differences can aid perceptual developmsnt;

(7) perceptual ability can be improved through frequent practice

and training; (8) reinforcement through correction aids perceptual
,

development; (9) training In very closely related perceptual activi-

s\

ties ha aygreater transfer effect than in less closely related ones;

and (10) various modes or types of stimulus have greater effectiveT

ness for various people but perceptual development is increaeed

through he use of many different types .of stimulus in a given

situatio . rurner attempted to take these ten perceptual asPeCts

of hand iting and create a'program of instruction which stressed

perceptu 1 training in addition to motor skill development. This

program i outlined in a second paper by Furner, entitled

"Recomme ed Instructional Procedures in a' Method Emphasizing the

Perceptua -Motor Nature of Learning in Handwriting."

9. Furner, B atrice A. "Recommended Instructional Procedures in a-

Method EmOlhasizing the Perceptual-Motor Nature,of Learning in ,

Handwritinr (Fart 2). Vementary Englis4 December 1969:, 1021-

1030.

The authorldescribes instructional procedures fOr a handwriting

program which emphasizes both the perceptual and motor aspects of

the writing task. It is claimed that such instruction should
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attempt to build accurate perceptiOn of the procedures involVed in

letter formation and to begin motor developelentsprior to extensive
I

use of the letter forms, in order to preclude the development of

inaccurate perceptions and motor habits. Under her scheme, children

are.made aware of a need to know"the correct procedures involved,

in'all ph4se. of the handwriting act, such as writing position,

letter folt4Q alignment,spacing, and line qualitY. In order

to aid in this perception, verbal descriptions of the process are

reqpired since in order to verbally describe the letter shapes, the

child must know ,yhich stroke to make first-, where to begin the

stroke, and the direction, size and stopping point of the stroke.

Tte,paper goes on to deicribe (in detail) perceptual*notor programs

of,handwriting suitable for the- p.rst three grades.

,10. Furner, Beatrice A. "An Analysis of the Effectiveneis of a Program

. of Instruction Enihasizing the Perceptual-Motor Nature of Learning

in Handwriting" (Part 3). Elementary English, January 1970: 61-69.

This is the third in a series of articles by the author describing

instructional programs,in handwriting which emphasize both the

perceptual and motor aspects of the writing task. The basic exer-

cises used in the progran include letter formation and percePtion

through guided examination orthe (letter) formational Process,

verbal descriptions of latter construction, self-analysis of errors,

and attempts to describe' (verbally) areas for improvhment. In

'order to.see whether the emphasis on perception hap positively

affected the quality (i.e., speed, legibility, and formational

errors) of the students in the program, a comparison was made

between the handwriting of students in the experimental group and a

second group (control) of students who received an equal amount of

instruction with a qpmmercially prepared handwriting program,

stressing motor development only. The results of the study showed

that the overall quality of writing in the experimental group was

higher, the speed was faster (though not statistically significant),

and the rate of error in letter formation was lower. Because of

these pre/iminary 'findings, it-was concluded that the experimental

method was more effective in deOhloping accurate perceptions of

of handwriting procedures to serve as a guide to motor development,

thus producing better handwriting.
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11. Gorlon, L.'Pearlfand Buell, Doiothy M. "Impact of Visual Motor

Functioning upon Learning." Journal of'School Health, Jurie 1970:

301-303.

The authors claim that."timing" is an important factor in human

learning, and is contingent upon.an optimum. interrelationship of

the matUrity of the individual'and his hi-,rarchy of acquired habits.

HOWlever, they suggest that timing has,been seriously overlooked,

and hence, often misunderstood, in the visualmotor functioning of

children, which is essential for success in both reading and

writing tasks. The article indicates that many American children
t

entering kindergarten prograet lack extensive visual-motor experience

in. the /lame situation, possibly due to the amount of time spent

passively before a television set. Hence extensive reading and

writing readiness programs entailing visual-motor coordination

exercises must be included ip preschool programs.

12. Hildreth, Gertrude. -Learning the Three Vt. U.S.A.: Educational

. Publishers, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn. 1947 Second Edition.

- Four chapters deal specifically with handwriting considerations for

elementary school students. Hildreth suggests that learning to

write is not a mechanical lower-level-reflex response, but a think-

ing process which entails activity of the dortical nerve areas,

in addition to motor coordination of eye, hand, arm and finger

muscles. Writing from memOry demands the internalization of visual

and kinesthetic images of form, not present in the senses, for

future recall. Once.the discrete letter shapes and complex muscle

movements required to form letters.and words have been internalized

by the individual, an autoMatic writing response wIll arise, where-

by one is no longer required to think about the writing act itself,

but can concentrate solely on the message to be conveyed. The

author focuses on the developmental aspects of the handwriting act

and.its relationship to the oculomOtor coordination, perceptual

skilfOnterest, and. motivation .ok the child. From infancy, onward,

*GI

muscular development proceeds in a downward direction from the head.

and shoulders to the fingers and becomes increasingly refined.

Instruction in handwriting, therefore, must take into account the

physique, characteristics, personality, age, mentality and perceptual
. ,

maturity of the writer.in the early stages of learning. In order to
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iztrease interest and motivation in the young writer, instruction

should also be linked up to content that is meaningful to the child.

, 13. Kavanagh, James F., and Mattingly, Ignatiusf G. (Eds.) Language.

by Edr and by Eye: The Relationship Between Speech and Reading.

U.S.A.: MIT Press, Cambridge, Mass. 1972.

Proceedings of a conference on "The Relationships Between Speech

and Learning,to Read," sponsored by the U.S. National Institute of

Child Health and Human Development. Mthough te papers presented

at the conference approach the problem of reading from a variety of

directions, they all share the belief that the process of reading

is directly related to the ability of a child to comprehend and

use.speech effectively. Speech here typically refers to auditory

Output, but may also refer to sign language on the part of a deaf v

child. Gibson explores the relationship between a child's initial

babbling as a' means of developing his vocal apparatus and vocabulary,'

and his initial scribbling as a means of develOping' his visual

ficulties for reading. Although he concludes that there max be

similarities in phonology and orthography, the related processes are

believed to be quite different in the human brain. Stew ns points

out that while learning to understand speech involves heariii, one-

, self talk, learning to read need not involve seeing oneself write.

Cooper stiggests_that a key difference between speech and reading

lies in the'fact that speech is an innate ability, in all normal

children whereas the capacity to master a written language must be

systematically taught, if the child is to learn the necessary skills

involved. Almost everyone acquires speech, but not everyone learns

to read and write properly. Much emphasis is placed on the

Analysis-by-Synthesis (kBS) model of 'speech recognition proposed by

Stevens and Halle. According to this model, speech input must be

systeMatically analyzed by the individual in such a manner that,the

component parts Of the acoustic signal arenmatchld With Previously

internalized acoustic signals stored in the individual's memory.

If the string of sounds is matched successfully, then a meaningful

sequence'results. If not, a new hypothesis as to what the auditory

string means is generated, again using the internalized acoustiC

signals and complex set of rules to produce the appropriate.match.

Klima explores several aspects of an optimal orthography which
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would make the trahsition from speech to written language easiest

for a child. Essentially, he claims that the closer the match

between orthographic representations-And the linouistic form, the

easier it will Le for an individualto exquire the ability to

comprehend written language. Several papers are directly

concerned with how alphabetic representations on paper.take on

meaning in an inciividual's brain. Posner, Lewis and Conrad, for

example, suggest that two separate processes may be involved.

First, visual alphabetic representations must be recognized by the'

individUal'and matched up With previously internalized visual

cadet. Once thisis done, a secondary "naming!' proóess makoWsense

of the string of alOhabetic characters. Proof for this two-stage

process is said to lie in the fact that the right hemisphere of the-
. o

brain has been shown,to be responsible for deciphering physical.

codes (for alphabetic representations).4 While the.left hemisphere

is responsible for the name codes which give meaning to those

physical codes. Conrad, however, questions whether one must read,

say the word (internally)', listen to what was said, and then under-

stand, Or if one can-get meaning.directly from the visual code in

a one-step process. Based on extensive reseerch with deaf children,

he concludes-that reading is possible even without phonology, hit

that the task is.much easit;r if phonology is involved. Sevin

explores some of the'meihodologies.used in teaching a child to read.

Basically the child is taught either (1) letter sounds which it

must merge-together to form words; (2) complete word recognition,

so that individual letters are not amphasized; or (3) basiC sounds

associated with syllables or letter groupings. /t is pointed out

that no foolproof method has yet been found for the successful

teaching of reaAing..

-14 Sgtvik, Nils. Developmental Cybernetics of Handwriting and Graphic

Behaviour, Norway: Universitetstetsfprlaget, Oslo, 1975.

Explores.the psychomotor aspects of children's handwriting from

the perspective of Cybernetic Feedback Theory. Here, handwriting

is defined as 'an educational, psycho-motor skill, initially

processed by perceptual-cognitive functions and carried out through

the psycho-motor system as an instrumental behavior, conveying a

graihic record as the product of that behavior.' According to the

Cybernetic Feedback Theory, self-generatedhody tracking.mechanisms
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Operate within an individual to monitor lumcle action and,to

ensure that the desired action (originating in the brain) is the one

which is ultimately carried-out by the appropriate muscular group.

In this way, feedback information constantly direct, muscular move-

ment tOwards the desired target bytcomparing the actual motion with

the desired motion,'and then adjusing errors accordingly. .In the case

of handwrfting, three forms of feedback arethought to come into

play: (1) reactive feedback or Visual and kinesthetic dnformation

received about arm and hand movements; (2) instrumental feedback

or viquii and kinesthetic information about the pen's movement;

and (3) operitional feedback or visual infOrMation about the graphic

pattern forme# in ink on the paperI In the case of an experienced

writer, a 'feedforward control mechanism' is also:believed to.

operate. Here, the individual anticipates the desired letter

shapes from his mental repertoire and uses this information to

direct hand motion in advance of the actual pen movements on the.

paper. This anticipation of future hand motion increases the possi-

bility of coordinating"expected hand movement, and hence prOmotes

a rapid writing style. Writing readiness is seen to be extremely

important for the successful acquisition of basic. handwriting skills.

It is Suggested that a first step in learning to print or.write is

to engage in tracing or copying the miny4letter shapes. Copying'

is believed to be.an important vehiotpbr coordinating Irisual and

motor aspects of the handwritinTact, which is essential if the

basic ,letter shapes are to be internalised for immediate transfernce ,

from mental images to muscular movements which will duplicate the

letters graphically. .T1le teit'also presents the results of a multi-

faceted study by the author, which explores several psycho-motor

aspects of children's handwriting. By comparing groups of sixty

children aged even, nine and.eleven on the,basis of 'psycho-motor and

handwriting tests, he was able to plot developmental trends in both

psychOmmotOr abilitiu in the children, and in their handwriting

skills .in particular. H. found that both psycho-motor and writing

skills developed at a. much faster rate between chronologicak.age

seven and nine, ihan between chronological age nine ahd eleven.'

The similar developmental curvee evidenced for both °general

psycho-motor development and the specific handwriting skills

suggested that handwriting ability must follow the individual

13i
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, child's pattern of psychwimotor development. Although girls were

seen to perform -better than boys in terms of legibility and overall'

writing quality, no.difference'between the sexes in terms of writing

speed was evidenced. The quality differences were seen to.originate

-fros motivational.factors rather than frowany inherent male/fsmale

characteristics. With.regard to the theory of cybernetic feedback,

it was hyPothesized'that 'space' was the mpst Important aspect of

neurogeometricity in'both Copying and handuTiting motion. 'For this
0

reason, the laboratory.studies were designed to clarify the relev6

tionships betWeen the feedback control systems and the space diden-

sions.of the copying/writing motion patterns. .It was hypothesized. '

that average.higher accuracy score and a louer frequency of

letter deterioration would occur in shorter than in longer letters,

in simple than.in complex letters, in separate than in combined

letters, and in print than in cursive writing style.' These hypo-

thesei were all confirmed by the writing tests administered to 128

children, and indicited that letters or.,words.characterized as

short and simple models.are more,resistant to deterioration than

long and compleX forms. In.other words, the simplest'letter Shapes

are theHones.most easily handled by the self-generating feedback

mechanisms of the child.

15. Stennett, Richard G; Smythe, P.C.; Hardy Madeline; Wilson, H.R.

"Developmental Trends imbLetter -Printing Skill." Perceptual and

Motor Skins February?' 1972: 183-186

This study was designed to assess tpe development of a student's

ability to copy upper and .lower,case letters in a recognizable

form. Printing tests were administered to 200 students

-in kindergarten and grade one,\two and three classes at a public

school in London, England. Scorin was'based on ease of identi-

fication of letter's by the examiner without knowledge of the

stimulus letter. 'The percentage of students' able to reproduce

each letter was calculated for the four grade levels, with'separate

intercorrelation matrices for the 26 upper'and louver case letters

for the two youngest age groups. 'It was found,thats (1) students

were still having difficulty copying lower case letters at the end

j of grade three; (2) stadents mastered upper case'letters by the end

of grade two; (3)'students.had less difficulty copying lOuer case

letters which were relatively simple (e.g., 9, 0, 1, s),.. but pad



more difficulty with letters requiring more than'one stroke and

grafter psycho-motor and visual skills (e.g., r, 11, h, t); and (4)

uPepr case letters 0, E, fl, and X were zasiest to master, while

D, Z, G and N were more difficult. ,

16. Thomas, Aletha P. "The Developmental Process of Handwriting."

Academic Therapy Quarterly, Fall 1968: 39-42.'

The author claims thai the developmental aspects of the handwriting..1
.task cannot be bveremphasised, and urges teachers to withhold

instruction in handwriting until it is clear that the child is

adequately. developed,lneurologically,. emotionally, and psysiolo-

gicallir. it is said thai written communication is the least

necessary tool in the early years of a child's school life, yet it

remains the most pressed-for'and most demanded skill.

17. Trester, Mary Fran., "Sequence for the Training of Eye-Hand ..

Coordination Needed for the Organization of Handwriting Tasks."

,Special Education in,Canada, 'March 1971: 17-22.

The author is concerned with.the inability of many elementary

ichool,children to organize handwritten work_proptrly,.by

running words together, failing to Write on the line, leaying.words

out and mis-spelling in copyilig miercisos, and so forth. She

,claims that these children lack the 'fine mbtor control and eye-hand

jmyordination needed.to,successfully complete handwritten wOrk, due

to a 1Zcic of adequate visual.imotor exercises prior to handwriting

initruction. To fUrther refine 6eir motor development, it is

'suggested that several gross and fine muscle exercises, such as

making angels in the snow, throeing balls at a target, performing

chalkboarerwork, etc., be initiated by the teacher. Throughout

the activities, the child's-attention should be drawn to concepts

of direction, the relation of parts to a whole, and size and shape,

sethat he can integrate spatial concepts with the appropriate

muscle action. Such knowledge is siid to.be-essential.for,the

successful completion of the handwriting task.

18.'Nright, Janey., and Allen, Elizabeth G. "Ready to Write!"

f nementary School JO nural, April 19751. 430-435.

Looks at the developmental aspects.of writing readiness and warns

.that if a child is required to perform tasks,which he is unprepared

for dovelopmentilly, tha unsatisfactory habits may be formed which

could prime detrimentallte proper task performance at a later point,

intime.
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As is the case in all educational pursuits., tiliaching handwriting to

children;can be achieved in a variety of ways. Entries in this seciion

of the bibliwraphy are cOncerned with either genoral'instructional

strategies Qr specific techniguis for handwriting programs, and include

.suggestions for appropriate body posture, hand position, writing instru-

ment and materials, integration with other aspects of the language arts

Program, tracing and oopying exercises, segUencing of instruction,

sinistral-dextral differences/ and so forth:

Although several authors claim that their approaches have produced

great improvements in,writing speed and/or gualitY, it has not been

tdemonetrated that there are any fool-proof techniquie which produc

excellent results., Teachers'are advised to use those eppr ches with

which they are most comfortableg and which Are apprppriate for their

students, complementing the learning experiences in the remainder of

the scho4 program.

*
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19. Barbet Walter B.,'and Lucas, Virginia H. 4Instruction in Hand-

writing'. ,A New Look." Childhood Education, February:1974: 207-209.

Claims that current problems of illegipility among school children

result from a failure.of teachers to te)ch the mechanics-Of hand-
.

,

writing. Extensive formal instruction in letter formation is said

to work if it is related to a child's level of psyphomotor develop-

ment and made relevant to his own interests. Practice does fkot

necessarily make perfect, and patterns requiring endless repetition

of a single letter, gut of context, result in acute boredom with

the handwriting.task and possibly lower levels of legibility as

the practice oontinues:

20, Bauman;Toni,and Horton, Lowell. "Is Tealishing Handwriting Really

Important?" Instructor, January 1973:f 68-69.

Claims that many chilAren are currently frustrated in their attempts

to master handwriting because of the difficulty of the task and the

unimaginative approach taken by many teachers to develop this skill.

Writing tasks ,should be interesting and made relevant to the-

experiencei of the child: Several activities with overhead projec-

torsepaper letters, paint brUshes, water and chalkboard!: are out--

,lined as possible approaches that can be taken to handwriting

instruction.

.21. Croutch, Hen. "Handwriting and Correct Poiture." Academic

ThoraPy. Quarterly, Summar 1969: 283-284.

Basic difficulties in.handwriting are often 'said to centre around

improper body posture. This article gives general adVice on posture

and paper position for dextral and sinistral writers. For right-

handed children; the bottoth left corner of the paper6should point

to the,navel, while for left-handed children the lower right corner

should'point to theinavel. The non-dominant hand .zhould rest or

the bottom half of the paper to ensure an unobstructed visual

field, and good body balance, which promotes Muscle .relaxation for

a flowing hand. The elbow apd forearm should rest on the writing

surface, and the feet should be kept flat on the floor. The body

should be slightly turned to tha non-dominant hand side and the

eyes kept approximately 16 inchem from the paper. Ideally, the

writing surface should be inclined towards theyriter at aft angle

,of 20 degrees fromhthe horizontal.-

124,
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22. Enstrom, E.A. "Homemadellandwriting." Education,,Novemberibecember

- 1970: 135-137.

Claims that schools which develop their'own handwritfhg programs.

AnVariably produce poor writers beataus'i; of the unfamiliarity of the

program developeri With.current research results, relevant theory,

andacceptable methods of instruction. In place of much pending'of

energy on program development, it is suggested tfiat grater emphasis

be placed on in-service training for teacheri, on the proper us of

existing commercially prepared methods *Loh in the aut,hor's

opinion, are typically of good quality, since their creators

are expert in this fieldr. Unless it oan be shown that

locally produced handwriting programs have an advantage over

previously existing programs, then there is really no point in

-.producing them.

2. .Enstrom, Erick, A., and Enstrom, D.C.`-."Practical Teaching Methods

for Primary Handwriting Skills." Academic Therapy, Spring 1972:

285-292..

Some very general advice for teaching handwriting to elementary,.

school students: keep letter, forms simple, use lined paper to

ensure uniformity, and permit slanted printscript because it is

more natural and is ,easier to create than vertical printed script.

24. Enstrom,'E.A. "Those Questions on Handwriting." Elementary School

Journal, March 1969: 327-333.

'The author suggests that cursive handwriting was.not,a deliberate

invention, but,an.evolution of discrete symbols and letters into

a cOntinuoud script LW an attempt,to-provide a faster and more:i

flowing writing tarm. He further suggests that if cursive hand-

writing is.not,taught to-school children, then they wiil create.a.

form of joined script on their own, which will Probably .not be as

efficient as the cursive script taught in school. It isclaimed

that handwriting instruction should hot be intograted with reading,

spelling, Or creative writing., since hiNdwriting is a motor skill.
,

requiring drill and practice,,whereas reading and creative writing

require cognitive skills. In such a combination of cognitive and

motor skills, the intense concentration necessary.foi the cogni-
A

tive output causes the mechanics of the writihg act-to suffer.

Hence, it is concluded that handwriting should be practised Ihde-
.

pendentlrof other aspects of the language arts prog,ram.
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25. Foerster, Leona M. "Teacher - Don't Let"Your First Grwlers

Trace:" Elementary Eglieh, March 1972: 431-433.

.Claims that activities requiring children ,to trice'alphabet '.

letters do more to establish had handwriting habits (in terns of

Proper letter formation), than to improve writing ability. Vplen a

, ,child is required to trace over a dotted outline, hie/her attention
4 .

, becomes centred on covering the line, rather than Considering the

correct starting point or the proper Sequence of strokes. Since-

it is impOssible for teachers to supervise all students completing

the trawl:4 exercises, it is recommended that this practice. be
,

abandoned. The author is also critical of 'sky -writing';or 'writing

.in the air,' because it fails to ,develop either visual skill 'Or

the'coordinition of the small musclesAn the hand, which ptectice

.exercises should do.. Because there is no,record of the child's

movements'in 'sky writing,' it is difficult.for the teaCher to .

know if the.letters have been formed properly. Hence, it is

recommended that this practice also be abandoned.

26. Herrick., VirgillE. "Children's ExperienceS in Handwriting." i

ChiLdren and The Language Arta, Eds. V.E. Herrick and L.B. Jacoim.

U.S.A.: Prentice Hall, Inc., Engleyonl,Cliffs, N.a. 1955: 266-

287.

Talks generally about handwriting programsivurrently used.j.n the

elementary schools of the United States. The author descri/bes

ti.t1_major 'devices used as s-injhandwriting instruction...for/American

children as well as special techniquba for helping the 1 ft-handed

writer- 'Studies conducted by the author found that chi dren

are usually expected to master numerals before letteri4hapes,

although numbers are 'typically introduced after the upper and lower

case alphabPtic,characters. / ..

;

27. Hirschl Edward, and Niedermeyer,.Fred. "The Effecyl of TraCing

Promptsand Discrimination,Training on' Kindergarten Handwriting

Performance." The Journal of Educational Researcih, October'1973: 1

81-86. /

This study was designed to 'investigate the effeta of two kinas of ,

letter formation practices and a form of letter-discrimination

exercise on the handwriting performance of kinaergarten children.
i

The twv letter-formation practices'used umre: i (1) traditional

copying, and (2) faded tracing, where letter 'shapes formed with

i
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dots were given to students to trace, with dots representing the
.

last strokes of the letter being removed.sticcessively during practice.

By the eighteenth (out of. 24) tracing trialt,%all dots were removed'

and the child was therefore engaged in a.pure copYing exercise. ,The

letter discrimination exerciseS required the child to spot misformed

letter shapes. pixtylstudents were 'randomly assigned to one of

four test groups: (1) copying only, (2) faded tracing only, (3)

copying and letter discrimination training, and (4).faded tracing

and letter discrimination training. Each group was given.the

appropriate instruction for four days per week for ten weeks with

sessions lasting from twenty tO twenty-five minutes. Pre-.and

post-tests measurd the qUality of letters formed by the student,

and his ability to discriminate among misformed and properly formed

letter shapes. Using a ta wo-way analysis of variance, a significant

type-of-practice main effect was found in favor of the copying,

treatments over the faded tracing treatments;'however; the discrimi-.

nation training was not seen to differently affect.the-handwriting, .

of either the copying or faded tracing groups. The authors con-

cluded that."contrary to the anticipated outcome, subjects Who

formed letters,solely.in response to copying stimaliperformed

.significantly better on the letter formation Post-test than subjects

who formed'letters in response to copying stimuli and gradually

'faded tracing'prompts."

28 Krzesni, Joseph 40 "Effect of Different Writing Tools and Paper on

Performance of the Third Grader." pementary Englie, November

.1971: 821-824.

Describes a study which attemptedto determine whether the 'use

of felt-tipped pens (as opposed to pencils and"ball-point pend) had

Any advantageous effects on the handwriting performance of third-

grade students. It was hypothesized that students would,perform ,

better in terms.of writing legibility with felt-tipped pens.

After analyzing'ihe handwriting samples of 120 students, using the

three types of writing tool, the author found that both felt and

.ball-point pens produced more legible handwriting in.third-grade

students than did lead pencils, although there was no noticeable

difference between the felt and ball-point pens. It was also

hypothesized that students would perform better on ruled' rather



than unruled paper. This hypothesis was noi confirmed. The

'resUlts are said to be important in light of the fact that most

schools currently provide pencils for grade three students and

insist that they be used for all handwriting tasks.

29. Leavitt, Jerome E., and Hein,'Frances Sigborn.. "My Mother Writes

Terrible." Elementary School Journal, November 1969: 74-78.

The author points.out that just as many adults are poor writers as

are Children, yet adults are.hot punished and rididuled, while

children in school are made to Zeal inadequate. He suggests that,

as educators, we know very little about how to teach handwriting

uccessfully, and that poor handwriting is as much our problem as

it is a problem for the child. Teachers should become as familiar.

'eas possible with current research and instructional techniques,

and then use an eclectic approach to determine which program Works

best for them and for each.individual Child.

30. Niedermeyer, Fred C. "Kindergarteners Learn to Write." Elementary

School Journal, December 1973: 33-36.

Assessment of a handwriting program for kindergarten students

designed by the Southwest Regional Laboratory for Educationiil

Reiearch and Development in Los Alamitos, California. The program,

consisting of 90 exercises of 25 minutes duration, concentrated on

letter formation through tracing and copying tasks. A'study of

- the effects of the program was carried out by having a control and ah

experimental class in four schoolilettings: (1) a Spanish-speaking \

inner-city school; (2) a black inner-city school; (3) a lower.lmiddle-

income white suburban school; and (4) an upper...middle:income white

suburban school. An analysis of pre-test and post-test data

revealqd that these systematically developed and sequential materials

effectively promoted beginning printing skills in,all four socio-

economic-status and cultural settings. The author concludes that

printing skills can be developed in kindergarten and that there is

no reison to delay'printing instruction to grade one.

11. Sallot, Jeff. :"Is Good Handwriting. the Key to Reading?" The Gl(de

And Mail, March 31, 1977.

An interview with Andrew Spowart, teacher in a North York elementary u

school who claims that skill in handwriting is essential for good

spelling and reading on the part of students. Children,who show

an iiibility to print and write properly are said to have failed

'4
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to internalize individual letters. Successful,techniques for

teaching handwriting require more than the mere copying of letters

and shapes on the page. The child must be able to recreate the

image in his mind so that it can be duplicated at any time. When

the basic alphabet'building blocks are not internalized, reading

and writing skillswill inevitably suffer. Results .from Spouart's

methods in remedial classes have shown that students with reading

problems do improve\when they have internalised alphabetic charac-

ters, although no s*stematic study with'control groups has teen

undertaken to find the actual magnitudes'of those improvements.

32. Sorenson, Marilou R. "Write.On: Creative Handwriting in the

Classroom." Language Arts, March.19771 294-296.

Claims that in order for handwriting instruction to be a successful

and enjoyable experience, it must be.related to the child's own

exporiences.and interests. The author gives suggestions as to.how

this can be dole through interdisciplinary 'activities which

integrate writing exercises into the totv.1 curriculum.

33. ,Strihan, Mary Anne. ,"Film Loopg to Teach Handwriting." The Ins-

. tructor; May 1971: 70-71.

Describes.a project.at the Hawn Cvrriculum Centre, Honolulu,

where continuous film loops are used to teach handwriting to

children. -Through the use of automatic machineryp'the child can

get as much drill.as he needs without requiring\the teacher's

constant attention, and utile progressing at his\own rate of, speed.

34. Westbrooks, Linda K. "Prescription for Ailing'Pe nship."

Teacher; September 1976: 100-106.

Describes i program, created by the author, which foclAses on 12'

common handwriting mistakes, or what she refers to as 'XIandwriting,

diseases." The.,approaCh is based on a medical diagnosis', whereby

each student's handwriting is checked fcc one or more of the 12

specific diseases:. giantwritis (writing,that is too large);

"t"slei (uncrogsed;t's), sloppoi (sloppy writing), or one of the

nine other ailments., After one to tuv weeks of treatment for a'

selected diiease, the handwriting is again analyzed, and if an

Improvement can be seen, a medical clearance is given. After all

diseases Improve: a certificate of health is issued. The author

claims that this fun approach to teachinghandWriting,has produced

excellent results, both in attitudes and in handwriting.
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NANDWRITING STYLE. 1

V'

Currently, most school systems in North AMerica teach manUscriPt hand-

writing (Iwith discrete letters) in first and second grade, and then

require the:student to switch to a Cursive writing style (with connected

letters) in grads three. Many educators question both the need an4 the

wisdom of having students undergo such a transition, and advocate the.

exclusive use of either a print or.cursive script. Others claim that

the dual system should be maintained, arguing that the simplified).etter

,strokes Of manuscript (i.e., lines and circles) are more easily mastered

by the beginning writer because they are more closely related to his

level of psycho-motor development. Because manusciPt is said to lack

the:speed, rhythm and imdividuality of cursive script; however, it is

argued that a flowing cursive.stylo must also be taUgbt as a suitable

adult writing mode. As a ocmpiomise, smie have suggested that'an italic

writing style, ooneisting of connected print-style letters, be adopted;

however, the teaching of italic has not gained wid acceptance in North

American-schools. .

The bibliographic.entries in this section reflect this ongoing

controversy over.the'relative merits of manUscript, cursive, and italic

handwriting. .Although the research findings in this area are incon-

rlusive, ii appears that 'normal' echool children can:master both menu-

script and cursive fofts of writing with relative ease, and.can produce

comparable writimi.in terms of speed and legibility. However, the

section,of,this bialography dealing with learning disabilities suggests

that a cursive writing style may.be most effective'in the case.of chil-

dren with perceptual disorders, while a manuscript style may be"more

suitable for children with motor disabilities.
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35. Bell, Mary. E. "Manuscript Writing After the Primary Grades."

Education,' September/October 19681, 81-83.

Points to the merits of manuscript uwiting and suggests that chil7

dren in all grades be given the opportunity to use manuscript

instead of,,or #: conjunction with, cursive script. The author

suggests that manuscript writing is: (1) especially good for chil-

dren with pOoecoordination because of the discrete.letter strokes;

(2) advantageoud to slow learners who have been Shown to develop

handwriting skills faster with.manuscript; (3) more easily perfected

by left-handed, children; and (4) mcaelresistant to Aeterioration in

legibility in both children and adults when writing speed is increased,.

36.. Berry, Winifred. "Italic' "kiting." Education Digeit, April 1961:

50-51.

Claimi' that the quality of:handwriting has deteriorated-to the point

of illegibility in the case of most American adults, and suggests

that the use of italic script (rather than cursive) could produce

greater legibility, since it is'similar to the manuscript style
4

taught in ihe earlier grades: Instead of switching from-manuscript

to cursive -- two,very different writing styles -- the child Can

merely modify the-manuscript form, through slant and the joining of
letters, to arrive at an italic style, that is suitable for adults.

This, the author claims, will avoid the Confusion that now exists

when children are required to change from manusCript to cursive.

17. Byers, Loretta. ."The Relationship of, Manuscript and Cursive Hand-

writing to Accuracy in.Spelling." The Journal of Educational

Research, Octob,r 1963: 87-89.
).

This study was designed to test the following hypothesit: 'Cursive

writing is more conducive than manuscript writing to accuracy in

spelling because a word with connectie strokes is sensed.as an

entity, by the speller, whereas in manuscript writing each letter

is separate and the-writer does.not have as much feeling of a

word.' Twenty-four grade three classes in the Santa Barbara school

system of California were divided into two groups of similar

socioeconomic status children. Group A students were required to

write a story (as dictated to them by their teacher) in'Manuscript

writimg, and then again in cursive script ten days later. Group B

children wrote the same dictated story,initially in cursive writing

_and .then ten days later in manuscript. Such a reversal of the two
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writing sessions (cursive and manuscriPt) fer Sweeps A and B was

inclUded to determine whether the ordering qf the writing tasks had

any.effect on the spelling error rate. Means andortandard devia-

tions for spelling errors in both manuscript and cutsive writing

samples were then oal,culated'and tested statistically 1Z-scores) to

determine which 15,4ing style produced the lowest error rate. It

was found that: (1) the orderingtof the writing tasks did not

affect spelling error rate; (2) the hypothesis was not bOrne out

by the data (although thete were somewhat fewer total errors in

the manuscript group, the difference was not statistically signi-

fillint)1 (3) there were more errors in traneposing letters in

manuscript than in cUrsive writing (e.g., children instead of

children; (4) more.letters were omitted in,manuscript then in

cursive wrditing; (5) 'more substitution of letters occurred in

cursili than in manuscript (e.g.fthay. instead of they); -and (6)

children were more apt to omit a word entirely in cursive than in

manuicript writing. In generall_therefore, it was COncluded that

there are only slight.differences'favpring manuscript writing with

regard to spelling accuracy.

38. Crawford,,Patricia. and Brenner, Lynne.- "The Results of a Preli-

minary Examination of Manuscript-Versus Cursive !kiting."

'Willow:tale, 'Ontario: The North York. Hoard of Educetion, Educe.;

tional Redearch Servides, 1972.

The purpose of this study was to compare the effects of manuscript

and cursive writing styles in terms of reading and writing speed,

detectiqn of spelling errors and readingcomprehension. One hun-

dred and twentrfour grade five stUdenia in two North York schools

were randomly'assigned to either manuicript or curaive groups,

*where exercises in the approgriate handwriting stYle were given,.

Analyais of the means and standard deviations of testemeasuring

spellim errors, reading and writing epeed, and level of reading'

comprehension showed no significant differences between the two

groups in any of these areas.

39. Early, George H. "The Case for Cursive Writing." Acadmic

Therapy, Fall 1973: 105-108. ,

Advocates the exclusive use of cureive writing in the early elemen-

tary grades, and maintains that a switch from Manuscript to cursive

may be harmful to children with learning disabilities. The author

euggests that with cursive script, 'the child more readily experi-
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c.

onces the. total form or.slope of a given word ea he mOnitors the

kinesthetic feedback from his writing movements.' He'also.suggests

that cursive script entails a natural rhythm which promotes an .

automatic 'writing response. When the writing act becomes automatic&

the,child is not burdened with the-necessity of-attending cogni-

tively to the production of appropriate* hand and arm movements.

Instead, the.cognitive energy can be totally directed to.the Message

that the child wishes to convey. Manuscript writing is not seen

entail such rhythmic movements, and hence does not promote the

automatic writing reeponse as easily as does cursive script. It

is suggested that baginning writers make six to eight inch letteis

when embarking on a handwriting program, and then gradually reduce

letter size when finer finger movements can be handled. .Such a

transition is said to be developmentally sound in view of the

proximo-distal development-1 sequence of the child,.

40. Enstrom, E.A. "Myths About Manuscript Writing.". Eduaation,

September/October 1969: 51-55.

An attempt to explode current myths about manuscript writing and

its supposed advantages over cursive script. Enstrom claims

that mamscript writing is slower than cursive, is more tiring for

finger muscles, and causes uvrds to look dislointed to a child;

which is not the case with flowing cursive script. Because of

this, he concludes that manuscript Is an inferior writing mode

and that it should be viewed only as a precureor to adult.cursive

writing.. The author criticizeb studies which require studenti

write for,two 'minutes in cursive, and two minutes in manuscript,

and then compare writing speed. In,his own.research, he has foumd

that two minutes are inadequate to show,the increased musOle

tenaion and reduction 'in speed that occur in the manuscript mode.

Regarding legibility, he suggests that a poor.cursiveWriter, will

not become a better writer through the use of manuscript. In his

experience, good cursive writers,are also good manuscript writers,

and poor cursive writers are similarly poor manuicript writers.

The same holds true for writing speed. It has been suggested that

children with, learning disabilities cdn handle mannscript writing

easier than cursive. Enstrom questions this claim and proposes

thatthe unity of words associated with cursive writing should

promote increased reading..competence. More study -is obviously
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needed before ,ahy conclusion can be made here. /n general, the

. author supports a dual system of handwriting, whereby manuscript

is.taught in the earlier grades and cursive writing at a later .

point in theschild's programj of study. He euggests thit the

ytransition to oursive could be improved, however, perhaps through

0 move from vertical print to slant paint to slant cursive.

41. Freeman, Fria N. "On Italid Handwriting." Elementary School

Journal, February. 1960: 258-264.

Critique-of a book by Reginald Piggott entitled Handwriting, a

National Surv7ey. Piggott suggests that italic script be adopted as

an alternative to cursive writing because of its higher legibility
,

and a closer risemblance to manUscript writing, which would make the

twansition to an 'adult' writing style much easier for the child.

Freeman takes exception to these notionsiand warns against comparing

good italic script with poor Cursive writing, as he suggests italic

advocates have done. The author claims to have no objection to the .

.use of italic script', but he.werna that more study ohould be''under-

taken in comparing cursive With italic script (initerms of speed and

legibility), before italic writing is adopted as a cure for illegi-

bility.

42. Groff, Patrick J. "From Manuscript to Cursive - Why?", Elementary

School jourma, November 1960: .97-101..

This study attempted to determine why school officials in American

school' boards require childieh-to learn manuscript writing in the

early grades and then switch to cursive at a later point in their

program of.study. For this purpose, questionnairea were sent to

72 directors of education in the central cities of 72.of the most,

.populous metropolitan areae of the United States, asking them to

complete the following statement: 'Our school system,changes from

' manuscript to cursive handwriting because in the grades in which cursive

is taught...' 'It was found that decisions to change from manuscript

to cursive are .based mainly on.tradition and wide usage, not on the

,basis of any empirical research-findings.

43. Hildreth, Gertrude. "Simplified Handwriting for Today." Journal

of Educational Research, February 19631 330-333.

Objects to the changeover from manuscript to cursive writing in the

elementarY'grades and refers to it is a wasteful and unnecessary use

of the child's and teachers time. The author points to etudies in
,

the psychology of learning which show that first-learned skills tend
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-to persist and interfere with later-learned related skills, and

claims that children must b. thoroughly retrained and drilled in the

new forms to prevent reversion to earlier forms and to offset inter-
.

0

feronce of. the earlier manuscript writing practices. She further

claims that there is rto natural transition.from manuscript to Cursive

scrtpt.because theletter strokes are distinctly different in each

case. HoWever, by modifying the manuecript style through slant and

the joining of letters, it.is possible to create a closely related'

italic script that builds on the basiC manuscript form and leads

tq a legible flowing.adult handwriting. style.

44. Horton, Lowell. "Print Script Handwriting: The.Innovation That

Endured." Contemporary Education, April 1972: 287-288.

Questions why.manuscript writing (as a twentieth-century innovation

in elementary edUcation) has endured to'the present day., The

author suggests the following reasons: (1) the manuscript innova-

tion took into account the physical xharacteristics and developmental

needs of young children; (2) it was easier to teach than cursive;

(3) it was inexpensive to implement with no new equipment or

materials required; (4) it replaced an element alreidy in:the

curriculum so that time constraints were not imposed; (5) it

supposedly enhanced reading skills dud to its resemblance to

printed texts; (6) it did not alter existing educational objectives

or school goals;.and (7) it was made attractive through excellent

cannercial teaching materials.

45. Jackson, Arthur-bale: "A Comparison of Speed and,Legibility of

Manuscript and. Cursiye Handwriting of Intermediate Grade Pupils."

Ed.D. Dissertation, University of Arizona, 1970.
4

The study compares the speed and legibility of 108 intermediate

grade students who had been taught either exclusively manuscript

or manuscript and cursive handwriting. Analysis of Otis Ouick-

Scorihg,,Mental Ability Test scores ana samples of each student's,

handwriting ehowed thit: (1) pupils taught manuscript exclusively

wrote as fast or faster than those who had switched froM marnuscript

to cursive: (2) manuscript writing was more legible; (3) sex was,

not a significant factor in writing speed, but was significant in

'terms of legibility, with girls having a. higher writing quality;

(4) handwriting speed increased with grade level attained; and

(5)-'' intelligence level did not.have any effect on legibility.

46. Minkoff, Harvey. "Teaching ihe Transition from Print to Script

Analytically." Elementary English, February 1975: 203-204.

Suggests that it is important for students to undersand rather
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than to memoris curricular materials, and for them to be taught to

reason logically rather than to accpt facts blindly. With regarl,

to the-teaching.of cursive handwriting, the author Waste that it

should not.be.taught.in the same rote fashion in which manuscript

was initially taught,. since the student will be able to build on

the previously mastered letter concepts of the print-script. Thus,

rathir than being presented as a completely new skill that must be

memorised, cursive should be taught as a modified forM of print,

"with joined and slightly altered letters for sieed and flowing

. movement!

467. Niemann, Ann Smith. !Handwriting, Spelling & Creative Writing in

the Primary GAO..." ATmmeittary Elgiisha.December 1971: .963-960.

A review of the manusctipt - cursive issue as of 1971, pointing td

\ both the advantagesand disadvantages of-manuscript yriting as a
\
\ lifelong handwriting style. It is suggested, that (1) manuscript

\\oriting is easieat to read; (2) Wpromotes letter recognition

dp the printed pegs and therebi enhances reading skills; (3) it

aids spelling; and (4) it'generally leads to greater fluency bn'

the Part of the child. Younger children are said to learn menu-
\

script\forms (i.e., the line and circle) mor readily than the

complex forma of cursive writing because they are more in liniwith.

their motdr and eye-arm-hand coordination.

48. Plattor, and Woestehoff, Ellsworth S. "Toward a Singular
.\

Style of Instruction in Handwriting." Elamentary E%0/ish, December

1971: 1009-1011\.

The.authors quest1on the need to change from manuscript to cursive

handwriting in eleMentary school, and advocaie,that manuscript be

maintained as the soie writing style throughout the childts educa-

tional career. They isuggel,,tit if the goalof handwiting is

speed and legibility, then both of these goals can he achieVed as

easily with manuscript as Wath cttrsive, while not requiring the

child to learn two different\methods of handwriting. *.

49. Renaud; Albert Jr.,and Groff, Patrick J. "Parents' ()Pinions About

HaAdwriting Styles." Etamentarv\EVU104, December 1966: 873-876.

°This study was 'designed to determine parents' opinions'ibout the

relative merits of manuscript and:cursive handwriting. Question-

naires with ten yes/no answers.vere'distrihmted,to 328 parents of

,primary and intermediate students in A,Miburban oommunity of

Southern California. The percentages Of-yes and no responses were

then calculated for each question and reported in tabular form.
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The most significant findings were as follows: 41) 89.0 per.cent

of parents approve of manuscript writing in gtades,ons and two! .

(2) 81.1 aper cent object to the use of manuscript through grade six;

(3) 85.7 per cent believe that more'attention shou)1 be given to

handwriting skills. It was concluded that mott parents oblect to

the exclusive use of manuscript writing in intermediate and higher'

school grades, and therefore wish to maintain a dual handWritin'g'

program.

50. Templin, Elaine,and king; 'tired M. "Manuscript and Cursive Writing."

NEAJournal, November 1964: 26728.
1

The two authors take different positions on the manuscript-cursive

debate, with Templin insisting that either one or the other;be used

exclusiyely throughout the school program, and King maintaining that

the dual system:must be retained. Templin claims that there is no

,vidence to suggest:that the changeover program isssuperior to an

All-cursive or ill-manuscript prOgram, but there is some scientific

evidencewhich, supports the premise that it is more difficult for an.

4ndividusI to master two sets of handwriting symbols than to perfect

one set, .be it manuscript or cursive. .She believes that the need a

to switch Writing styles cripples most young writers and,causes

'high rate of illegibility... King, on.the other hand, claims that

we must teach both writing,styles to serve digferent purposes .at

different times in tfie individuai's life. Manuscript.ia claiMed to.

(1) facilitate reading because of its similarity to printed script;

(2) Aid in spelling; and (3) be better,adapted to the motor,skill

_development of young children. However, it is said that cursive
I

. writing must also be' taught so that: (1) students can engage in

cursive reading: (2) because cursive is preferred by children;

(3) because it is easier to write; (0 because it'is required as

a legal signature; and (5) because it promotes individuality.: The

author suggests that the changeover from manuscript to curSive

causes problems for the,child'only when it is introduced too early.

51. Voorhis, Thelma G. The Relative Write of Cursive and Mdnuecript

Writing. New York City: Teachers College, Columbia University,

1931.

/ Summarizes the published claims and experimental resUlts of-Manu-

script and cursive handwriting techniques and makes comparisons on

the basis of speedl.legibility and their effect on learning to
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read. A study conducted by the author diVided grade. one students

into two groups with equal I.Q. scores, mocioeconeimic status and%

kindergarten background, and gave one group instruction in,cursive

wtiting, and the other instruction y: manuscript. In both cases,

the method of instructioh was the,same, aid teaohers of both gropps

\ were rotated pm that the effects of the.teasher on mode of .instruc-

\ tion could be controlled. Analysis of the data revealed the follo-
\

\wing results: (1) the manuscript group WTO,O faster than' the .

. sursive group, but -the quality oi. the writing in the cursive group .

Was superior: (2) the manuscriRt group learned to read faster than

the =nave. group; (3) manascript writing)) had a greater iipact on

leerning to read than did attendance in a pre-school or kindergarten

progiram; and (4). manuscript igriting was as much of an asset to highly

:intelligent students in learning to read as it was leritrudents with

lower I.Q. scores.
52. Wilson, Louis ,Ada. "Halpin; Children with, Manuscript Writing."

Peabody Journal of Education, September 1969: 72-76.
It is claimed that 'the manuscript hardwritipg of children should
tava 'a comparable kinesthetic movement to that of oirsive hand-
writing for lOwer case letteri and sisithirly-formed upper cass

litters.

children

cursive.

wben tecimiques are Used .Which utilis4 this movement,

fac fewer. problems when transferring.from manuscript to
c.

.

(Xinesthetic,movekent have refers to the sensing of

movement, by the musclei). The author Suggests that handt and arm

movements for the formatilm of both manuscript and cursive letters

be, esientially the same, with, the only major diffeirence being that
o

in manuscript, part of, the ,movemeht Items place above the paior,

while in cursive,"the movement irom:one peo4. of the letter to the
.next, and fro= letter to letter, ie 'made. ork the piper. (Eicamples

.

of appropriate manuscript %letter forms are given in the text.) It,
1s also suggested that, because o; recent research findings, tHe

transition to cursive be dIslayed pntil fourth grade, since children
are ta- immature physicalli,tO .perform cursive writing successfully

prior, to this time.

0

a

I.
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!VALUATION Or HANDWRITING QUALrirt

4

41,

.1t

a.

1

Our ability to communicate through handwriting is determined directly

by the ability of otheve to compriehend whit we have written. If one's
1.

hi;adwriting style proves to be illegible, then his/her communication

skill in this medium is severely limited. .This section of the biblio-s.

graphy deals with the evaluation of handwriting tiality bx students and

teachers. Although formal rating scales have been abandoned in most

schools, sel" evaluation summary sheets are frequently used in order, to
6r

hav, students critically evaluate their letter forms for uniformity of

sla4t, spacing', proportiOn, alignment; and so foith. ResUlts fram

seviYhral studies ari also inclaed, whereby handwriiing quality is

re/ated to essay marks, handedness anl-sex differences.
44
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53. Allen, Elizaheth G.,and Wright, Jane P. "Pere nalized Handwriting

Instruction." The Elementary School journal, pril 1974: 424-424.

Emph4.sizes the importance of gearing handwritin instruction to 'the:

unique abilities of each individual student. The authors describe

.an 'Individual Summary Sheet' developedat Auburn University to help

the Stwlent and teacher analyze the quallty'of manuscript and

cursive script. Requiring the student to eXamine samples of his

.own handwriting, while.paying particUlar attention tO letter

formation, proportion, size, slant, spacing, stroke, and. alignment,

,gi-es him a clear p4iception of his own writing,'with an aware-.

nese oUspecific areas requiring improvement and those in which he

currently excels. The objective behind the summarisheet is to

have the student become critically aware of his.oun writing style

and to suggest to the teacher how he can help the student improve

hie Own work.

54. Anderson, Dan W. "What Makes Writing Legible?" Elementary School

Journal, April 1969: 364369,

Describes a study conducted in the State of Wisconsin, wherein 588

handwriting samples were randomly selected from a.totaI of 5286

grade four, five and- six'students, and rated by 74/judges on the

basis of legibility. Using a correlation analysis, the,researcher

attempted to rate the general (and subjective) rating of 'legibility'

to s4ch factors,as size, slantp.and uniformity. It was found that:

00 girls were generally better writers than boyst,(2) girls had a

less elanted atyle than boys: (3) more legible writing was corre-.

lated wAh lar7er letter size, and with'a more.uniform slant;

(4) larger writing styles tended to be less uniform in letter size

formation; and (5) pronounced slanted styles had a more uniform

slant.

55. Briggs' Dennis. "The Influence,of Handwriting on Assessment."

EducationalWeseach, November 1970: 50-55.

The purpose of the experiment described in this paper was to

see if teachers, in their assessment of children's essays, were.

influenced'by the quality of the handwriting style. Ten essays

'Aire chosen from a large number written by eleven-year-old children

on the theme 'The Day of the Big Fog.'- A range of ten contrating

handwriting styles was chosen from those of other children, and the

ten handwriters reproduced each of the ton essays, thus giving 100
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combinations of content and handwriting styles. .Ten groupst.con-

sisting of five teachers each, were asked to assess the students'

eisays. 'Five of the groups consisted'of primary teachers only with

the remaining'groups consistingASf secondary teachers only. All

teachers were instructed:to 'impression Mark.' and tO rank the essays.

There was no indication of the fundamental'purpese of the,experiment.

Analysis of variance indicated (1) thai good handwriting quality

did have a sIgnificant positive influence on the teachers' marking
4

(P im 0.001); and (2) that there may be a small difference in

attitude towards handwritImg on the part of elementary and secondary

teachers, although the di/fference was not etatistically significant.

56. Enstrom, E.A. "TheDecline of Handwriting." The Elementary Schpa

Journal, October 1965: :22-27.

The author claims that in. the larger schoolesdn the United State6,

handwriting was taught/More skilfully between 1900 and 1930 than at

any other period before or after, and attempts to account for this

decline sinte the early decades of.the century. In the 20's and

30's educators rebelled against.the narrowness of the teaChing of .

A

handwriting in.schoole and insisted that an integrated approach
-

(i.e., with rteading and spelling), be adopted in order to make-the

task more meaningful. This mew philosophy, in conjunction with the

need to.drop \'fads and frills during the 1930's dc.ores:lon, caused

the e1'iminati4nofiteachers who specialized in handwriting instruction.

By the early 40'S,Ifew colleges werepreparing teachers for instruction

in handwriting in the elementar.li grades. By_mid -century new inno -

yations receiv4 the-majOr attention in educational circler, while

the "basics" seeed tobe crowded into the background. Today, the
I

auihort simgests,6skill/ in teaching handwriting.has been lost for

the moit part, reeulting, in an illegible hand for many students
/

leaving schoolt' 1\

57. Groff, Patrick. "The Future of Legibility." Elementaiiy English,
February 1975: 2057212.

Reviews recent American handwriting studies and suggests that a

decrease in the legibility of students' handwriting has been

caused by a decreased emphasis on this Skill, both by faculties of

education and individual school boards. In 1961, for example, it

was found that only 50 per cent of U.S. elementary schools:had a
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separate period of handwriting instruction. -utthor believes

that this state of affairs is undesirable and suggests that

learning to write fluently and legibly is like lear4ing to play
_.,.,

,

t

alausical i struments drill and repeated practice are essential.
I

Although ra ing scales have been more or less,abandoned in recent
r

years, it is felt that students require 'same model w1th which to
.

judge the quality of their work. They simply cannot be expected to

supply their own standards, when they do not understand what a

proper handwriting style looks like.

59. Horton, Lowell Whyne. "An Analysis of Illegibilities in the

Cursive Handwriting of 1000 Selected Sixth-Grade Students.", Ph.D.
i,

dissertation, Ohio State University, 1969.

Handwriting samples'from 1000 sixth-grade students.were analyzed

in order to determine how sex and handedness might affect hand-

writing quality. The evaluation of the handwriting soecimens.by three

judges .indicated that right-handed girls had the most legible

cursive writing style, and left-handed boys the most illegible.

However, the quality of all students' handwriting was judged to be

sub-standard insofar as the right-handed girls (the highest quality

group) produced 25 per cent of their letters illegibly while the

left-handed boys produced almost 50 per cent of their letters in an

illegible manner.

59. Markham, Lynda R. "Influences of Handwriting"?uality on Teacher

.Evaluation of Written Mork." American Educational Research Journal,

Fa11 1976: 277-283.

It-this study the author attempted ta determine Whai\effect the

quality ofma,student's handwriting had on an elementary\school

teacher's evaluation of.,.his/her written work. CompositiOhs,

created by grade five students.in a medium-sized southwest Aierican
t-

city were ranked according to contentas being either good, medium

or poor. Each paper was then reproduced in various writing styles that

were also ranked good, medium and poor. Teachers were asked to grade

papers randomly assigned to them. Multiple classification analysis

was used to asiess the relationshtp between the resulting evaluation

end handwriting style, and to determine what effect various teacher

characteristics had on the student rating. It was found that: (1)

none of the meaaured teacher characteristics explained a'significant

portion of the variance of marks given on the papers; (2) the amount of
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variation in marks that was explained by handwriting quality was

statistically significant at the 0.01 level; (3) the amount of varia-

tion in marks that was explained by the oonLent of the napers was

statistically significant at the 0.01 level; and (4) the inter-

action of handwriting quality andicontent was not statistically

significant. From this sample of teachers, therefore, it was

concluded,that papers with better handwriting consistently

received higher scores than did those with poor handwriting, ,

regardless of the quality of the content.

60. Marshall, Jon C. "Writing Neatness, Composition Errors, and Essay

Grades Re-examined." Journal of'Educcitional Research, January

1972: 213-215.

"Sixteen forms of an essay exam, identical in content but differing

in writing neatness and number of composition errors, were graded

by 480 classroom teachers. The two factors consisted of four_ writing

treatments (typed,. 'neat' handwritten, "fair' handwritten, and 'poor'

handwritten) and four levels of composition errors (0, 6, 12, and

18 spelling errors). The data,were analyzed'using a 4 x 4 factorial

design. No significant differences were found."
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LATERVIZATIAN 07 THE BRAIN

>

Recent,research in brain organisation and lateral specialisation has

shown some remarkable differences between right- and left-handed

individuals. Historically, handedness has been thought to result from

environmental influences, rather than from some inherent characteristic

of the individual; but current research investigations have mhown that

hand preference May be determined exclusively by the left-right latera-

lisation of the brain. Whereas right -handMi individuals typically have

verbal.ability localised in the left hemisphere and visuo -spatial

ability localised in the righthemisPhere of the brain, the con,trary is

true for many left-handed subjects, although the extent'of literality

is much less striking. This suggests that brain lateralisation may

have some *pactlom hand preference. .Furthermore, because of greater

degrees of .specialisation in the left hemiSpheres of most females, and

in right hemispheres of most males, visuo -spatial abilities appear to

be more developed in right-handed boys and left-handed girls, and verbal

ability more developed in, right -handed girls-and lift-handed boys.. Such

imherent sexual differences suggest that somewhat different instructional

techniques for left- and right-handed boys and girls\may be necessary to

enhance existing learning potentials in ver'oal and spatial tasks, although

much more research in this area is required before conclusive results are

reached. The following bibliographic entries examine existing research

findings in this area and diecu2s the implications for future inquiry.
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61. Deutsch, Diana. "Pitch Memory: An Advantage for the Left-Handed."

Science, February 3, 1978: 599-560.

"In an additory or mustcal memory task, subjects made pitch recog-.

nition judyaments when the tones to be compared were separated by

a sequende of interpolated tones. The left-handed subjects

performed significantly better than the right-handed and also had

.a significaritly'higher variance. Further analysis showed that.the

sUperior performance wils attributable largely to the left-handed

. subjects with mixed hand preference."

62. Galabura, Albert M.; LeMay, Marjorie; Kemper, ThOmas L. and

Geschuund, Norman. "Right-Left Asymmetries in the Brain."

Scienoe,'February 24, 1978: 852-856.

This article remiews several recent research studies concerned

with hemisphericapecialization in the human brain, and suggests

that lateral dominance exists for such functions as language

ability,-handedness, musical talents, neurospatial ability., atten-

tion span, and emotional outlook. A. summary of resaarch findings

on asymmetries-in thesize of the hemispheres of'the brain indiCates

that: (1) brains without a particular asymmetry are more commOn

in left-handed individuals; (2) left-handed persons are more likely

than right-handed persons to show reverse asymmetry, although the

extent of.the asymmetry is less marked; (3) asymmetry in some left-

handed individuals is in the SNMO direction as that of right-handed

indiViduals, but it is also less striking; (4) the region which is

larger on one side of the brain varies from being only slightly

larger to many times larger; (5) asymmetries appear to be inborn,

.since they are present in the/foetus; and (6) "there appears to be

sex differences in the distribution.and extent of the asymmetries.

Such asymmetries are said to determine lateral dominance, with the

larger hemisphere associated with greater specialization of all

functions controlled by that hemisphere.

63. Goleman, Daniel. "Special Abilities of the Sexes: Do They Begin

in the Brainr. PsychoZogy Today, November 1978: 48-59; 120.

This article provides a revi:,0 of current research in brain late-

ralization and its relation t sex differences. It has been found,

for example, that girls haVe greater verbal ability than boys,

while boys are'more proficient in'visuo-spatial and mathematical

skills. Through study of brain disfunctions in brain-danaged subjects
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it has been discovered that a woman's verbal and spatial abilitiee -

are likely to be duplicated on both sides of the brain while in,a

4ght4ahded man the speech controls more likely to be located on

the left hemisphere, with spatial skills,on the 'right. The author )

suggests that INDOLUSO, women's hemispheresmoy be 1Ass speCialized

for spatial and linguistic function:IF-it may be easier for them to

perform tasks which combine the two in a single activity, such as

readihg...' While men's brains"moy make it easier for them to

keep separate:cognitively different activities done simulp.aneously,.

euch as running a drill press while talking.' 'Further research haS

shown that such differences arise early in the individual's life,

with ths right hemisphere of boys developing prior to the leftand

and left hemisphere of girli developing prior to the right. This

suggests that boys have a head start in developing.visuo -spatial

skills,. while girls have an edge in the area of verbalikills.

Other reseirch has found that left-handed children who write with

their hands below the line (as'opposed to a looked' position)/

have brains whose organization is a mirror image of that, of the

average right-handed person. Whereas right-handed individuals.

have their verbal centre located in the left hemiiphere and their

spatial- centre inthe right,',these left-handed subjects had the

location of each centre reversed. It..Was again found that the.

tight hemienhere.of male subjects and,theleft hemisphere of female

subjeCts had the highest level of develOp int, but because.of the

reversal ih brain specialization in these left-handed subjects, ,

greater verbal proficiency in males end greater visuo -spatial

proficiency in females wai evidenced.. Such findings indicated to.

,the author 'that,sex differences in verbal and .spatial abilities ire

biologically determined.

.C4. Levy, Jerre,and Levy, Jerome M. "Human Lateralization From Head

to Foot: Sex-Related Factors." .Sciewe, June 16, 1978: 1291-1292.

Considers several recent studies which show that right-hemisphere

functions of the brain develop earlier in boys, while left-hemis-

phere functions develop earlier in girls. Such sex differences

wore fJund nOt only in right-handed children with language functions

specialized to the left hemisphere an3 visuo-spatial functions to

the right, but also in a group of left-handed children where the

pattern of lateralization is reversed. Hence, it was concluded

that hemispheric development as A function of sex is independent
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of the specialization of the two hemispheres, and that :dale tnd

female differenCes could not bJ attributed-to sociocultural factors

.encouraging different abilities in boys and girls..,A study con-

ducted by the authors shows that asymmetries in the size of,the feet

are strongly related to sex and handednesso.with right-handed

males having larger right feet and right-handed females having

larger left feet. The reverse was true for left-handed males and

females, although the relationship was not as strong.\ It was

concluded that sex has a strong effect on the asymmetric develop-

ment of the feet, with the direction of asymmetry-within the sexes

being governed by the same factors that determine handelness.

65. Levy, Jerre and Reid, Marylou. "Variations,in,Writing Posture and

Cerebral Organization." Science-, October 1976: 337-339\.

"Two tachistascopic tests, of cerebral lateralization were adminis-

tered to 73 subjects classified by handedness, sex, and.hand orien-

tation in writing. The results indicated that the direction of

cerebral lateralization could be indexed from a subjedes handedness

and-hand posture during writing. In subjects with a normal writing

posture, the linguistically specialized hemisphere was cont!ralateral

to the dominant hand, and the visuospatially specialized hemisphere

was ipsilateral; the reverse was true in subjects with an 'inverted'

(i.e., hooked) hand.position during'writing. Females and subjeCts

having an inverted hand posture manifested smaller degrees of,

lateral differentiation than vales and subjects with a typical

hand posture."

66. Sackheim, Harold A.r Gurp.Rmben C.; and Saucy, Marcel C.,, "Emotions.
'

are Expressed More Intdnsely on the Left Side of the Face."

Science, October.27, 1978: 434-435.

"Pictures of human faces posing six distinct emotions (plus a

neutral expression) and their mirror reversals were split down the

midlines, and left-side and right-side composites were constructirl.

Subjects judged left-side composites as expressing emotions more\
\

intensely than right-side composites. The finding indicates the \

hemispheric asymmetry in the control over emotional expression in\
;the face."
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67. .Witelson, andra F. !Developmental DysleXia: Tim Right Hemis-

pheres and None Left." Science, January 21, 1977: 309-311' ,

"Developmental Dyslexia may .be associated with (i) hp-hemispheric

representation of spatial functions," in contrast'to the right

hemisphere specialization observed in normal children,: and (ii)

typical left-hemispheric representation of linguistic fUnctions,

as,is observed in normal children. 11110 bilateral neural invblve-

ment in spatial processing May'interfere with the left hemisphere's

processing of,its own specialized functions and resat in deficient

linguistic, sequential,.cognitive processing and in,oVeruse of the

apatial, holistic cognitive mode. This pattern of cognitive

deficits enorbiases may.lead dYslexics to read predominantly

with a spatial-holistic cognitive strategy and neglect the

',phonetic-sequential strategy. Such an approach.in learning to

read phonetically coded languages, such as English, may be

inefficient and. limited."

60. Witelson, Sandra F. "Sex and the Single Himisphere: Specialize-

tion of the Right Hemisphere for SpatiarProcessing." Science,

July 30,.1976: 425-427.

"Specialization of the right hemisphere for spatial processing

was studied in 200 normal boys and girls between 6 and 13Years

of age. Boys performed in a manner5consistent with right hemis-

phere specialization as early as the'age of 16. Girls showed

'evidence of bilateral representation until the age of 13. The

results suggest a sexual dimorphism in the neural organization

underlying cognition during a major period of childhood. The

results, which have implications for reading instruction, are

discussed in terms of a possible sex difference in.neUral,plasti-

city during development and the clinical consequences of such a
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HUDEDNESS ki

It

Because approximately 10 per cent of the school population,is Sinistral

or left-handed, and because.the mechanics of handwriting are smmewhat

different for sinistral than for dextral writers, it seems reasonable to

expect that appropriate handwriting instruction for such individualsApe

included in the school program. The following entries,examine sone of

the implications of left-handedneSs for handwriting style and technique,

guld.suggest ways in which sinistrals can write both comfortably and

legibly.

Although several authors suggest that.sinistral Writers be required
.

to make letter forms sinilak to those of the dextral writer, it

becoming increasingly clear that this,is really not sound advice.

Having a left-handed child writevith an unnatural forward slant, for

example, may cause unnecessary frustration, when a backward slant can,

in most cases, be read as easily as a forward slant.. In addition, many .

educators-in the past have urged that the hooked writing position be

discouraged in sinistral children, because of ink smearing,',obstructed

vision for' proper letter formation, and postural considerations.

However, a study by Levy and Reid,in a previous section of this biblio-

graphy dealing with brain lateralization, suggests that 'hooked' or .

'below the line' writing in left-handed:subjects is somehow related to

hemispheriC specialization in the brain. Such a finding suggests that

any dogmatic position on handwriting instruction for sinistral students

is unjustified.

I.
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69. Cole, Luella. "/nstruction in Penmanship.for the Left-Handed'

Child." Elemenpary School Journal, February 1939: 436-448.

Stresses the importance of.treating left-handedness as A normal

condition among school children. The major reason why difficul-

ties arise in sinistral handwriting is thItt the direction of

the script across the'page (i.e., left to righWis the natural

outward direction for the dextral writer, but contrary to that of

the sinistral 'writer. In order for the sinistral writer to enjoy
4

the advantages of the dextral writer, the position of the paper,

the slant of the writing, and its direction should all be reversed.

'problems for'the left-handed writer arise primarily because he

cannot write as comfortably trom left to right'as he could from

right to.left. This requires.him to adopt an a*ward hapd Posture

in order to see what he is writing and to prevent the smearing of

the ink. The author suggests a suitable hand position for the--------

sinittal writer, keeping the hand below the writing line.

70. Coren, Stanleyland Porac, Claire. "Fifty Cen*ries of Right-

Handedness: The Historical Recarli." Science, November 1977:

631-632,'

"A survey of more than 5000:years of art work, enoompOsing 1180

icorable instances of unimanual tool or weapon usage, revealed no

systematic trends in hand usage. The right hand 'Was used in an
,

average of 93 per cent of'the cases, regardless of which historical
Iera orIeographic region was,assessed."

t;

71. Enstrom, A.A. "The Extent of the Use of the Left Hand in HandWriting."

Journal ofEducational Research! February 1962: 234-235.

.Describes a survey conducted in the school systemsi:of Pennsylvania,

Ohio, New Jersey and New York, in which uestionnaives were sent,

to 10,000 elementary school teachers askig what proportion of their

students were sinistral. Analysis of about 900 returns from the

survey showed that 11.1 per cent of all students in the sample wrote

with their left hands, with .an average rate of. 12.5 per cent for

boys.and 9.7 per cent for girls. These findings, with but slight

fractional variations, also held for each grade (i.e., one through

six)., and across state boundaries.

72. Enstrom, E.A.--mTherRelative Efficiency of the Various Approaches

to Writing With the Left Hand." Journal of Educational Research,

August 1962: 573-577.
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The author attempts,to determine the efficiency.of various hand-

writing approaches wployed by left-handed chtldreh.i Thrdugh the

use of cameras and, sketch,pids, he examiried the writing stylo of

1103 /eft-handed studets in grades five through:eight, arA,unco-

vered fifteen diffeient teChniques that could'be classified, and':

that were used frequently enough to be tested for relative
1

efficiency. In additi4n, he found that.two major groups of left -

handed writers exist: i(GrouP 1) those who keep the writing hand

below the line;,and (Group.2) those who approach froi-the left

side of the paper and,more or less.'hOok! thewrist while writing.

Techniques were tested .3.Ccording to Ilrquality of writing; (2) speed;

(3) ability to,produce neat smear-free paper and (4) healthful

body\posture considerations: gnstrom conc %dad that4he six tech

niques classified undergroup one (i.e.,,hand below the line) wire

\superior to.the nine techniques classified,u,Aer group two (i.e.,

hand hooked), all things beingconsidered, ahd that they should be.,.

taught-to lefthanded children,at the beginning stages of writing.

73. Foerster, Leona M. "Sinistral),Power!, 'Help for Left-Handed

Children.." 'Elementary Englieh,February 1975: 213-215.
.

Approximately.10 per cent ofthe American population are left-handed.

This suggests that the teachingof/special handwriting techniques to

ii

sinistral children should be an\ portant part of the elementary

School curriculum; yet forithemcst part, very little.special atten-

tion ii given,to the left-handett.child. The author suggests that

no handwritingiinstruction should ibe given until a child ehows
.

a definite hah4 preference. Onco-liandedness has been established,
\

1

..handwriping techniques different rom those used with .dextrai\

children can be employed. It is Siuggested that left-,handed writing

. instructors, work with sinistral children. /f the classroom teacher

is dextral than she/he may wish tO, team-teach with another sinistral
i

teacher or a sinistral aide. Basic,potural, arm and hand.moyement

and paper posiitioning techniques'for left-handed writers are aleo

explored. 1

i 1

74. Freeman, Frank N. "Row to Deal with Left-Handedness." NEA journal,

January 1960: 12-13. t

\piscUsses the origins of handedness in human children and suggests

that hind preference is closely related to the bilateral arrange-
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ment of the,brain. In the right-handed person, the centre of

speech is'situated in the left hemisphere, near the centre that

ooni-rols the movement of the right hahd. tle left-handed
gat

individual, the ;speech contra centre is ih the'right hemisphere.

This suggests that hand preference ii based on the physiological .

constitution of the organism and'not on personal whim or hsbit.

Stsvaral researchers have euggested that the speech centre is so
I

closely connected with the Centre of control'tOr the dominant
,

hand that any changeover attempt could confuse control °liver

speech activities and cause stuttering'and stamMering. hers

believe that such speech problems' arlse because of the gelteraii,

emotional reattion cauSed by having to act in a way Ontrary tn,one's

natural preference.

75. Neuf:Ado-Karen. "Open Letter to a Right-Ilianded Teacher.r
I

.targuage Arts, September 1976: . 668-669. .

I

Argues that left-handed children should not be requiredi1 to follow

the sand writing techniques as right-handed children.
I

.She comments

on three areas where different techniques 'should be al owed: ,

(1) the direction of circle formation (clockwise)4 (2) the slant

of cursive :script (to the left); and (3)paper positi*.(010100iite
,....,.....

to that of the right-handedchild). r I

,

76.. Rams, Randy. "Left-Handed Handwriting:" 'Academic Tiherapy.
,

'Quarterly, Fall 1968: 47-48.
.

Gives same very general advice for the teaching of ndwriting to

left-handed children, in the areas of'paper and han4 positioning,.
;

pencil pressure, slant, and letter spacing.. Thd a thor.disagrees

with the notion that left-handed- children should b required to

write in a style simijar to that of the right-hand d individual.
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TEACHING HANDWRITING TO CHILDREN WITH
0

LEARNING DISABILITIES

o

tt

ob.

r W

.Children with learning disabilities, especia4y those viith,neuropgical.

imOairments related te-visual aml tactile functioning, typically

experience problems in ,letter.torm discriminafioh, and conseqUently In.

writing in a legible.and fluent manner. The following references are'
/

concerned with brain-damaged, retarded, /dyslexic, aphasic, and other

neurologically and emotionally impaired children, and suggest possible

approaches for teachin4'handwriting and other communication skill, to
-them.

/ I

'

*.
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77. Arena, John I. "Building Handwriting Skills in Dyslexic Children."

U.S.A.: Academic Therapy Publications, San Rafael, California,

1970.

Presents several articles dealing with the problems and processes

associated with the teaching of handwriting to dyslexic children.
.

Most of these articles had been Publiihed previously in the Fall

1968 issue of Academic Therapy Quarterly and constitute separate

entities in this b3bliography.

78. Campbell, Dorothy Drysdale. "Typewriting Contrasted with Hand-

writing: A Circumvention Stway of Learning-Disabled Children."

Journal of Special Education,- SUmmer, 1973: 155-168.

The purpose of .this study is to determine whether typewriting, a

relatively simple motor task, requiring.little eye-hand coordina-

tion, facilitates early reading instruction in learning-disabled

children more than does handwriting, a complex motor task

requiring a great deal of eye-hand coordination. Fifty seven-to-

ten-year-old students with a developmental lag in psycho-motor

functions were divided into two groups of,25 students each, so

that.sach group had a comparable mean IQ score, chronological age,

and so forth. Group T was requited to complete all written work

with a typewriter. (using a trial and error or 'hunt and peck'

method), while Group H completed the same assignments In their own

handwriting. Improvements in reading vocabulary and reading com-

prehension before and after the experiment umre measured through

the use of the Gates-MacGintie instrument, with the gains in raw

scorep analyzed by t -tests. It was found that the T Group

-obtained a mean gain in reading vocabulary of 8.36 raw score

points and the H Group a gain of 4.06 points (statistically signi-

ficant). It was concluded, therefore, that the use of typewriters

facilitated the acquisition of reading vocabulary skills more than

did handwriting. The T Group also made greater gains in reading

comprehension, although the difference was not as marked.

79. Carter, John L.fand Synolds, Donald. "Effects of Relaxation

Training upon Handwriting Quality." journal of Learning Disabi-

lities, April 1974: 236-238.

"It was theorized that brain-injured children who have poor hand-

writing are in fact trying too hard to write and using too much

energy in the pvocess. An audio-tap& relxation prnefram was
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devised and presented to 32 boys .who were in specIel classes for

I minimally br,in-injured children: An equal number of randomly

selected age mates were chosen as controls. Relaxation training'

was administered to the experimental group three days a week for

four weeks. Results indicated that: (1) the program was effec-

tive in enhancing the quality ol! handwriting; (2) there was

transfer effect'to non-experimental situations; (3) the changes

were stable over timevand (4) there was very high interjudge

reliability in the assessment of handlaiting quality.

80. Enstrom, Erick "Out of the Clasminnm: Handwiting for the

Retarded." Exceptional Children, Fe .aarv 1966:. 385-388.

The author claiLs that retarded chili:hen need to learn handwriting

as a communication shill, and that for the most part, they can be

taught this sk3Jll with a high degrIte of success. The paper gives

some general a*tce for the teaching of handwriting to'retarded

children. For example, the instrtictional pace must be sloWer than

with normal sttildents, and the tea hing Style more detaileid and

'exacting. In icldition, a simplified alphabet should be 4ntroduced,

and preceded by an extensive reaciness program entailing/progression

from hand and arm eKercises to sIinple hand strokas totljte simplest

letter forms. The author sugges s.that in many cases adult cur-

sive script can also be mastered tt.a later point in the instruc-

tional program,land should be in oduced for the sake of the

individual's morale.

81. Fauke, Joyce; Burnett, Joseph; Powés, Mary Ann; Sulzer -Axaroff,

Beth. "Improvement of Handwriting nd Letter Recognition Skills:
1

/A Behavior Modification Procedure." Journal of Learning Disabi

\.lities, May 19734 296-300.

Discusses a behayior modification prOedure used with a-eix -year

;

\

I old boy having bOavioral problems in 9te classroom', and difficult

in mastering hanciwiting tasks. In the\experiment the boy was

presented with seeral handwriting instr'ctional procedures which

were associated with positive reinforceme,t, contingent.upon
\

successful completion of the task. Initie ly candy was paired

'with praise and approval for each correct erbal and written res-,

ponse, but as the txperiment progressed and\the Percentage of

correct responses increased the reinforcement was made contingent
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on an creased number of correct answers. Results showed that

'the subcts achieved 100 per cent proficiency in oral identifi-
,

cation, writing letters with & model, and writing letters without

a model over the experimental peribd from their baseline lows of

43 per cent, 25 per cent, and five per cent respectively.'

Follow-up testing two weeks and one month later showed that the.

child's level of performance continued to be maintained in the

regular classroom situation.

82. Freischlag, Jerry. "Motor Activities to Teach Handwriting to the

Poorly Coordinated." School and Community, May, 1973: 28-29; 25.

Thia article deals with neurologically impaieed children who have

been shown to lack an extensive development and integration of

visualotactile and proprioceptive skills necessary for Skillful
1

handwriting. Hence, extensive exercise in each of thLse three

medalities is suggeated as a part of the readiness program for

such neurologically impaired children. Examples oZ suitable motor

activities are presented.

83. Glynn, E.L., Wotherspoon, and Harbridge, R. "Towards Self-

Management of Generative Writing in the Special Class." The Excep-

tional Chad, March 1976: 31-45.

This study attempted to demonstrate the long-term effects of

behavior, modification procedures in altering the writing behavior

of children with learning disabilities. Nine children

with two to four years.of reading failure, an intelligent quotient

ranging from 66 to 74, and a mean chronological age of eight years,

four months were selected for the study. Baseline tests were

given to the nine children to determine their proficiency in: (1)

copying wordsi (2) transcribing words:. (3) generating their own

words; and (4) generating complete sentences. Following the base-

line testing, the classroom teacher. began to issue token points

and social reinforcement for improvements in any of the four

writing tasks. The token points could be exchanged for play time

in a toy-field area, the amount of time allocated being proportio-

nal to the number of token points earned. The token points were

contingent on specific writing behavior so that more points were

given for Tore complex tasks. At the end of the 120-day program,

'students were again tested for proficiency in the four writing

areas. All nine children, who at the beginning of the study were
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performing only copying and transcribing tasks: were producing

complex sentences by the end of treatment. Samples of the students'

work further showed that written sentences had progressed from

simple repetitive statements to more complex statements elaborating

on one theme.

84. Hanson, Irene W. "Teaching' Remedial Handwriting." Language Ar'ts,

April 1976: 428-431.

Certain learning disabilities occur only in. connectiou with

children's handwriting tasks. This paper focuses on two of these

disabilities: (1) a disorder of visual-motor integration known as

dyegraphia (the person can speak and read but cannot copy or write

letters, words or numbers); and (2) a deficit in revisualization

(the person can read but he cannot revisualize letters or words

and cannot write,spontaneously). Such disorders can occur at all

levels of intellectual ability, but the most.successful approaches

in dealing with these dysfunctions are ones originally created for

use with brain-damaged children. The author examines the merits

of cursive, manuscript, and italic script and makes twenty-two

recommendations for teaching handwriting to these.learning-disabled

students.

85. Harrison, Enid M. "The Brain-Damaged Child and Writing Problems."

Academic Therapy Quarterly, Fall 1968: 13-21.

Braindamaged children may have problems with handwriting because

of physical disability, defective eyesight,'failure to establish

hand dominance, emotional problems, lags in the stages of percep-

tual development, or mental retardation. In this article, the

author ccncentrates.on problems caused by disabilities in specific

areas of perceptual development. She suggests that in order to

write, a child must have five interrelated perceptual abilities:

(1) visual perception, or the capacity to perceilie objects,

pictures, parts of a whole, and to discriminate; (2) visuo-spatial

relationships, or the ability to perceive positions in space;

(3) visuo-motor ability, or the capacity to manipulate spatial

relationships in order to construct what has been perceived;

(4) _L...._ic_)_ee-harordination, or the ability to mechanically reproduce

what has been peréeived; and (5) recall, or the ability to remember

complex details,necessary for the production of what has been

perceived. The author describes a test for children which attempts
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to measure disorders in any one of these five perceptual areas;

In this way potential writing problems can be spotted early in the

instructional.program.

86. Iogha, Ruth,and Kaliski, Lotte. "A Musical Approach to Handwriting."

AcadeMic Therapy Quarterly, Fall 1968: 23-30.

The authors describe a musical approach to the teaching of hand-

writing to one particular brainTdamaged child who showed a great

deal of musical ability in spite of her other perceptual handicaps.

The creation of songs that the young girl might learn in conjunction

with the musical notation enabled her to 'master the letter shapes

of words, while the musical aspect oi the exercise gave her strong

motivation to learn to print and read.

87. Joseph, Florence,and Mullins, June. "A Script to Supplant Cursive

Writing or Printing." Teaching Exceptional Children, Fall 1970:

23-24; 29-32.

It is Suggested-that printing, which is made up of discrete letters,

causes problems for children who transpose letters Vertically and

horizontally, or have other reading disabilities. Printed letters

are not connected to show their spatial relationships or proper .

sequence, and are not slantedvso that they fail to indicate.the

direction of writing. .The authors suggest that cursive script may

be.easier for perceptually disabled children because of its

connective lines which clearly-indicate the order, position, and

grouping of.letters, and because of the slant which indicates the

left-right direction of words. However, aersive's dissimilarity

to printed.text pan cause confusion in the reading of print,

and.therefore a modified writing style, have the flowing and

directional advantages c4\cursive while retaining the basic letter

shapes of manuscript, has been created. The connected slanting

letters of the print form employed in this writing style resembcri

'italic' script somewhat. Field testing of its use conducted in

Denmark has shown positive results for many perceptually disabled

children.

88. King, Diana H. "Some Practical Considerations in the Teaching of

Handwriting." Academic Therapy4garterly, Fall 1968: 7-12.

Suggests that kinesthetic reinforcement is an important aspect of

handwriting instruction for dyslexic children. As a kinesthetic

process, the author suggests that in the initial stages of hand-
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writing, the student should be instructed to shut his eyes, while

the teacher moves his hand in the desired pattern. Repeated

exercisas shoUld be undertaken in this fashion until the student

can create the letter form himself with his eyes closed and without

the teacher's aid. In order to further reinforce the letter shape,

the student shoald also name each letter'aloud, thereby producing

a firm connection between the sound and symbol through auditory

as well as kinesthetic reinforcement. This simultaneous use of

oral spelling with letter formation is said to be one of the surest

ways to prevent slips between the brain and hand in the dyslexic

child. The author also urges that cursiye rather-than manu-

script writing be used for dyslexic children because its use tends

to eliminate letter reversal (e.g., b and d); because the cursive

word is treated as a unit; and because the continuous line of .

cursive script prevents realignment problems usually associated

with the.discrete letter shapes of manuscript writing.

89. Lahey, Benjamin B.; Busemeyer, Mary Kay; O'Hara, Christiane; and

Beggs, Vicki E. "Treatment of Severe Perceptual-Motor Disorders

in Children Diagnosed as Learning Disabled." Behaviour MOdifica-
_.

tion, Janual:y 1977: 123-140.

This study was designed to test the effectiveness of behavior modifi-

cation techniques (using positive reinforcement) on the improve-

ment of handwriting in children with severe perceptual..motor

disturbAnces. The sample for the study consisted of four male

subjects (two Elack and two white) having siMilar diagnoses of

serious and pervasive perceptual problems. The two black students

attended the same public elementary school in South Caroline while

the two white students, with more severe problems, were enrolled

at the Georgia Retardation Centre. During the baseline period,

copying sessions were held but noteedback or reinforcement of any

kind was given. Durihg the treatment phase all conditions

remained the same except that subjects were given 'right' or

'wrong' feedback, plus a token for each correct copying response.

At the end of the session, tokens were traded for pennie, which .

the subjects were allowed to keep. It was found that the performance

of all students was basically stable.in the baseline period; however,

after the introduction of reinforcement and corrective feedback, the

number of correct copying responses Increased. These findings



suggested to the authors that eveh severe perceptual-tiotor disorders

in handwriting can be effectively remediated using direct instruc-

tional methods and positive reinforcement strategies.

90. Levine, Norman,and Carter,.Joan. "Handwriting for,the Learning

Disabled." Academic Therapy Quarterly, Fall 1968: 35-38.

The authors suggest that in order for letter formation to be

mastered, basic handwriting movements must be thor6ughly learned

by the'student. In order for the learning-disabled child to have a

'feel' for these basic shapes, the teacher should guide his hand .

during the initial writing exercises, thereby providing the proper

kinesthetic feedback. 1Finger tracing, through the use of letteirs

cirved inio wooden blocks, is.also.recommended for this purpose.

As the child advances through the handwriting program, fewer and

fewer visual and kinesthetic cues should be given so that the

student is required to rely on internalized (visual and kinesthe-

tic) information about the letter shapes. For example, green and,

red dots, showing the,starting and stopping points for individual

letters may be employed just before all cues are abandoned.

91. Mullins, June; Joseph, Florence; Turner, Caroline; Zawadzski,

Robert; and Saltzman, Larry. "A Handwriting Model for Children

with Learning Disabilities." Journal of Learning Disabilities,

May 1972: 306-311.

Describes a rationale for the systematic development of a cursive

handwriting script for children with learning disabilities, and

presents a 'model script' which has been designed and modified

theough the collaboration of educators, teachers, an optometrist,

a graphic artist, and an occupational therapist. The model script

is basically a form of joined manuscript writing, using upper case

print capitals and joined lower case print letter forms. Such a

style is seen to be aevantageous for learning-disabled children

because the connected letters cause words to be perceived as units

because the letter shapes are simple to create and hence easy to

learn, and because the slant gives a sense of directionality.

92. McKenna, Alice Russell. "Some Notes on the Teaching of Handwriting."

Academic Therapy Quarterly, Summer, 1966: 190-196; 229.

"A review of some teaching methods and practice techniques useful for

both the remedial and classroom teacher. The article ilicludes

suggestions for exercises to develop visual-motor skills; materials;
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varied alphabet forms; progressive writing practices; and the

development of good work habits.

93. Otto, Wayne,and McMenemy, R.A. Corrective and Remedial Teaching:

Principles and Practices. U.S.A.:, Houghton Wifflin Co., Boston,

Mass., 1966.

One chapter deals with handwriting practices, research concerns,

and the diagnosis and treatment of handwriting problems. The

authors indicate that problems in handwriting result from either

(1) factors inherent in the writer himself, or (2) from the

inadequacies of the instructional program; and that remedial

teaching is required when legibility and/or speed are below stan-

dard. Causes for substandard writing typically include left-

handedness, inefficiencies in muscular and perceptual functioning,

extreme nervousness and emotional problems. The aim of remedial

teaching is to overcome such problems and to help the student

become independent in evaluating and improving %is own handwriting

style.

94. Prefontaine, Harris L. "Stress Reduction and Handwriting."

Academic Therapy Quarterly, Fal1 19LJ: 31-33.

The author comments on proper body posture for handwriting exercise

for dyslexic children.

q% 95. Reitan, Ralph M. "Complex Motor Functions of the Preferred and

Non-Preferred Hands in Brain-Damaged and Normal Children."

Perceptual 4 Motor SkilZs, October. 1971: 671-675.

"A previdus stpdv of early school-age children indicated that a

brain-damaged group took more time in normal name-writing than did

a grourof normal children with both the preferred and non-preferred

hand. In addition, the difference between the two hands was

greater for the brain-damaged children. These results could have

. been attributedk at least in partl.considering the age range of

six to eight Veers, to lack of development of skill in name writing.

Therefore, the study was replicated using children in the nine to

14-year Age range since name-writing should have been a practiced

and perhaps over-learned skill for older children. Groups were

formed by matching pairs of brain-damaged and normal children for

race, sex and age. The results,s_found by applying converted scores

derivod from the study of younger children, confirmed the findings

with younger children and permitted differentiation of ihe brain-
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damaged and normal groups with almost the same degree of accuracy

achieved in the prior study. The results suggest,that the findings

are not due to the lack edevelopment of name-writing skill but

instead reflect a difference in normal tempo, associated with brain

damage, in a highly practiced, complex motor function.

96. Smith, Deborah Deutsch/and Lovitt, Thomas C. "The Educational

Diagnosis and Remediation of Written b and d Reversal,Problems."

Journal of Learning Disabilities, June/Julx 1973: 356-363. .

"This study reports the educational diagnosis, remediation, and

follow-up of one child's writing reversal problem. By precisely

examining the student's academic work, the experimenter discovered

that his reversals were not pervasive but rather specific to two

letters (b and d) in particular positions. Remediation teachers

focused in the most frequent errors the initial d. Once this was

corrected, there was no need to remediate written d in different

positions or b in any position. In oirrd to determe whether thein

learning Of b and d carried over to other,situations, two different
1

conditions were presented to the child. Again, there was no need

to remediate b or d. A post-hoc analysis of this boy's writing

revealed that for the remaining eight months of school he maintained

a high rate of corrections (90%) in writing b and d.

97. Stewart, lathleen. "Two Approaches to Handwriting Instruction,"

Slow Learning ChiZd, November 1973: 142-146.

The purpose of this study is to compere the relative effectiveness

of a diagnostic remedial and a task analysis method of remedial

handwriting in Improving overall writing quality. (A diagnostic

remedial program concentrates on the basic or underlying disabili-

ties in perceptual, integrative, or eipressive factors related to

the handwriting skill, while the task analysis appoach remediates

only the specific handwriting tasks which the child needs to learn

in order, to write legibly, without any reference made to the under-

lying correlates.) Twenty-four students in grades four through

eight, uto requirnd remedial work in handwriting, were randomly

assigned to either the task analysis or diagnostic remedial groups

and given thirteen thirty-1minute sessions.of handwriting instruc-

tion in representative versions of the sappropriate teaching method.

A criterion test for evaluating the form and'slant ol individual

cursive letters was developed and administered to both groups, in
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order to determine letter formation scores in both a pre-test and

post-test situation. The scores on the criterion test were analyzed

by means of a one-way analysis,of covariance. Because the computed

f-ratio for the analysis of covariance was significant at the 0.05

level, with the difference favoring the task analysis group, it was

concluded that the representative task analysis approach was most

beneficial in improVing handwriting quality.

98 Truman, Ron. "SPeeial Program for Aphasics Is So Successful Pupils

Going to Regular Schools." Toronto: Globe and Mel, August 10. 1978.

This article is concerned specifically with aphasic children: those

who may not be able to read, write, understand speech, or even inter-

pret pidtures.. The condition may be caused by an injury to the brain

or be present at the time of birth. In ordei to teach communication

skills to such children, all of the senses must be stimulated. In

the case of handwriting skills, cursive script is used rather than
, 0

printing because spacing between the letters is seen to cause greater

confusion in the aphasic child. When the word is written, the

sounds.are seen to flow.together without breaks, causing the.word to

be perceived as a unit. In additicn to cursive script, color.coding

is used to emphasize different sounds through visual cues.

'LITERATURE, REVIEWS, BIBLIOGRAPHIES, AND

GENERAL SURVEYS OF HANDWRITING INSTRUCTION

Entries in this section provide an encapsulated view of current hand-

writing 6practices insofar as they include summaries of recent research

findings, reviews of appropriate instructional techniques, and extensive

bibliographic sources for more detailed information on specific areas of

handwriting instruction.
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99. Addy, Polly,and Wylie, Richard-E.pine 'Right' Way to Write."

Childhood EdUcation, February 1973: 253-254.

Presents the results of a general survey =current handwriting

instructional practices conducted by the Committee on Later Child-

1

hood Education of the Association for Childhood Education Internet-
.

tional, in which fo r aspects of handwriting instruction in ten

scattered American tates and the Chnadian province of British

Columbia were extmi ed. The four handwriting areas considered are'

as follows: (1) the nature of handwriting (manuscipt vs.. cursive);

(2) the extent of instruction (nuMber and duration of writing .

classes)L (3) materials used; and (4) evaluation .of the child's

written product'. Results showed that. handwriting instruction was

relatively uniform throughout the ten American states and British

,Columbialwith manuscript taught in Grades 1 and 2, and the transi-

tion to cursive made in Grade 3. Classes ranged from 11 to 20

minutes per day in duration. Sixty per cent of the teachers were

found to use commercial instruCtional manuals, and 30 per cent

'employed student workbooks. Evaluation of.the students' writing

was-done in about 70 per cent of the classes, but typically by the

0

teacher,himself, rather than on the basis of a standardized hand-

writing scale.

100. Askow, Eunice; Otto, Wayne; Askow, Warren. "A Decade of Research

in Handwriting: Progress and Prospect," Journal of Educational

Research, November 1970: 100-111. ;

An examination of educational research conducted during.the decade

from 1960 to 1970 in-seven areas of handwriting analysiis: letter

formation, instructional techniques, body part positions, speed and

stress, instructional sequence, writing instruments, and scales

for evaluation. The authors point to some important findings in

these studies and suggest areas requiring future research. Some of

the conclusions they draw are as follows: (1) letter forms,used

in teaching handwriting to children should be as simple as possible,

since simple geometric shapes are most easily remembered and later

recognized; (2) tracing_should be used extensively,in writing

readiness programs to coordinate visual and motor processes, because

it provides more immediate visual cues than does copying on to a

blank page; and (3) more individualized programs of instruction seem

to promots higher levels of writin5 quality and may suggest that
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strict adherence. to coMmercial modelsou ltered by teachers to

meet individual childrens' unique needs,\is undesirable. .

101. Donoghue, Mildren R. 'The Chad and the 7giiah Language Arts.
I

U.S.A.: W. C. Brown Publishers, Fullerton, Calif, 1971.
1

One chapter of the text gives a general dscription of current

handwriting instructional techniques and lesearch findings.

;author discusses ten aspects of writing, r adiness for the beginning

writer, eight aspects of writing readjness for transition to cursive

script, fourteen points stressing the,merits of teaching typewriting

to students in'the' upper elementary gradeS, and ten things to con-

sider when teaching handwriting to left-handed students. In addi-

tion, fifteen.of the-most common errors in cursive handwriting are

rovided, including the .failure to clope;letters (e.g.,'a like u,

like ct), the failure to loop lettersthat Should be looped (e.g.,

e like i), the practice of looping lettsers:that should not be

1 ped (e.g., i like, e, t like 1), the?formation of m and n like v.).

u and.the malformation of the letter r 1,t0 look like i or n.

rding to a survey 'of one thousand Sixth-grade Students, problems

the letter r constitute twelve per'cent,of all illegibilities.

iscussion provides,an excellent ieview Of.handwriting theory

.Acc

wit

The

and ractice.

102. Herrik, Virgil E. Comparison oj Practices 'iin Handwriting Advoca-

ted by'Nineteen Commercial Systems elHandwriting Instruction.

U.S.A1 Committee on Research in BaSic Skills, University of

Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin. July /1960.
.

Nineteen American commercial sy
,

stems of handwriting are compared in

terms of the teacher guides to instriction and the actrl texts

which the students must follow. Although the comparative informa-

tion is slpewhat out of date, the discussion does suggest some

important
,

elements for any course oflinstruction in handwriting
1

I
1

skills. These would include provision for writing readiness, mus-

ld

cular control and coordination, ha edness, choice of cursive or :

manuscript style, optimal time peri s for script instruction,

writing instruments, models for evaluation,!and so forth. It is

suggested that objectives for any wiiting course should include a

concern for speed, neatness, correct letter, formation, letter size,

uniformity,.spacing of letters and words, andalignment of words
1

and sentences. Writing is seen to loe,a,motor skill, which is depen-
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dent on the.assimilation of proper visual,

kinesthetic-sensory images of the letter fo

mental images on paper, through the

formal,,ilfstruction is deemed neces-

tactile:and

s. Writing, therefore,

is besicallY rePtoducing these

process of recall. tystssatia'

eery to elicit handwriting as an automatic reSOOnse to a mental

flow Of wordi anit phrases.

103. Herrick, Virgil E. Randwriting and Related Factors Z890-1980. U.S.A.

School of Education, University ofyisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin.

1963. I

A bibliography on handwriting covering the following.areas: inst-

.

ructional materills; handwritingteqhnique; courses of study;1

learning and developmental factorerstyle and letter forMst

measurement and entaluatian of handwriting quality; physiological

aspects of the Witing act; handedness; effects of ability and

inborn traits; abnormal-and unusual handiriting; aids to,research;

social,and cultural factors; gra hology; and historical development.

Herriek,,Virgil E. (Ed.). Plow H rieons for Research in.Hanur'ting.

U.S.A.: University of Wiscohs Press, Madison, Wisconsin', 1 63.

Report of the Invitational Co erence on Relearch in Handwriting,

held at the University of Wisconsin, October 1961., Here .rianidwriting

is seen to be one of the moat basid learning skills that a c ild

must acquire, insofarioit as become a-prerequisite foriMo e

advanced-learning-in every system of education existing atithe

present-time. In an attmapt to understand physiological and/motor
1

correlates of. handwriting,legibilitc, Harris and Rarick meaSured
I

galvanic skin responie, Muscular teniiion, and force-variatin ratio.

(i.e., change in _writing pressure divided by time) undee'a'ariety

of writing conditions (lait, fast, normal, best, eic.). Their data-
I.

suggested that fast !writing tended to maximise psychophysiblogical

reactions in the child, while relaxed writing conditons t'inded to
0.

have the opposite effect. When'the writing rate was slov'f, the

variability in writing force was also low, and legibilitY was high;
/

whereits, when the:writing speed was fast, variability in force was

high andlegibility was low. It was concluded that there is an

oitisnim range of wtiting speed for every individualubeyond whiCh

aeterioration of musqular coordination and uneven writing pressure

cause legibility to aeteriorate. Smith. and Murphy present a

*.neurogeometric'theorie of sensory feedback mechanisms which involves
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the detection of spatial differences between'the desired movement's

of the hand/aim as prescribed by thelorain, and theiaCtual hand/arm

moVements being carried out by the muscular control system. When

such discrepancies'between prescribed and perceived movements are

detected,,appropriate orders must be sent to the hand and arm

fimiscles to correct this errlr in movement. Through a series of

studies involving delayed visual fee4back (accomplished with the

use of closed circuit television equipment) the.researchers conclu-

ded tha't instantaneouswisual fesitback'of the writing act is

essential forpproper execution. .ven repeated experience with

delayed feedbaCk tasks did not iMprove the writer's coping ability,

and suggested that task rePetitioin cannot compensate for immediaie

visual feedback. Harris and Herrick were concerned with the chili's

perception of the handwriting .task and set out to determine whether
1

children ofldifferent intelligence levels perceived handwriting
1

in the same way. In general, they found that "brigbtv and "average"
1students were most capable of raning witing samples a cording to

quality, while the children in the "slow" group were th least
\ I

capable of recognizing:good handwiOtingisamples. In addition; -

I ,

,

blrighter students had a clearer perception of their owA writing

quality than did the slow studentsi who' often overestimated.their .

own writing.ability'. The authors suggest that more e..ThasiF should

be placed on having the child develop an'awareness of proper writing

models, than on repetitive drill exercises which miqht not promote ...

critical awareness of letter forms. Finally, Templin attempted to

study the manuscript and cursive handumitiir of adults, in order
,
to

determine which style of writim7 remained more legible ten years

after high school graduation. She found that femalesrfrom all

socio -economic status groups had higher writing legibility than

did males, although,males who wrote a great deal wrote mor,e legibly

than males who wrote less, while females who wrote more were less
.

.

legible than females who wrote less. In addition, both males and

females from an all-dmanuscript background (i.e., those who were nOt

taught cursive)., were the most'legiblesgroup, while those who were

initially taught manuscript and later switched to cursive_at

about grage three, were the least legible.
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105. Horn, Thomas D. od.) Research on Randuriting and SPeiting.

National Conference on Research in English, National Council of

Teachers of English, Champaign,' Illinois. 1966.

Three chapters in this book review then-current research in

handwriting instruction for American schools.

106. Horton, Lowell.. !The Second R A Wbiking Bibliography." Veven-
__

tary English, April 1969 426-430.

A short bibliography on handwriting broken down into the seven

following categories: manuscript-cursive; the.present state of,

handwriting; the relationship of handwriting to other subject areas;

the-let=handed. writer; evaluation and quility; diagnosis and analy-

sis of problems? and recommendations for teachers.

107. Huitt, Ray. "Handwriting: The State of the Pr,ft." Childhood

Education, January 1972: 219-223.

Looks at then-current research.findings in the following handwriting

ekraaJT basic objectives, manuscript vs. cursive debate, optimal

tiffe-foi-transition from manuscript to cursive,- handedness,

diagnosing difficulties in visual-motor coordination, evaluating

legibility, speed and handwriting quality, and possible areas for

future research.

108. Otto, Wayna,and Anderson, Dan W._ "Handwriting." Encyclopedia of

Educational Research, The MacMillan Company, 1969: 570-579.

Reviews major publications concerned with the history, teaching, /

art, and evaluation of handwriting; and gives an indication of the

current state of the art in 1969.

MISCELLANEOUS

The entries in this final section cover a wide range of handwriting

topics nut contained in previous sections of the bibliography. Because

of the Limited number of materials ooncerned with classroom calligraphy,

graphology, sex-typing, covert oral response, and other minor topics,

.' they are grouped together here under the genetal miscellaneous heading.
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109. .Ebsen, Alf Y. "Handwriting Aesthetics." Manitoba Teacher, June

1970. ,

. Advocates the tei\c,hing,of artistic handwriting or calligraphy--

as a means of pr*oting student interest in handWriting

Because,of the artistic nature of/the task, the author claims

that students are more highly Motivated to achieVe proper,letter

i form neatness, and accuracy than in traditional repetitive drill

exercises,
,

110. Groff, atrick. "Can Pupils Read What Teachers Write?" E4mentary

School ;Tournal, October 1975: 32-39.

The/article surveys research on handwriting instruction and

: the legibility of print script and reaches three conclusions: (1)

teachers' handwriting is less legible today than it was in the,past,

primarily tecause of-a,lack of programs designed to teach teachers how

to teach handwiting; (2 ) manuscript writing should replace cursive

.as the style used by teachers bebause it is more legible; and (3)

'when using manuscript teachers should concentrate on letter size.'

'and case, linelength and.spacing, since these factors are thought'

Jto be important determinants of legibility.

111. International Business Machines Corporation. "Experimental Signa7

Iture Verification System Detects Forgeries." Press release.

A. Yorktown Heights, liew York, September 26, 1978..

Describe's a signature verification systemlinvented by IBM's research

division,which can detect differences between. genuine and forged

signatures by comparing the writer's pen acceleration (i.e., change

in speed and direction) and pressure with a reference signature

contained in the computer. Because handwriting patterns become

habitual, the timing and style of writinglare beyond the individual's

deliberate control. .The signature verifiCation system measures

handwriting movement with a great deal of accuracy and hence can

detect minor differences that would result if one attempted to

dupll.cate another's signature.

112. Lippe, Richard. "Androgyny, Sex-Typing, and the Perception of

'Masculinity-Femininity in Handwriting." Journal of Research in

PersonaZity, Marc!, 1977: 21-37..

Describes a preliminary study which,hypothesized that strongly

sex-typed persons actively monitor their behavi.or on the dimension

of masculinity-femininity more than do androgynous persons,
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Whose personalities comprise both male and female characteristics.

To test the hypothesis, handwriting samples created by feminine

males, masculine males, feminine females, masculine females, andro-

gynous males and androgynous females were given to a sample of

undergraduate psychology students whose personalities were similarly

ranked using the Beni Sex Role Inventory. A seven-point rating

scale was used to rate the handwriting samples on their perceived

degree of masculinity-feminity (1 is masculine; 4 neutral; and

7 feminine). Using a one-way analysis of variance to differentiate

among the subjects, it was found that androgynous subjects did

indeed differentiate less strongly along the dimensions of masculi-

nity-femininity,thandid _strongly sex-typed subjects (p>. 0.01).

Thus masculine males, feminine males,_masculine females and feminine

females all seem to have high sensitivity to masculine-feminine
.

cues in handwriting, While androgynous males and females tend to be

less seniitive to male and female styles of writing. The authors

suggest that more research is needed here before any conclusiVe

statement can be made about one's sex-typing and perception of

.masculinity-fc.ininity in handwriting style.

113. McGuigan, F.J. "Covert Oral Behavior as a Function of Quality of

Handwr;.ting."- American Journal of Psychology, September 1970:

377-383.\

There is(considerable evidence that sUbjects make covert oral res-

ponses (e.g.,electrical activity in the tongue, ltps and chin) when

engaged in a variety of language tasks. It has been found, for

example, that poor readers have a higher level of covert oral beha-

vior during silent reading than do good readers. In this study,

the author wished to see if covert oral responses also increased

during the handwriting task, and if such responses were of greater

intensity for those individuals with poor handwriting skills. The

results of two detailed studies are reported in the article, both

of which indicated that the amplitude of covert oral responses was

significantly increased during writing tasks but not during non-

liAguistic tasks, such as drawing geometric shapes. In addition,

the amplitude of tha covert oraPbehavior durinçj the writing tasks

varied inversely with the quality of the persbn's handwriting. The

role that such covert behaviour plays in linguistic performance is
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uncertain. Some claim that it inhibits proficiency in the poor

writers/readers; others feel th,t it is necessary for these

individuals in order to achieve the level of proficiency that

they have already reached.

1144 Paine, M.J. "Blackboard'Practice for Teachers in Training."

English Language Teaching Journal, April 1974: 232-240.

peals with practice techniques for the use of chalkboards by

teachers in training. It is argued that 'weakness in all other

teaching techniques, e.g., oral drilling, question-and-answer work,
11

1

control, and even the ability to give clear ind concise instruc-
.

tions in the vernacular, are reflected in the teacher's ability to

use the blackboard.' Because of this notion, chalkboard practice

exercises for student teachers are given in letter form, spacing,

slope, and simple drawlng techniques in order to improve their

abilities to coniMunicate effectively through handwriting.'

115. Smith, Karl U.,and Schappe, Robert. "Veedback Analysis of the

Movement Mechanisms of Handwriting." journal of Etperimental

Education, Summer, 1970: 61-68.

"To extend the feedback analysis of legibility in handwriting, a

coordinate force transducer has been devised that makes possible

the separate sensing of the right-left and hear-far directions of

writing mott:ns &nd the converting of these movements to their

electrical analogs. This method of tranSducing handwriting motions

made possible systematic measurement of the effects of feedback

displacement and delay of the visual feedback of writing movements
8

and of analyzing the types of variation in legibility related to,

various feedback factors. ,Results showed-that differential

directional defects and general disturbances in legibility and

timing of writing movements occUrred in relation to both visual:

feedback displacement and delay of writing motions. The findings

give added svpport to the view bliat writing is not a form of

discrete stimulus-response behavior or stimulus tracking, but .

consists of self-generated forms .of response comparable to steering,

in which accuracy, legibility and learning are directly determined

by feedback time factors and directional sPecificity of particular

right-left and near-far coordinates of movement that dynamically

control and project vAsual input in the writing act."



116. Tenaglia, Richard. "Graphotherapyt Aiding Children's Pecsonality

Development.". Elementary EngUeh, May 1973s 775-779.

Th. author (a certified graphologist) claims that handwritiUg is

not merely the.result of a mechanical conditioning process,'

wherein letter syMbois are internalized4'but also 'a complex psycho-

motor manifestation of the mental movements within the individual's

mind.' In other words, the writing style of an individual nost only

reflects psychomotor skill, but is also a form of behaVioral psycho-

feedbackc which gives clues about the psychological make-up of that

individral. After reviewing several articles on graphology to

support its credibility, the author questions why such.an approach

has not been used in educational settings to diagnoie children'S

problems. Since writing style reflects certain behaviorisms in the

individual, he also questions what specific behaviors ire contained

in the healdwriting models that .1,se encourage children to imitate in

school. Several examples are given of Undesirable character traits

that are encouraged in handwriting models and also positive charac-

ter traits, inherent in some individuals' writing, which are'discou-

raged. Finally, he questions what happens to children emotionally

whin they are abruptly switched from vertical manuscript to right-

slant cursive during the transition period.

117. Vandervoort, pistil. "Calligraphy in the Cuzriculum." School Arts,

December 1970: 34-36.

Describes an elective course in calligraphy offered by the Portland,

dregon sehool system, in which italic script is used to create hand-

writing that displays both beauty and individuality. The author

suggests that stUdents are highly motivated in thip class and Acquire

good italic writing styles.

.%
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